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First steps to
your future
1
Reflect on your options

C

hoosing your
career may feel
like a big
decision, with a
lot of different
factors to
consider. You
might have
always known
what job you wanted, or you might
be open to all sorts of potential
careers. The following tips will walk
you through some of the things you
should be thinking about to narrow
down your choices and to start
exploring different career options.
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Start your search with an open mind...
Take a quick look at as many options as possible. Don’t
rule anything out on the basis of what you think other
people might say or any preconceptions as to what the
job involves. For example, there are finance
professionals who spend most of their time travelling to
clients around the country, rather than being stuck in
one place, while plenty of people in the construction
industry work with money and computers more than
they do with bricks.
... and don’t rely on ‘safe’ choices
Make sure you are really interested in a career area
before definitely deciding on it. It can be easy to settle
on a choice just because you think it might be
considered a ‘safe choice’ or a ‘good job’.
Think about your values, interests and strengths
When thinking about potential careers, ask yourself the
question: what’s important to me? Do I want to help
people? Is earning lots of money the most important
thing for me? Is being creative a priority for me?

7

3
2
Find out more about your choices...
... by meeting people
Talking to people who are currently working in a job
that interests you is a great way to find out more about
potential future careers and you’ll be able to ask them
any burning questions you may have. See if your family
and friends have any good contacts you can talk to.
Your school’s careers adviser might also be able to put
you in contact with people.
Attending careers events, school leaver jobs fairs
and university open days is a great way to get in
contact with employers and tutors. See if you can find
out who will be attending the event in advance and
have a couple of questions prepared so you know what
you want to find out.
... by gaining experience
By far the best way to confirm whether a job is for you is to
experience it for yourself. Don’t just rely on your school to
arrange work experience – you can find work experience
opportunities, both formal and informal, at a range of
school leaver employers. Read more on pages 12–13.

Try something else?
Still feeling worried about whether your decision
is the best one? Keep in mind that you can
always change direction later on. Ultimately,
experience is the only way to find out what you
like and dislike, so if you end up in a career you
don’t enjoy – or discover something else you
want to try – you can use the skills and
knowledge you have already gained to guide
you in a direction that will suit you more.

Visit targetcareers.co.uk to discover...
overviews of 14 key career areas
the skills required for different careers
a section on ‘choosing your career’ including
examples of careers with children, careers
involving travel and careers with animals
our job applications and interviews section and
university applications section
our list of degree subjects you need for different
careers to help you assess your next move.
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Exploring
your career
sector options

W

hat do you
want to do?
Thinking
about the type
of job you
want in the
future will help
when you’re
making choices about degrees or
choosing whether you want to do an
apprenticeship. Some careers will require
specific degrees, but many can be
entered by graduates from a variety of
courses. For apprenticeships, however,
you’ll need to have a strong idea of the
type of work you want to do.

Arts and creative
Design and put together the components of creative art. You
could be involved in film-making, writing, theatre or music.
Business and management
These roles can cover any activity that helps an organisation
make money.
Construction and property
Construction involves planning and designing buildings,
managing projects and restoring structures. Property
involves making as much money as possible out of projects.
Consulting
Consultants are hired by other organisations to improve their
productivity, profitability and performance.
Engineering
Engineers invent, design and produce everything we use,
from aerospace and telecoms to chemicals.

What are professional
qualifications?
Careers in some of these sectors will
require you to take additional ‘on-thejob’ qualifications, whether you join as
a university graduate or an
apprentice. These are awarded by
organisations called ‘professional
bodies’ and are most common in
finance, construction, engineering
and law. Many employers will guide
their apprentices and graduates to
complete relevant qualifications while
working for them – these show that
you are qualified to a high standard.
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Finance
A varied sector – you could work in accountancy, investment
management, banking or insurance to name but a few.
Healthcare and veterinary medicine
This sector includes careers in medicine, nursing, midwifery,
clinical psychology, veterinary science and more.
Hospitality and travel
Opportunities vary from hotel and restaurant management
to keeping public transport networks running smoothly.
HR and recruitment
Manage the ‘people’ side of organisations – for example,
hiring the best people for a job and making sure employees
are treated fairly and are able to do their jobs.

9

For more detailed advice on starting your career
in these sectors visit targetcareers.co.uk or pick
up a copy of TARGETcareers Construction,
Engineering & Property from your careers adviser.

IT and technology
You’ll deal with all aspects of computing, such as
designing information systems, cyber security and
providing technical support.
Law
You could be a barrister, a solicitor, a chartered legal
executive (CILEx) or a paralegal.
Marketing, advertising and PR
Work with clients or in-house at an organisation to help
promote its products or its reputation.
Media
Convey information and entertainment through
newspapers, television, books, the internet and more.
Public sector and charity
You could work for government (local or central), not-forprofit groups or as a social worker.
Retail, buying and fashion
Think buying, fashion design, merchandising (ensuring
stores have the right stock on sale) and logistics (making
sure products get from A to B).
Sales
Salespeople’s work involves building relationships with
clients and negotiating deals.
Science
Conduct research, monitor processes and develop new
products in a wide range of industries.
Teaching and education
Educate and support children and adults in a range of
schools and other institutions.
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How to manage
your parents

N

ow that you’ve
started to think
about the different
sectors you could
have a career in, you
need to look at how you’re going to
get there. There are many factors to
consider when making your choice,
including: will your parent(s)/
guardian(s) approve?
Things parents worry about
Sometimes parents will worry about
your future and whether you are
making the right choices. If you
understand what is stressing them,
it will be much easier for you to
reassure them and win them over to
your way of thinking. Bear in mind
that they are likely to be heavily
influenced by their own experiences.
Things your parents are likely to be
worried about include:
• whether you’ll be happy on the
path you want to take
• whether the path you are thinking of
taking will lead to financial stability
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• whether the path you are thinking
of taking will lead to you having the
sort of job that they would like you
to have (though they might not
admit this!)
• whether you will be able to change
direction later on if you want to
• whether you are clued-up enough
to make good decisions or if they
need to guide you
• whether you will be able to climb
the career ladder as well and as
quickly as those who have made a
different choice
• the amount of debt you will have
if you go to university
• the unknown.
How to reassure your parents
Make sure that you keep evidence of
the research you do, so you can show
your parents that you’ve properly
thought through your decision.
Bookmark webpages you’ve visited
and take notes on other sources of
information you’ve used (such as
conversations with careers advisers).

The following should go down well
with them:
• Knowing that you’ll be happy with
the career option(s) open to you
once you finish your degree or
apprenticeship.
• If you want to join a school leaver
programme, knowing that you will
receive training that leads to
nationally recognised
qualifications.
• If you’re looking to start an
apprenticeship, knowing whether
you will be able to progress as far
and as fast as a graduate joining
the same organisation.
• Having a rough idea of how much
you might earn when you finish
your degree or apprenticeship.
Where to find back up
If you need back up, you can refer
your parents to our parents and
teachers section on
targetcareers.co.uk, which is
designed to address some of the
concerns they may have.
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WHAT PARENTS THINK

57%

11%

of school students* ‘agreed’
or ‘strongly agreed’* with
the statement, ‘My parents
encourage me to start an
apprenticeship over going
to university’.

of school students* ‘agreed’ or
‘strongly agreed’ with the
statement, ‘My parents
encourage me to go to
university over starting an
apprenticeship’.

However, in both cases a sizeable proportion of parents
had ‘no opinion’:

28% 32%

for university

for apprenticeships.

2%
4%

PARENTS ARE A
BIG INFLUENCE

1%

4%

School students* said that the people
who influenced them most in their
career decisions were:
parents/family 52%
their own research 37%
friends 4%
subject-specific teachers 4%
their careers adviser 2%
an employer promoting roles 1%

37%
52%

*The Schools Survey 2019, conducted by Trendence UK, a GTI business. A total of 19,102 secondary school
and college students took part between February and April 2019. See page 32 for more information.
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How to gain skills
and get experience

W

hether you’re
applying for
university or
apprenticeships
– or applying for
graduate jobs
and internships
after starting
university – your grades alone won’t
be enough. Recruiters want you to
have participated in extracurricular
activities or work experience, which
will help prove that you’re a wellrounded person with the ability to do
well. Taking part in these activities
will also increase your confidence and
help you decide which careers you’re
likely to enjoy, which will influence
which jobs or university courses you
choose to apply for.
Turn to page 30 to learn how to
demonstrate these skills and
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experiences in your job applications,
20 for university applications, or 24 to
find out how university students can
develop their employability.
What are transferable skills?
While some skills are specific to a
particular job role, others can be useful
in lots of different situations – these are
known as ‘transferable skills’ or ‘soft
skills’. They can be transferred
between different roles, meaning that
you don’t always need directly relevant
experience when applying for a job or
university course; you just need to
think about how what you’ve done in
the past might be useful for the
opportunity you’re applying for. You
may even have already gained some of
these skills without realising it!
When employers advertise a job,
they usually devise a list of skills

13

What experience do
school students have?
The Schools Survey* asked secondary
school and college students about
the work experience they’d gained
and activities they had taken part in.
Respondents could choose more
than one option.

Work experience

50%
Paid work
(eg shop
assistant,
paper round)

52%
Voluntary/
charity work

41%
Work
experience
in a career
area that
they were
interested in

Work
experience
with a
company
they were
interested in
working for

18%
13%

None of the
above

Activities and achievements

58%
44%

*The Schools Survey 2019, conducted by
Trendence UK, a GTI business. A total of 19,102
secondary school and college students took
part between February and April 2019. See
page 32 for more information.

required for the role and look for
candidates who are a good match.
Online application forms, assessment
centres and interviews are typically
designed to find out whether you
have the skills needed. It’s important
to understand what recruiters are
looking for, so you don’t forget to tell
them about things you’ve done that
would impress them. Examples of
these skills include:
• communication
• problem solving
• teamwork
• leadership
• time management.
Activities that can look good in
applications
All sorts of activities can help you to
develop transferable skills, so the
term ‘work experience’ is broader

Achieved
an award
(eg Duke of
Edinburgh,
Young
Enterprise)

47%

50%

Member of
a society
or club

Member of a
sports team

Position of
responsibility
(eg sports
captain,
prefect,
committee
member)

14%
None of the
above

than you might think. There are lots
of things you can do at school or
university to develop the skills and
qualities that recruiters will be
looking for. These include:
• work experience placements
• clubs and societies
• volunteering and fundraising
• part-time jobs
• positions of responsibility
• your own projects (such as writing
a blog or building an app)
• starting a business.

Go to the ‘skills and experience’
section of targetcareers.co.uk to
learn more about the skills and
activities listed here.
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Work or uni:
choosing your route
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There will be some key differences in your lifestyle
depending on whether you go to university or
choose a work-based option, such as an
apprenticeship. You'll find more information at
targetcareers.co.uk/careers-advice/work-v-uni.

Leaving home
WORK: Depending on where your job
or apprenticeship is based, you may
need to move away from home into
private rented accommodation – your
employer may give you support with
arranging this.
UNI: Most students live in halls in
their first year and in private rented
accommodation after that, though
some students stay at home. Halls can
be sociable and convenient, but noisy,
and you don’t choose who you live
with; private renting gives you more
control over where you live and who
with, but calls for more organisation.
Finances
WORK: You’ll be paid a salary and so
you’ll experience the pleasure of a
regular pay day. However, you’ll still
need to budget carefully, especially if
you’re living away from home.
UNI: You’ll typically need to pay
tuition fees, as well as living costs
such as for rent and food. You’re likely
to end up with loans to pay off, and
possibly an overdraft too. Help with
funding can come from scholarships,
bursaries and part-time jobs. Many
students will depend on support from
parents too. See our advice on
funding on pages 22–23.
Studies and training
WORK: You’ll likely have an induction
to begin with, where you’ll get to
know the business and your
colleagues. In most apprenticeships
the majority of your time will be spent
at work, with set times for seminars

and lectures. You may also need to
study independently too.
UNI: How much time you spend
in lectures and seminars, and how
much time you’ll be expected to
study independently, will depend on
your course. It’s down to you to use
your time wisely. You may have
relatively few contact hours with your
tutors and nobody will check up on
whether you’re going to lectures.
Social life and hobbies
WORK: If you join an apprenticeship
at a large employer, you’ll have a
ready-made peer group of people
your own age – though they may be
in different departments. If your
apprenticeship involves training at an
external course provider, you might
also be able to mix with apprentices
at other employers. Big companies
also usually run a number of
networks, sports teams and other
groups and activities that employees
can get involved in.
UNI: There’s plenty of potential for
bonding and an active social life as
you’ll be surrounded by
undergraduates who will be in a
similar boat to you. You’ll meet
students from a broad range of
different backgrounds, including
others who are studying your subject
or who are involved in the same
extracurricular activities. Your first
week at university is usually called
freshers’ week, where you’ll meet
your tutors and coursemates, attend
social events and be encouraged to
sample what societies have to offer.
TARGETcareers Guide to your future 2020
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6%

FUTURE PLANS

10%

1%

Respondents to the Schools Survey*
told us that after leaving school or
college they plan to:
go to university 69%
start an apprenticeship/school
leaver programme 9%

5%

find a job 5%
undertake vocational training 1%
take a gap year before university
6%
haven’t decided yet 10%
9%
69%

6%

EXPLORING OPTIONS
Survey respondents told us that they:
considered/will consider both
options 54%
did not/will not consider starting
an apprenticeship 40%
did not/will not consider going to
university 6%

40%

*The Schools Survey 2019, conducted by Trendence UK, a GTI business.
A total of 19,102 secondary school and college students took part
between February and April 2019. See page 32 for more information.
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Thinking
about
university

In this section
18 How to choose your degree and university
20 Applying for university in four key steps
22 How much will university cost?
24 Will university help me to get a job?
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How to
choose your
degree and
university
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C

hoosing a university and a
course can be difficult –
there are many options for
you to pick from and lots of
different factors to
consider. You want to find a
course that you’ll find
interesting and will help
you to get a job, and you’ll want to study at
an institution that suits you. Fortunately, we
have lots of advice on the following topics
(and you can find out more at
targetcareers.co.uk).

CHOOSING THE RIGHT COURSE
It’s a good idea to find out what content is
covered, how much time you’ll spend in
lectures and seminars each week, how you’ll
be assessed and the student satisfaction
ratings for each course.
If you have a career in mind...
Some careers require specific courses or
courses accredited by a relevant professional
body. Look into what links the course has
with employers (such as opportunities to
meet them through employability events),
what percentage of graduates find work in
relevant industries and whether the modules
you’ll study will give you the knowledge you
need for a future job. You can find this
information on universities’ websites, at open
days, or by contacting admissions tutors.
If you’re not sure yet...
It’s best to keep your options open with a
degree that is very transferable. For example,
studying chemistry is applicable to a wider
range of careers than studying forensic
science – and you’ll likely be able to
specialise later on. Some recruiters may also
prefer more ‘traditional’ academic degrees.
So, consider choosing English literature
instead of film studies if you have no strong
preference, for example.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT UNIVERSITY
Some specific courses are only offered at a
couple of institutions, which will narrow
down your options significantly. For more
widely offered courses, looking at general
university rankings and subject-specific
rankings is a good place to start.
Location is a big factor in choosing a
university. Think realistically how far you’ll be
willing to travel, how much it will cost to live
there, and whether you’d prefer a city
university to a campus-based university. Is
the institution near to lots of employers you’d
be interested in working for? University isn’t
just about study, either – take a look at the
societies and clubs on offer at the university
and in the local area. If you can, make sure to
visit universities on an open day – these are
great opportunities to get a feel for the place
and to poke around libraries, the student
union bar and the accommodation.

Explore your degree options online
The TARGETcareers Degree Explorer will help you to
choose the right degree course for you. After a short
assessment of your interests, you’ll be presented
with a ranked list of the university subjects that are
a good match for you. Start charting the path to
your ideal course with the Degree Explorer at:
targetcareers.co.uk/degree-explorer.

TARGETcareers university reviews
We’ve surveyed thousands of current students to
learn what they think of their universities’
teaching, clubs and societies, location, nightlife
and much more. You’ll find all this at
targetcareers.co.uk/uni/university-reviews.
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Applying for
university in
four key steps

I

f you want to go to university in the
UK you’ll apply through a centralised
system called UCAS (the Universities
and Colleges Admissions Service). It
has an annual cycle with fixed
deadlines. Most degrees begin in
September or October and you may
need to start applying up to a year in advance
of the start date: early in your last year of
school or college.
You can select a maximum of five courses
(four for medicine, dentistry, veterinary
medicine or veterinary science) to apply for
initially. See page 18 for more on choosing
where to apply. Your choices are in no
particular order and universities won’t see
where else you’ve applied. UCAS charges an
application fee of £20 to apply to just one
course or £25 for multiple courses.

On targetcareers.co.uk you’ll find advice for:
writing personal statements
attending interviews
completing admissions tests
handling offers from universities
using Clearing and Adjustment.
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1
Your application
The first stage is an application form on the
UCAS website. This includes your personal
details, previous qualifications, course choices
and a personal statement (your chance to
demonstrate your enthusiasm and ability to
learn). You will also need a reference – if you’re
applying through your school or college, a
teacher will submit this on your behalf and
they will also add your predicted grades.
The deadline to apply for most courses is
usually in January. The exceptions to this are
applications for any course at the universities
of Oxford and Cambridge and applications for
most medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine
and veterinary science courses, which tend to
have a much earlier deadline in October.

3

2
Offers, interviews and
admissions tests
You might be offered a place at university
based on your application, predicted grades
and reference, but some universities or
courses might also require you to attend an
interview or complete an aptitude test to help
them decide between applicants.
Interviews are typically used for music, art
and design, education and medical courses,
and are a requirement for all courses at the
universities of Oxford and Cambridge.
Admissions tests are common for law, maths
and medical courses as well as a wide range of
courses at the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge.

4

Responding to offers

Results day

Once you’ve received offers from universities,
you’ll need to choose which to accept. If your
offers are conditional on you meeting certain
requirements (such as A level grades or UCAS
points), you’ll pick a firm choice (your
preferred option) and an insurance choice
(your back-up option in case you don’t meet
the requirements for your firm choice). Some
universities hold post-offer open days to help
you decide.
If you’ve already met the entry
requirements (say, you’re applying after
leaving school and receiving your exam
results) your offer will be unconditional. If your
firm choice is an unconditional offer, you can’t
have an insurance choice.
If you haven’t received any offers, or you’ve
declined all your offers, you can use UCAS
Extra to apply for more courses. This service
has previously opened in February.

If you’ve received conditional offers of a place
at university, you’ll find out whether you’ve
been accepted when you receive the results of
your A levels, Scottish Highers or International
Baccalaureate in the summer.
If you’re unsuccessful, all hope is not lost:
you can still apply for university courses at this
stage via a system called Clearing.
If you’ve done better than predicted and
want to try getting into a university you
thought you wouldn’t meet the entry
requirements for, you can use Adjustment.
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How much will
university cost?

G

iven that there are
apprenticeships and
school leaver
programmes offering
paid routes into a
range of careers
without needing to pay tuition fees, you
should think carefully about whether
university is worth the money. However,
the cost shouldn’t stop you applying if
university is the right choice for you.
The two main costs to take into
account when going to university are
tuition fees and living costs.

Maximum tuition fees per year
England £9,250
Wales £9,000 (Welsh students
studying at a Welsh university)
Scotland £1,820 (Scottish students
studying at a Scottish university –
however, this is normally covered by
the Scottish government so
students don’t pay anything)

Source: UCAS

Northern Ireland £4,395 (Northern
Irish students studying at a Northern
Irish University)
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Getting a student loan
Many students decide to get the
money to pay for tuition fees and
living from a student loan provider:
Student Finance England, Student
Finance Wales, Student Finance
Northern Ireland or the Student
Awards Agency Scotland. These
organisations are linked to the
government and offer two types of
student loan: one to cover tuition fees
and a maintenance loan to help pay
for living costs. The amount that
students can receive in maintenance
loan is dependent on factors such as
household income.
Grants, scholarships and bursaries
Grants, scholarships and bursaries are
sums of money awarded to students
by universities and organisations
such as professional bodies and
charities. They do not need to be
repaid. Some scholarships and
bursaries are given for academic
merit, while others depend on criteria
such as family income. Grants,
scholarships and bursaries have to be
applied for and there is no guarantee
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they will be awarded. You can search
for sources of funding on university
websites, student finance websites,
the UCAS website, and at your
school/college.
How much will you pay back?
The amount of money that you will
end up paying back is variable.
Repayments will be deducted from
your monthly wage once you’re
earning over a certain amount:
£25,725 in England and Wales
(expected to rise to £26,575 in April
2020), and £18,935 in Scotland and
Northern Ireland (expected to rise to
£19,390 in April 2020). You won’t pay
anything while you are earning less
than this. Even when you do start
repaying, the amount you pay will be
proportianal to your earnings (like
paying a little extra income tax), so
there’s no need to worry about how
you’ll pay back your student loan if
you don’t get a high-paying job. The
more you earn, the faster you will
start paying your loans back, so
interest will have less time to build
up. However, keep in mind that the

loan is cancelled after 30 years, so
many graduates will never pay the full
amount they owe.
Is university worth the money?
The decision of whether the debt that
typically comes with university is
worth it is, ultimately, up to you. Think
about your career choices – does your
ideal career need a degree? If you can
reach the same earning level as a
graduate in the same time through an
apprenticeship or a school leaver
programme, then you might be better
off without university.
Read our ‘University tuition fees and
funding’ article on targetcareers.co.uk
to learn more about the cost of
university and how student loans work.

Take a look at our ‘How much will I
earn?’ articles on targetcareers.co.uk
to get a feel for the graduate and
school leaver salaries you could earn in
different career sectors and job roles.
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Will university

help me
to get a job?

T

he answer to
whether getting a
degree will
automatically lead
to a job afterwards
is a simple ‘no’. Not
on its own, anyway.
At university you need to make sure
you are developing skills that
recruiters are looking for and will be
useful in any workplace, as well as
more career-specific skills (turn to
page 12–13 to find out what those
skills are).
The good news is there are loads
of things you can do alongside your
degree to develop your skills and
work-readiness. They will let you
explore different career avenues and
meet new people, and can be fun!
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Internships
Get a place on one of these programmes of formal
work experience for students during the holidays. You
will have your own tasks to do during the internship
and making a good impression can lead to you getting
a job with the same employer when you graduate.

Year-in-industry placements
Look out for degree courses that give you the option to
do a placement year. Usually sandwiched between the
second and final year of your degree, it is the chance to
spend six to twelve months working in a job that is
related to your degree. It is most common for
computing, engineering and business courses, but not
only these subjects.

Societies and hobbies
Join a group at uni to keep up something you already
do or to try something new. They range from unusual
pastimes (quidditch, anyone?) to music, sport, crafts,
politics and loads more. The best way to turn this into
something good for your CV is to get a role on the
committee that runs the group.
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Part-time work
As well as jobs in a supermarket or
behind a bar, you might find paid
opportunities at your university such
as being a campus tour guide or
working at the university library. You
may already plan to work part-time at
uni or during the holidays in order to
earn some money. Other benefits you
gain from student jobs include
increased self-confidence and a
range of skills such as customer
service, problem solving and time
management.

Volunteering
Many universities offer volunteering
opportunities through their students’
unions or careers services, as well as
charity fundraising known as RAG
(raising and giving). These are great
fun and don’t usually require a large
time commitment. It’s even better if
you find a role that’s related to the
career you want to go into: if it’s
engineering you could take part in
school outreach to encourage girls to
pursue science and maths; if you
want to enter the environment sector
you could get involved in conserving
local woodland.

Off-campus events
There will be opportunities to visit
employers’ offices to learn more
about the company or a particular
career sector and decide if it’s right
for you. These may be organised by
the employer or another
organisations such as TARGETjobs.

Careers service events
Find out where your careers service is in your first term.
Make the most of the careers service throughout your
time at university and not just in a panic at the end. You
could benefit from all sorts of opportunities and events
geared towards finding out about different careers and
preparing yourself for getting the job you want.
Some of these will allow you to meet employers face
to face, while others might focus more on a specific
skill or giving you job-hunting advice. Your careers
service may also offer an employability award to give
you recognition for your work experience and
extracurricular activities, and help you understand
what you’ve gained from them.
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DEVELOP THROUGHOUT
YOUR APPRENTICESHIP
AND BEYOND

Willis Towers Watson is passionate about building successful careers, and that starts with
our incredible apprenticeships. Our unique programmes will challenge you, expose you to
the real working world and provide a fully-funded professional qualiﬁcation by the time you
ﬁnish - all the while earning a competitive salary.
From day one as an apprentice, you’ll dive straight into a range of innovative projects, which
could include working on insurance for well-known aviation companies to supporting retail
businesses with their pension schemes. But exposure to real client work and working alongside
senior leaders is just the start - throughout your apprenticeship, you’ll also be given the support
you need to reach every programme landmark, and nail every challenge. That includes being
paired up with a mentor who will coach and advise you throughout your time with us.
So if you’re ambitious, curious and collaborative - and ready to jump into a brand
new challenge - we want to hear from you.

YOUR CAREER DEVELOPMENT NEVER STOPS
CAREERS.WILLISTOWERSWATSON.COM
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What are
apprenticeships?

A

pprenticeships
allow you to gain
skills and
qualifications while
being paid to work
for an employer.
What exactly are
your options, and are they the right
choice for your career aspirations?
Jobs you can do
Typically, apprenticeships are found in
construction, engineering, IT, finance
and retail, but they are increasingly
offered elsewhere. However, the
traditional university route is still
necessary for some jobs, such as
doctor or barrister.
The qualifications you’ll get
Apprenticeships, unlike school leaver
programmes, must fit a particular
framework of work, training and
qualifications, as set out by the
government. Each of the four types of
apprenticeship offers qualifications at
a different level:
• Intermediate (level 2) is equivalent
to GCSEs (known as foundation in
Wales).
• Advanced (level 3) is equal to A levels
(known as apprenticeships in Wales).
• Higher (levels 4 and 5) is equivalent to
a foundation degree or HE diploma.
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• Degree (levels 6 and 7) results in
a bachelors or masters degree.
You might see the term ‘school
leaver programmes’ used to
describe a scheme that is
technically an apprenticeship, or
as a catch-all term for all earningand-learning opportunities
open to school leavers. Some
apprenticeships and school leaver
programmes also involve working
towards ‘professional qualifications’
– see the box on page 8 for more
on these.
Degree apprenticeships are
programmes where you work for
the employer, study for a degree
part-time and have your tuition
fees paid. This is sometimes called
a sponsored degree. The term
‘sponsored degree’ can also refer to
an arrangement where an
employer provides you with
financial help to go to university in
the normal way while you study a
subject that relates to its business.
Typically you will complete work
placements with the employer
during university holidays, and you
may need to work for the employer
for a minimum period after
graduation. This type of sponsored
degree is most frequently provided
by engineering companies.
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Apprenticeships in Scotland
Apprenticeships are structured slightly differently
in Scotland. School leavers can choose to do a
modern apprenticeship or a graduate
apprenticeship. Modern apprenticeships can lead
to a range of SCQF (Scottish Credit and
Qualifications Framework) level 5–7 qualifications,
equivalent to National 5s, Highers and Advanced
Highers. Graduate apprenticeships lead to
bachelors and masters degrees (SCQF levels 9–11).
Students currently in S5 and S6 can also complete
foundation apprenticeships.

Studying while working
Apprentices have to study for
qualifications alongside their work, which,
depending on the employer, may be by
spending one day a week or a block of a
week or more at college or uni (known as
‘day release’ or ‘block release’). Most also
have regular exams and assignments to
assess their progress at work and to go
towards qualifications.
Let’s talk money
The cost of an apprenticeship and any
qualifications you get will be entirely
covered by the employer. Additionally,
you’ll earn a salary. Apprentices under
the age of 19, or who are 19 and in their
first year, will earn £4.15 per hour*
(although many employers will pay more
than this), with this figure rising to the
national minimum wage depending on
age: £6.45 for 18–20 year olds, £8.20 for
21–24 year olds and £8.72 for those aged
25 and over*. You will earn at least the
national minimum wage on a degree
apprenticeship.
What you can do afterwards
Depending on your performance, it’s
likely that an employer will keep you on at
the end of an apprenticeship. It may be in
your contract that you have to work for
your employer for a set period of time,
particularly if it has supported you to get a
degree. While some qualifications may
be more versatile than others, any work
experience you gain will certainly be
useful for jobs in other industries or with
other employers.
* As of April 2020
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O
O

nce you have an idea
of the career you
want to enter and
how you want to
enter it, you need to
start taking steps
towards turning these ideas into reality.
You will need to apply for
apprenticeships and school leaver
programmes just like any other job.
Competition for these opportunities can
be tough, so you want to ensure that you
give yourself the best possible chance of
standing out and impressing recruiters.
Job applications
The application process for
apprenticeships and school leaver
programmes is your chance to

introduce yourself to employers, show
off your experiences and show that
you are up to the job. Here are some
common application stages you’re
likely to encounter.
CVs
Your CV is a document that introduces
yourself to employers. There is no one
right way to put together a CV, but it
should definitely include details about
your contact information, your
education, your work experience and
your skills. Make sure that it’s easy to
read, not too long (two sides of A4 max)
and tailored to each employer. Take a
look at our CV template for inspiration
in our ‘How to write a cracking CV’
article on targetcareers.co.uk.

How to

get hired
TARGETcareers Guide to your future 2020
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Covering letters and application
forms
Many large employers will ask you to
fill out an online application form,
where you’ll answer questions about
why you want to work for the
employer or why you would be good
at the job. You may also be asked to
complete numerical, verbal and other
reasoning tests. In other cases, you’ll
be asked to write a covering letter.
This is a letter that allows you to
explain in detail ‘why you’ and ‘why
the employer’. It should be formatted
like a formal letter. You will find more
information in our articles on ‘Top tips
for filling in school leaver programme
application forms’ and ‘Create a great

apprenticeship covering letter’ on
targetcareers.co.uk.
For application forms and covering
letters, make sure you’ve done your
research into the employer and know
what the role requires, so you’re able
to show you match the key skills and
competencies that employers look
for. See pages 12–13 to learn more
about what these skills are and how
to get them.
Assessment days and interviews
Whatever you’re applying for, you’re
likely to have at least one interview,
which may be done over video or face
to face. You will usually be asked
questions such as ‘give me an

example of a time when you used [a
skill]’ and ‘what kinds of tasks do you
enjoy the most?’. For more
information, read our ‘Apprenticeship
interview questions and tips’ article
on targetcareers.co.uk.
Your interview may be part of an
assessment centre. These are events
where you, and other applicants, will
take part in assessments such as
presentations, group exercises, case
studies and interviews. This is also an
opportunity for you to find out more
about the employer and, usually, meet
people working at the organisation.
Read our ‘Assessment day tips for
school leaver programmes’ article on
targetcareers.co.uk for more advice.
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How to
start your
job search

Y

ou can find job
vacancies and school
leaver opportunities
through your school or
college, through people
you know, through
work experience and through your own
research (such as on targetcareers.co.uk
or the government’s ‘Find an
apprenticeship’ webpage).
Shortlisting employers
The best way to apply for
apprenticeships and school leaver
programmes is to pick out a shortlist of
around three to four programmes or
apprenticeships that interest you the
most and focus on them first. This will
ensure you have the time to put
together high-quality applications.
Employers are looking for applications
that show that you’ve spent time
researching them and that you have
genuine reasons for why you want to
work for them specifically. See page 30
for more on the different common
stages of an application.
Larger employers (such as those
featured in the top 200) will typically
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run annual recruitment cycles for
school leaver opportunities, with
applications opening between
September and March. You would
typically apply for these at the
beginning of your final year at school or
college. Smaller employers may
advertise apprenticeships with
immediate start dates, which would be
suitable for people who have already
left school.
Introducing the top 200
To give you a hand to narrow down your
choices and to create your own shortlist,
our research partner Trendence UK has
conducted its annual UK schools survey
to find the top 200 most popular
employers for school leavers.
You can see the 200 most popular
employers and whether they offer school
leaver and university work experience
opportunities on pages 34–36. If an
organisation interests you, look them up
in the ‘200 in brief’ (on pages 132–152) to
find out a bit more about what they do,
what opportunities they offer and what
qualifications you might need.
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The Trendence UK Schools Survey 2019
Trendence UK surveyed 19,102 school students about the
employers that interested them between February and
April 2019. 37% of respondents identified as male, 62%
identified as female and 2% either identified differently or
preferred not to say. 40% of respondents were in year
13/S6, 28% were in year 12/S5, 11% were in year 11/S4, 20%
were in years 7–10/P7–S3 and 1% were in year 14 (or
equivalent).*
The data was collected from all different types of
schools from across different regions in the UK, in order
to gain a representative picture of what the UK’s school
leavers thought.
Students were first asked what career sectors they
were interested in and then asked to choose which
employers they were most interested in applying to from
a list of employers in that sector.
*Figures have been rounded and may not add up exactly to 100%.
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BMW Group

36

Goldman Sachs
TUI Group

3

Warner Bros

37

4

Google

38

Bentley

5

MI6 – Secret Intelligence Service

39

Deloitte

6

ITV

40

Local government/local councils

7

Police

41

Amnesty International

8

Apple

42

Hilton

9

MI5 – The Security Service

43

PwC

Teach First

44

HSBC

11

Microsoft

45

Penguin Random House

12

Civil Service

46

Dyson

13

The Army

47

Virgin Media

14

Rolls-Royce

48

Oxfam

15

GlaxoSmithKline

49

Sony

16

Sky

50

Lloyd’s

17

HM Revenue and Customs

51

Lloyds Banking Group

18

Barclays

52

adidas Group

19

The Royal Air Force

53

Santander

20

Channel 4

54

L’Oreal

10

114

124

21

Jaguar Land Rover

55

Aston Martin Lagonda

22

Ubisoft

56

Pﬁzer

23

British Airways

57

Intel
EY

78

24

BAE Systems

58

25

Cancer Research UK

59

Environment Agency

26

Mercedes-Benz

60

Mercedes AMG High Performance Powertrains

27

J.P. Morgan

28

AstraZeneca

61

Arcadia (Topshop, Topman, etc)

62

29

Harrods

The Royal Navy

63

30

The Bank of England

Amazon

64

Merlin Entertainments

31

Heathrow

65

GCHQ

32

Samsung

66

Boots

33

Airbus

67

Starbucks

34

KPMG

68

Debenhams
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For more information on
any of these organisations,
see page 132 onwards.
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The 200 most popular employers
for school leavers 2019/20 (1–136)

88

92

108

RBS (The Royal Bank of Scotland Group)

104

Facebook

71

John Lewis Partnership
IBM

100

73

Roche

74

Volkswagen Group

75

Financial Conduct Authority

76

Visa

77

McDonald’s

78

Irwin Mitchell

(incl. Bentley, Audi, SEAT, Skoda, Volkswagen)

96

112

itie
s
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105

Sainsbury’s

106

BT

107

Abercrombie & Fitch

108

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

109

EE

110

RB (Reckitt Benckiser)

111

Accenture

112

Nestlé
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79

National Audit Ofﬁce

113

Cisco

80

Clifford Chance

114

Arup

81

Nationwide

115

Clyde & Co

82

DSTL

116

Aviva

70

83

Marks & Spencer

117

RSM

122

84

Whitbread Group (incl. Costa and Premier Inn)

118

Balfour Beatty

85

Deutsche Bank

119

Asda

86

Slaughter and May

120

Fidelity International

94

87

Next

121

Bloomberg

76

88

Ford

122

Bosch

89

American Express

123

Citi

90

Allen & Overy

124

Aldi

Coca Cola European Partners

125

Kennedys

92

Linklaters

126

Shell

93

Network Rail

127

Grant Thornton

94

Tesco

128

Co-operative Bank

95

Siemens

129

WSP

96

Morgan Stanley

130

Mars

91

90

97

Nissan

131

Travis Perkins

98

Marriott International

132

Eversheds Sutherland

99

National Grid

133

Pinsent Masons

Unilever

134

DLA Piper

101

Transport for London

135

Kier Group

102

CGI

136

The Co-op
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Burger King

171

Charles Russell Speechlys

138

Ashfords

172

Thales

139

Royal Mail Group

173

O2 (Telefonica Group)

140

HS2

174

Alfa

141

Allianz

175

Mazars

142

Lidl

176

SSE (Scottish and Southern Energy)

143

BP

177

Frontline

144

Capgemini

178

Thames Water

126

145

UBS

179

Atkins

68

146

Mott MacDonald

180

AXA

118

147

Hewlett Packard Enterprise

181

Ashurst

148

TJX Europe (TK Maxx and Homesense)

182

3M UK

149

Capital One

183

Shoosmiths

150

AECOM

184

Mencap

151

Dentons

185

Moore Stephens

152

Osborne Clarke

186

M&G Investments

153

InterContinental Hotels Group

187

RPC

154

Great Western Railway

188

Skanska

155

EDF Energy

189

PA Consulting Group

156

Burges Salmon

190

BAM

157

Freshﬁelds Bruckhaus Deringer

191

Laing O’Rourke

158

ARM

192

Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner

159

Reed Smith

193

Jacobs

160

Greene King

194

Vodafone

161

Morrisons

195

Leonardo

162

Baker McKenzie

196

Hogan Lovells

163

Credit Suisse

197

Hargreaves Lansdown

164

Barratt Developments

198

Taylor Wessing

165

BlackRock

199

166

Womble Bond Dickinson

167

UK Power Networks

168

Fujitsu

169

Bird & Bird

170

BDO
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The 200 most popular employers
for school leavers 2019/20 (137–200)

Yorkshire Building Society (YBS Group)
Withers

The Trendence UK Schools Survey took place between
February and April 2019. It asked 19,102 school students to
choose the employers that they would most like to work for.
Find out more about the survey on page 32.

64

120

106

37

Spotlight on
employers
(sponsored content)

In this section
38 Aldi
40 Bank of America
42 BDO
44 CGI
46 Dyson
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SPOTLIGHT ON EMPLOYERS

ALDI

DEVELOP YOUR CAREER WITH AN
AWARD-WINNING RETAILER
Aldi apprentices complete a range of training courses that can lead to impressive
rewards and opportunities to progress, as former apprentice Ben Jones explains.

B

en Jones was all set for college and A
levels after finishing high school and his
GCSEs. However, after seeing a poster
highlighting the Aldi apprenticeship
programme in his local store, and
researching the available opportunities
further on the Aldi recruitment website, Ben believed
that there was a path more suited to him. He was enticed
by the chance to train on the job and gain nationally
recognised qualifications, while working towards a career
in retail management.
‘I didn’t enjoy school and even at 16 I was keen to start
working, to learn real life skills, and ultimately start
earning money,’ says Ben. ‘I am so glad that I discovered
the Aldi stores apprenticeship. It was a fantastic way to
launch my career in retail management.’
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People-focused environment
After applying for his apprenticeship online, Ben attended
an assessment followed by a final interview with the
hiring manager. Ben was given a taste of Aldi’s working
culture, which piqued his interest further and made him
even more driven to succeed within the fast-paced and
dynamic Aldi Store environment.
During the three-year apprenticeship Ben received
training in all aspects of retail management, gaining
experience through a mixture of in-store practical and
theory-based work. Now a deputy store manager, Ben
enjoys Aldi’s focus on both its colleagues and customers,
and the fact he always has a structured training plan. In
fact, the training has been one of his favourite things
about the programme.
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Turn to page 58 and IBC to learn more
about the opportunities Aldi offers.
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Training that pays off
‘My tutor was supportive during my apprenticeship and
helped me excel with my theory work,’ says Ben. All of
Aldi’s store apprentices start with in-store training. Once
they have successfully completed 13 months,
opportunities may be available in retail management,
with these apprentices working towards a level 3
advanced certificate.
‘My store manager and the rest of the store team were
extremely supportive when it came to teaching me the
all-important store tasks, such as till operation, stock
rotation and customer liaison, enabling me to conduct
my role effectively and efficiently,’ says Ben.
Ben’s hard work paid off when he was named as the
Cardiff region’s apprentice of the year in 2017. After his
graduation Ben moved on to start a new role as a deputy
store manager, and his training has continued.
Now Ben takes the reins when the store manager is
away, contributing to running the store operation,
monitoring sales and productivity targets, handling
money each day, processing stock orders and creating
shift rotas for colleagues.

B
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Why choose Aldi?
Aldi is one of the UK’s fastest-growing
supermarket chains with over 860 stores and
plans to have 1,200 stores by 2025.
Apprentices are offered a permanent position
at Aldi once they have completed their training
successfully, and all colleagues also have the
added benefit of one of the highest rates of pay
in the supermarket sector and rising salaries
during their service with the business.
As a stores or logistics apprentice, applicants
can expect to start on £187 per week, rising to
£279 per week in year three for store apprentices.
Driver apprentices receive £316 a week.
Depending on the programme applied for, other
training may include a level 2 warehouse
operative standard qualification, Category C+E
licence and level 2 LGV standard qualification.

What next?
‘I particularly enjoy interacting with customers and
helping to manage the workforce. As a result of my
hard work, I am already supported by my team to
progress further and hope to become an assistant store
manager soon,’ says Ben.
Ben’s sights are set on running his own Aldi Store in
the future: ‘Aldi has been the perfect place to start my
career; I have thoroughly enjoyed my journey so far and
am keen to see what the future holds,’ says Ben.
Ben’s tips for success
• During the application process, demonstrate your
ability to learn new skills and multi-task.
• Showcase your knowledge of the industry to help
you stand out from the crowd. ‘My business studies
GCSE helped me answer questions about business
processes as I was able to provide real-life examples
from previous research,’ says Ben.
• Roll your sleeves up and get stuck in during your
apprenticeship – it is a busy three years, but it is also
a lot of fun.
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BANK OF AMERICA

QUALIFICATIONS YOU CAN BANK ON
You don’t need any previous knowledge of finance or technology to become a
Bank of America apprentice; you’ll receive all the training you need to succeed.

A

n apprenticeship at Bank of America
gives you recognised qualifications
and training to make the best possible
start to your career, meaning there’s
no need to go to university before
starting work. Lori Griffiths is a client
service representative and is completing a level 3
investment management apprenticeship, while Hugo
Beales is an apprentice application developer and is
studying for a degree in digital and technology
solutions. They told us what they think of the training
and support they’ve received so far.
Combining work and study
Both Lori and Hugo chose apprenticeships because
they enjoy combining studying with practical work. ‘I
didn’t really want to study full time after being in sixth

They put
my learning before
other things to
make sure I’m
successful.
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form for two years,’ says Lori. ‘I wanted the balance of
work time and study time.’
‘The fact that you can apply what you’ve learned
instantly to your work was pretty appealing to me,’ says
Hugo. ‘Learning about things and not being able to apply
them was something I found quite difficult in school. I
found the subjects in which I could apply that knowledge
straight away much easier and more enjoyable.’
Flexible learning
Both qualifications are taught online through the bank’s
chosen training providers: for example, through watching
lectures via a webcam, chatting with other learners via
instant messaging and taking interactive quizzes. ‘They’ve
used technology quite well to make it more interactive
than it could have been,’ says Hugo.
Hugo has two online evening lectures each week (one
on a business-focused module and one that is more
technical) as well as 20% of work time set aside for
independent study, which may involve reading core texts
before each lecture, answering questions afterwards or
completing assignments. ‘Having one day off to study is
so important,’ says Hugo. ‘I don’t think I would be able to
do it properly without that. The thing that sets Bank of
America apart is that they put my learning before other
things to make sure I’m successful in both work and
learning.’
Lori also appreciates the freedom to study in her own
way. ‘I study on Mondays because that’s when my
lectures take place. We can study at home or at work.
Balancing work and study was hard at first because I
found it difficult to study while I was in the office, but I
study at home now so I can completely switch off from
work. It is quite flexible; if I need more time studying
closer to exams, my manager will happily give it to me.’
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On-the-job support
As well as their qualifications, Bank of America
apprentices benefit from continuously learning on the
job. They gain a good grounding in the internal systems
they use, get to grips with financial jargon, learn about
the wider work of the bank and receive ongoing support
from their teammates and manager. ‘I’ve been doing
training with different teams in the bank to get an insight
into what they do,’ says Lori. ‘It’s given me a broader
knowledge of the bank, not just my team.’
Hugo has had a similar experience. ‘Members of the
team would take a day or an afternoon to walk me
through what they do and the technology they work
with. Every so often, my manager connects me with his
contacts within the bank who are doing similar things to
what I’m learning about on my degree, so it’s more
applicable and I have a better understanding of why it’s
important.’
Help is always on hand as and when they need it. ‘My
team is happy to help me with anything,’ says Lori.
‘Whenever I’ve got a question, I just ask someone and
they will go through it with me.’
Hugo says: ‘It’s a lot less daunting than I expected it to
be. Everyone around me is trying to support me and help
me grow, so I know it’s fine if things don’t quite go how
I expect them to go. It’s not a high-pressure
environment.’

Learning something new
Your choice of apprenticeship doesn’t have to be
related to what you’ve studied at school or college
because you’ll be taught all the necessary skills and
knowledge on the job and through your qualification.
Hugo studied biology, chemistry and maths at
A level, but says he would have liked to do IT or
computing if it had been offered at his school. He
enjoyed using data in chemistry and he taught
himself programming languages in his spare time,
which led him to explore a career in technology – but
there was still plenty left to learn on the
apprenticeship. ‘I taught myself all my coding skills
and technical computer skills but that only scratched
the surface,’ he says.
Meanwhile, Lori chose to step into the unknown,
having completed A levels in art and design, product
design and photography. ‘I became interested in
investment management because it was something
completely different to anything I’d studied in sixth
form,’ she explains. ‘I wanted to set my mind to a new
challenge and build up a new set of skills.’
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BDO

THE TRUTH ABOUT ACCOUNTANCY
BDO is keen to show that there’s more to accounting than crunching numbers.
Apprentices enjoy the inclusive culture, varied work and flexibility offered.

W

hether you’ve never considered
a career in accountancy or
you’ve written it off as not for
you, we urge you to think
again. We spoke to two
apprentices at business
advisory firm BDO to get an insight into what it’s
really like to work there. It’s clear from their responses
that accountancy is as much about people as it is
about numbers – and that BDO in particular values
individuality. Holly Barham is a tax assistant who is
based in London and started in 2019, while Jake
Fewell is an audit trainee who is based in Ipswich and
joined in 2018.
You don’t need to study accounting first
Previous knowledge of accountancy isn’t needed. Even
maths isn’t a requirement beyond GCSE level (or
equivalent) – but enthusiasm and a willingness to learn

BDO cares
about its people
and there’s a really
good work/life
balance.
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are vital. ‘I was really worried about coming here straight
from school with no experience,’ Holly comments. ‘But
everyone is so helpful; you learn everything from the
complete basics upwards and if you don’t understand
something you can ask as many times as you want.’
Jake did study accounting in sixth form, but stresses
that prior knowledge is not essential: ‘You’re not
expected to go into the interview and know what the
accountancy jargon means. What interviewers do want
to see is that you are genuinely interested in the
company, so do some research to come up with
concrete reasons around why you want to join.’
You don’t need a degree
There’s no need to go to university first if that’s not right
for you. BDO apprenticeships include a professional
qualification (see page 8 for more on these), fully funded
by the company, and trainees are given a salary and real
responsibility from the get-go.
‘I wanted to get experience out in the real world and be
independent,’ reflects Holly. ‘There was no particular
course that I wanted to do at university, so the only thing
making me want to go was the university life. For me,
that wasn’t a good enough reason.’
Jake didn’t know apprenticeships were an option
until his accounting teacher suggested he look into
them. ‘An apprenticeship looked like the more sensible
option as I would be getting a qualification at the end of
it, being paid to train rather than racking up a university
tuition debt and getting more practical work experience
than I would at university,’ he explains.
Your unique personality matters
‘The main reason I chose BDO over other firms is that, at
my interview, I felt so comfortable and like I’d be really
valued,’ says Holly. ‘When I started, I was the only trainee
in my team, so I was a little bit worried that I would be
pushed to the side, but everyone has made me feel so
welcome.’
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Jake had a similar experience: ‘After comparing the
company to similar firms, I found that BDO suited me
because of the core values. BDO cares about its people
and there’s a really good work/life balance. Managers
understand that you have commitments outside of
work. Rather than building your personal life around
work, you have the flexibility to manage your work and
personal life.’
There’s no one type of employee at BDO because
diversity is valued. Holly agrees: ‘The person who
interviewed me said I wasn’t the loudest in the group
discussion and, at first, I thought that was a bad thing, but
she said it’s not about being the most vocal; it’s about
listening and taking on board what other people say.
At BDO in particular, what matters is being yourself.’
There’s a lot of variety
Holly and Jake have found that their jobs are interesting
and full of variety. Holly says: ‘I wanted to challenge
myself and I had heard that giving tax advice was very
challenging but that it was a really fulfilling career path
to go down. It’s always changing, which is why it’s quite
hard, but I didn’t want to do something that was
repetitive. I wanted to do something that would be
different every day.’
Jake’s job includes travelling to different places in the
UK. ‘Audit involves reviewing the finances of different

organisations,’ he explains. ‘I work in public sector
audit, so I review the financial information of local
government councils, hospitals and NHS foundation
trusts. Most of the time I’m speaking to senior people
in councils or hospital finance departments out at
their offices.’
Like Holly, Jake enjoys the variety: ‘I personally
don’t think I would be suited to working in one place
all the time. Travelling to different locations every
week keeps it interesting.’
You can adapt your work to suit you
Being in control of your workload can be challenging
to adjust to. ‘At school you have people reminding you
about homework and if you’ve got an exam coming
up, but at work you’re a lot more independent, so I try
to be as organised as possible,’ says Holly.
However, Jake enjoys the level of independence
BDO gives him: ‘You get a certain number of paid
study days, which you can use however you like –
whether you do a bit every week or book off a period
of time just before each exam. Sometimes your
managers will let you leave work slightly earlier to get
home and do some studying; you can make up the
hours during lunch or after your exams. That’s the
good thing about BDO: they give you the flexibility to
study in your own way.’
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CGI

MAKING AN IMPACT ON THE WORLD
AND YOUR FUTURE CAREER
Apprentices at CGI have the power to shape their route into a business or
technology career and work on projects that make a real difference.

Y

ou may not be familiar with CGI, but
you’ve probably benefited from its
services without even realising it. For
example, CGI is working with the
Environment Agency to transform the
way that floods are forecast, it protects
military and intelligence networks from 43 million
cyber attack incidents each day and it’s the company
behind the mission control system for Europe’s
30-satellite navigation constellation.
Being able to play a part in big projects with real-life
impact is just one of the reasons why apprentices love
working at CGI. ‘A lot of the projects I’m currently
working on are so important that I can’t tell anyone
about them,’ says Eddie Muscat, an apprentice junior
project manager. ‘But previously I’ve worked on
projects with the police, which involved helping link
databases together so the police could catch criminals
who crossed borders. It made a big difference knowing
that the work I was doing would have an impact on the
lives of others.’

Flexibility to find your path
Not only are apprentices able to work on large-scale
projects with impact, they’ll also be working towards
recognised qualifications. For school leavers interested in
a career in business or technology, CGI offers the chance
to find a route into work that suits them. ‘CGI offers two
types of apprenticeship,’ says Maria Whittingham, student
recruitment specialist at CGI, who joined CGI as a degree
apprentice. ‘Our higher apprenticeships are ideal if you
want work experience and a professional qualification in a
particular area but aren’t quite sure if doing a degree is
right for you. Our degree apprenticeships enable you to
get a debt-free degree from a great university, all while
gaining first-hand work experience in the industry.’
The flexibility of the apprenticeship begins from your
application, as CGI offers five degree apprenticeships
across England, Scotland and Wales. The programme you
decide to apply for will depend on your location or study
preferences – on some you will study on campus for one
day per week and on others you will study through remote

CGI degree apprentices graduating in a ceremony at Winchester Cathedral.
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learning. CGI also offers a variety of higher apprenticeships
nationwide, one of which features classroom-based
learning for the first 12 weeks of the apprenticeship and
others where the classroom learning takes place over the
course of the apprenticeship.
‘Apprentices at CGI know they have the opportunity
and flexibility they need to move around the business so
they can work in different industries, with different clients
and on different projects,’ says Maria. ‘They can change
roles to find their home within the company, but while on
the apprenticeship, roles will relate to their studies. This
means that their learning in the classroom directly relates
to what they are learning through on-the-job experience.’
This is due to the project-based nature of much of CGI’s
work; at the end of a project, apprentices can move teams,
gain a broader understanding of the business and try out
a new role. Maria has experienced this first hand; she
joined CGI as a business degree apprentice in project
support after her A levels and, over the course of her
apprenticeship, found her ideal career in the student
recruitment team.
Choose how you develop
All apprentices at CGI will have a permanent contract from
day one. However, this doesn’t mean their development
stops. Higher apprentices have the option to transition to a
degree apprenticeship, as apprentice software developer

Divya Bedi did. ‘I hadn’t planned to do the degree
apprenticeship in software development, but after
getting the equivalent of a foundation degree by
completing my higher apprenticeship, my manager and
my mentor both agreed that it could be right for me.’
Divya explains how her higher apprenticeship
prepared her for her degree: ‘I’m 100% glad that I did a
higher apprenticeship first – I’m able to refer back to
my coursework from my higher apprenticeship and I
was more prepared for the increased workload of
balancing studying at university one day a week and
working a job the rest of the time.’
Why choose CGI?
Apprenticeships at CGI give students the opportunity
to learn in a way that suits them and to tailor their
career to what they enjoy. ‘I’ve always been a more
practical learner – seeing how concepts work in action
is how I’d prefer to learn,’ Divya explains. ‘Things I’m
doing in my work life feed into my degree and things I
learn in my degree help me to understand my work.’
Eddie has been able to develop his business skills by
moving to project management. ‘Your apprenticeship
is just the starting point,’ he says. ‘I’ve had the flexibility
and the support to follow what I enjoy most about work
and it’s taken my career path in a new and different
direction.’
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DYSON

WHERE A DEGREE MEETS HANDS-ON
ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE
Trying to decide between university life and starting work? At The Dyson Institute of
Engineering and Technology, you can have both.

I

f you like the idea of university but you’re also
keen to have a real job at a top engineering
company, consider The Dyson Institute. The
Dyson Institute offers the best of both worlds: a
four-year BEng degree (with no tuition fees), a
salary, and invaluable hands-on experience at
Dyson, allowing you to start your career while you
study. Dyson is famous for doing things differently,
from its cordless vacuum cleaners to its Airblade hand
dryers – and its school leaver opportunities are no less
innovative. Unlike most degree apprenticeships, it
combines work with a genuine university feel, including
on-site accommodation, sports and social activities. To
find out more, we spoke to Halimah Ershad, Jay Uka
and Sophie Bloodworth, three undergraduate
engineers who joined The Dyson Institute in 2017 as
part of its very first cohort.
Apply your learning immediately
Work and study are closely integrated at The Dyson
Institute, so you don’t wait long to apply your learning
to real-life projects, to see Dyson’s technology first hand
and to develop workplace skills. Each week you spend

TARGETcareers Guide to your future 2020

one day in lectures, one day studying independently and
three days working on live Dyson technology projects
alongside experienced engineers.
You study a general engineering course for the first two
years, before specialising in electronics, software,
mechanical or electromechanical engineering. ‘Once you
specialise you start seeing a lot more overlap between the
work and the degree,’ says Halimah. ‘For example, today
we learned how to manufacture printed circuit boards
(PCBs), which can be found in almost every electronic
product. And that’s almost exactly what I’m doing at
work, designing a PCB for one of the future products.’
Life on Dyson’s campus
Having a real job from day one doesn’t mean the
undergraduate engineers miss out on university life.
Dyson’s main site in Malmesbury, Wiltshire, with its 4,600
employees, creates a campus atmosphere where there’s
always something going on. As well as sports clubs that
are open to everyone, such as badminton and cycling,
countless other activities are run by and for
undergraduate engineers, including go-karting, ice
skating and cookery lessons with the head chef. Anyone
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can pitch to start up a new club and potentially get
funding for it. ‘Especially in the first month, we were so
busy meeting each other and there were so many events
on that I didn’t have time to be homesick,’ says Jay.
First years now live on site in innovative ‘pods’
containing a sleeping and study area and bathroom.
Within a few steps are communal pods that have kitchens,
laundry facilities and social spaces. This replicates the
experience of living in university halls and eases the
transition to renting privately with friends from your
second year onwards, which The Dyson Institute also
provides support for.
Support tailored to you
The Dyson Institute supports its undergraduate engineers
every step of the way. First years are allocated buddies
known as ‘parents’ in the year above, as well as receiving
help from their managers and lecturers. They also
regularly meet with a dedicated student support adviser
to discuss their wellbeing and development. ‘You can tell
them anything that’s going on, or if things are going great
you can have a nice chat about how well things are going,’
says Jay. This can include any skills they want to develop:
‘I recently had a meeting with my student support adviser

to discuss how to take better notes in lectures,’ says
Halimah.
The small number of undergraduate engineers
(around 40 join each year) means that support can be
tailored to individual needs. Sophie comments: ‘There’s
definitely no room for anyone to slip through the net.
People would notice if you started struggling. There’s
always someone looking out for you.’
Having your voice heard
As The Dyson Institute expands, it adapts to better suit
the needs of its undergraduate engineers. Thanks to its
small size, it is able to quickly respond to students’
suggestions, which would be very unusual at a
conventional university. ‘It’s been continuously improving
over the two or three years we’ve been here,’ says Sophie.
‘I think the fact that it’s not a traditional university means
there’s a lot more opportunity for students’ voices to be
heard, to make an impact on the degree. If something
needs to change, it can and will change.’
The first cohort to join The Dyson Institute were
taking a leap of faith, but it has paid off – perfectly
fitting Dyson’s pioneering spirit. ‘When we were
applying it hadn’t been run before, so no one really
knew what to expect,’ says Jay. ‘But I find that the more
time I spend on the course, the more I fall in love with it
and I appreciate how truly special and lucky we are to
be part of it.’
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Rebecca Porter
is an apprentice client
service adviser at Aon

2016–18

2017

2018

2018

Had a part-time job
at Sainsbury’s

Completed work experience
at an insurance company

Finished A levels in history,
maths and religious studies

Started Aon’s insurance
apprenticeship

W
W

hen I was in year 12, I

Building up knowledge

working hours every week, as well as two

was set on going to

My role involves finding solutions to clients’

designated study days for each exam

university to study

insurance needs. For my team, these

(one for revision sessions in the office and

history, but by the start

clients are big global companies. I enjoy

one for studying at home). As long as

of year 13 I had stopped enjoying history

having these discussions with clients and

you’ve got a plan in place, it’s very

as much. I was thinking of working in

seeing the results. Often this is through

manageable – I found it helped to split

insurance or a similar industry, meaning

video conference calls but sometimes I go

the textbooks into chapters and get a

that I would be in the same situation in

and meet them face to face too.

certain amount done by a certain point.

three years’ time, so I wondered if I could

The most challenging thing has been

get a head start on my career. While

getting my insurance knowledge up to

Developing maturity

most other people at school were

scratch because I’m surrounded by people

The transition from school to work is

focused on UCAS, I used my time to

who’ve been in the industry for years. They

quite big. You’ve got to look after yourself

find apprenticeships.

don’t expect me to understand everything

more in the workplace and grow up

but not having that knowledge makes the

quickly. I feel more mature than my

Gaining an insight

work more complex. I knew barely

friends who are university students,

I found insurance intriguing because we

anything at first, but I recognised a few

because they’re still around people of a

all need it (when driving a car, for

words from my work experience, which

similar age, but the people I work with

example), so we all have some idea of

was a good starting point. Once you pick

are at least ten years older than me. I also

what it’s about, but it goes much further

up the terminology it becomes easier to

can’t be immature in a client-facing

than that – the world is covered in

learn more.

situation because it looks unprofessional.

Now that I’m 16 months into the 18-

However, I like being treated as an

During the summer between years 12

month apprenticeship, I’ve reached a point

adult, for example taking holiday when I

and 13, I did a week of work experience at

where I don’t doubt myself as much

want to take it and booking my own

an insurance company to find out if it

anymore and can be confident that I know

exams. The workplace feels a lot less formal

suited me and if I would enjoy an office

what I’m talking about. Being able to

than I expected. We don’t have to sit in

environment. Any work experience you

answer questions that clients are asking

silence all day; there are conversations

can get before you leave school is useful

me is an amazing feeling.

throughout the office that I can get

insurance and it affects everything.

involved in. My team and I socialise a lot

because it gives you a snapshot of the
industry and you can base what you’re

Getting qualified

outside of work and I think of them as

searching for around that. When I

During the first year of my

friends. I’m also friends with a lot of the

applied for apprenticeships it showed

apprenticeship, I completed the CertCII

other apprentices from my cohort and we

that I had an interest in the area and was

(a recognised qualification provided by

often meet for lunch, for example. There’s a

committed to finding out more about it.

the Chartered Insurance Institute). This

big social aspect to working life that is

You need that enthusiasm to be able to

involved learning about insurance,

sometimes overlooked – it’s a different

learn.

mainly from textbooks, then taking three

lifestyle to university, but I do similar things,

exams. I was given time to study during

just in different ways.
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Marc Neilson
is a solicitor apprentice
in global markets at

Ashurst

2017

2017

2019

2019

Completed work
experience in product
design and patent law
with Design Orchard

Carried out work
experience in commercial
real estate with Harrison
Clark Rickerbys

Completed the
International
Baccalaureate

Joined Ashurst’s
apprenticeship

II

chose to apply to Ashurst after

and keeping up with my sporting

who takes school seriously. On the flip

attending an information talk

commitments, was certainly busy! I’d

side of this, however, is the fact that I’m

hosted by BPP and The Lawyer

advise anyone applying for

currently learning things that I would

Portal, in which Ashurst was one of

apprenticeships to stay organised and

have had to wait another three years to

the three law firms presented. A

aware of where you are in the process for

discover if I went down the university

member of the HR team talked me

each one, as well as what you’ve written

route. I now know just how many people

through the structure of the

or said in the earlier stages. During that

are involved in making legal processes

apprenticeship, and a couple of

period of high pressure, it can be easy to

happen, that something I previously

apprentices who were already working

confuse which firm you sent which

expected to pass through one pair of

for the firm gave me an insight into how

response to. A level of self-assurance –

hands might actually go through six.

this translated to work ‘on the ground’.

knowing and standing by what you’ve

That initial conversation gave me a

written previously – can be really

A strong support group

positive initial feeling for what the

beneficial when it comes to interviews.

For the first two or three days of training
at Ashurst, the four new apprentices

culture in the office would be like.
Building confidence

joined with the graduate trainees. This

placements I carried out with different law

Law includes a lot of client-facing work,

network of young legal professionals is a

firms, one focusing on patent research

and the ability to communicate

nice support group. We socialise with

and the other on commercial real estate,

confidently is something that I’ve found

and help each other; there is no divide

so the idea that I might start out in this

beneficial both throughout the

between trainees and apprentices. We

working environment at 18 rather than 25

recruitment process and during my time

even spent the evening at karaoke after

appealed to me. However, I still decided

working so far. I’ve always been quite a

a Law Society event a few weeks back!

to apply to universities at the same time

confident person, but one way in which I

and I’m glad I did so. By making my

developed this was through my position

Top tip: take your time

applications to universities first, I was well

as head of house in my last year of

My final tip for anyone in the workplace,

prepared when it came to the recruitment

school. In charge of about 110 boys aged

whether that’s an apprenticeship or

process for apprenticeships. Also,

between 13 and 18, I acted as the link

work experience placement, is to take

mentioning my five university offers on

between them and senior members of

your time. I’ve found that my colleagues

the application for Ashurst demonstrated

staff. As a result, I now find a

are impressed when I spend a bit longer

my enthusiasm – it showed that, despite

conversation with a senior partner to be

on a task to make sure I complete it to a

having other options, I was actively

as easy as talking to a friend.

high standard, rather than rushing

I loved the two work experience

through and making mistakes. This

pursuing working for them.
An education unique to the workplace

saves them the hassle of having to correct

A busy application period

One thing I’d like to have known before

simple errors such as punctuation

The period during which I was applying

beginning the apprenticeship is how

mistakes (which can make a big

for universities and apprenticeships,

little the leap between school and work

difference in legal documents) and shows

while spending six days a week at school

would be – as long as you’re someone

that I have a strong eye for detail.
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Luke Courtney
is an associate in audit
and assurance at

Deloitte

2014

2016–18

2016–18

2018

Gained A levels in history,
music, maths, business and
extended project

Worked as a self-employed
session musician

Started a degree in
professional musicianship
with the British Institute of
Modern Musicianship

Joined Deloitte’s BrightStart
apprenticeship in audit and
assurance

II

made the transition to an

to clients in a confident and clear way, in

exploring other avenues such as

apprenticeship in accountancy after

order to gain the information I need. My

apprenticeships.

rethinking my goals. After my A

musical experience definitely helped

levels, I was a self-employed session

with this: working with band members

Asking for advice

builds up strong interpersonal skills.

While I was applying for and preparing

musician – which involved playing the
guitar with various bands during their

I really enjoy this sociable element of

to start the apprenticeship with Deloitte,

recording sessions and live

my job; I usually speak to at least one

I used LinkedIn to contact people

performances – and started a degree in

new client every day. There’s a personal

working in accounting and ask for tips.

professional musicianship. However, as I

and professional benefit to working

The most useful thing I gained was

began to think about what I wanted in

with so many different clients. It allows

confidence in my decision to take up the

life, moving away from the unstable

you to build up a strong network of

opportunity. I was worried that music

income provided by the music industry

people who may be able to help you in

wasn’t considered very ‘academic’ and

seemed a sensible decision. I knew that

the future.

might not be the best preparation for
accounting. But all the messages

Deloitte was well-respected and my
research into the programme showed

Seeing both sides

reassured me that I was there for my

me I’d gain chartership by completing

Having spent time as a university

potential and personality – and that I

the ACA (a professional qualification that

student, I’ve gained insights into both

wouldn’t be expected to know anything

proves you have the skills to do a good

the university and the apprenticeship

about accounting, as I’d be taught

job as an accountant). I think having a

experience. I’ve noticed that

everything from the basics. If you’re

goal in mind – whether it’s career or

apprenticeships quickly teach you how

considering an apprenticeship, I’d advise

lifestyle-related (or a combination) – then

to communicate and work in a

you to find out as much as you can, so

making career decisions that enable you

professional way, which is invaluable for

you can be sure it suits you.

to reach it, is a great way to make

your future career. The ability to progress

choices and stay motivated.

quickly is another advantage. By the

Offering advice

time a graduate joins the company,

My role as a mentor to a university

Building bonds with clients

someone of the same age, who

student, through the ICAEW online

I spend most of my time working with

completed the apprenticeship after their

apprenticeship programme, means I

clients at their offices. My job is to get to

A levels, could have reached the level of

help others in a similar position to the

grips with how these businesses work,

manager or assistant manager. If you’re

one I was in before I started here. I give

examine their financial statements and

truly passionate about a particular

guidance on many topics, from degree

work with my team to discover potential

subject, exploring your interests at

studies to post-university programmes.

risks. We then figure out ways to

university before going on to a graduate

As well as giving me the satisfying

diminish these risks or prevent them

scheme might be the right path for you.

feeling that I’m helping someone out,

from becoming larger problems.

However, if you’re thinking of taking a

taking up such opportunities allows me

degree like accountancy, which prepares

to carry on developing skills and

you for a specific career, I’d advise

contacts outside of work.

I’m involved in the more investigative
side of things, so I have to be able to talk
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Amy Husband is
an aerospace engineer
degree apprentice at
the Defence Science

and Technology
Laboratory
(Dstl)
2013–14

2015

2016–17

2017

Carried out two summers of
work experience at local
engineering firms

Finished A levels in maths,
physics and English literature

Began an advanced
apprenticeship in
aeronautical engineering

Started current
role at Dstl

E
E

ngineering is interesting to me

While I enjoyed this apprenticeship,

lectures at the University of the West of

because it’s primarily about

after the first year the job prospects

England (UWE) on Tuesday and

solving problems and asking

with the employer at the end of my

Thursday and also use some of this time

questions. How does

apprenticeship seemed less attractive

for my own independent studies. The

something work? Why has that

than when I’d started; it looked like the

main difference between college and

happened? Why is it broken and what

job I would be doing wouldn’t be

university is the teaching style; there

can be done to fix it? I asked these

directly relevant to the qualification I

are smaller classes at college and more

questions in my day-to-day life, so this

was working towards. I’d met

opportunities to ask questions, but the

analytical side of engineering really

apprentices from Dstl during my

level of information is the same.

attracted me.

course, so knew that it ran
apprenticeships – but it was only when

Managing the transition

Changing plans

I did some research online that I

Having worked a full-time job

A family friend helped me to arrange

discovered I could get a degree through

previously, I was used to working for a

some work experience over the summer

an apprenticeship and that my

full week but the transition from only

at an engineering firm. It was during this

qualifications met the requirements.

working in holidays to doing a degree

time that I first learned about

Figuring I had nothing to lose, I applied.

and working at the same time was still
tough. My apprenticeship is only one

apprenticeships. My family friend let me
know about an apprenticeship at the

New challenges

year longer than a full-time degree, so

firm and how I would be earning while

Dstl focuses on the development and

there’s a lot to get through. The biggest

working. I’d seen other family friends

evaluation of future defence and

thing I’ve learned so far is the

who’d been to university doing jobs they

national security equipment. I’m in the

importance of time management and

hate to make ends meet. An

third year of my four-year

being able to split my focus evenly. My

apprenticeship would let me start doing

apprenticeship and am based in the

manager is supportive, so if I do feel like

something I was passionate about sooner.

weapons systems group. I assist my

I’m struggling I can potentially have an

The teachers and staff at college all

colleagues with various projects and am

extra day of study where I catch up.

pushed me to go to university and it was

developing my knowledge of the roles I

sort of expected that I would go, partly

could be doing in the future, such as by

my parents for my apprenticeship, as

because of my GCSE grades. I did traipse

sitting in on meetings. However, the

my home is halfway between my

around a bunch of university open days,

prime focus for me is to complete my

courses in Bristol and where Dstl is

but was still adamant that an

degree.

located. This means that I’m able to

apprenticeship was for me. After college,

The first year of my apprenticeship

Fortunately, I was able to stay with

save up towards my own house. One of

I spent a year working in retail and

was spent mostly at college in Bristol,

my favourite things about my degree

learning how to drive, after which I

so I spent Monday to Friday at college

apprenticeship is that I can meet

started a level 3 apprenticeship in

and worked over the holidays. Now, I

apprentices at other organisations at

aeronautical engineering at a firm I’d

spend three days a week at work and

university. Some apprentices I know

done work experience in.

two days a week studying: I have

have even joined university societies.
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Lori French
is a software developer
consultant at IBM

2016

2016–17

2017

2019

Completed A levels in
maths, theology
and psychology

Worked at Waitrose
and then went travelling
in South Africa

Began IBM’s degree
apprenticeship

Won the BCS UK IT
Apprentice of the
Year Award

C
C

oming from a very academic

Employers want to see that you’re

school, I assumed the only

passionate about applying to them

way into a technology career

specifically, so find something they do that

would be through a degree,

there is so much to learn from, so I try to
be as inquisitive as possible.

you’re excited about and want to be part

A university education

and so I planned to go to university. It

of. For me, that was Watson (an artificial

My degree is in digital and technology

was while looking at IBM’s website,

intelligence service designed by IBM to

solutions from the University of Exeter. All

because I was interested in joining as

free up businesses’ time from repetitive

the teaching is provided by Exeter

a graduate, that I noticed its degree

tasks). I spent lots of time watching videos

lecturers and we have exams just like full-

apprenticeships. The chance to get

about it to learn more, and this helped

time students. Everyone studies the

a head start appealed to me.

me explain why I’d applied for the

same content for the first two years and

apprenticeship. Once I joined IBM, I was

then we specialise: my specialism is

initially surprised and a bit sceptical. I had

actually placed on a project that used

software engineering but other options

got good grades and all my friends were

Watson – so it definitely worked in my

include cyber security and IT consultancy.

going to university, so it was very unusual

favour! Although I knew from the start

I work four days a week and spend one

for me not to go. If you’re confident that

that I really wanted to work for IBM, I

day a week studying through distance

you are making the right decision about

applied for other apprenticeships as well. I

learning, such as Skyping into lectures.

your future, even if others have concerns,

recommend you do this to reduce the risk

go for it! I’m getting a degree anyway as

of going through the recruitment process

Always learning

part of the apprenticeship, and people

(which can take months) and not being

My degree isn’t my only opportunity to

were happy for me once they saw how

accepted for anything.

learn. When I first joined, I attended

My friends, family and teachers were

training courses on the consultancy side

much I was enjoying it. My friends who
went to university have started graduate

Going places, meeting people

of my role, and I can now pick the

jobs now, so we’ve reached the same

We build software for other companies,

training courses I’m most interested in –

position in the end.

depending on what their needs are. This

I’ll soon be doing one in ethical hacking.

is known as consultancy and can involve

It’s important to be eager to learn,

Showing enthusiasm

travelling to clients’ offices, either for a

especially when working with emerging

Technology is similar to maths in that it’s

meeting and or to work there full time

technology. Regardless of whether you’ve

all about problem solving, so I knew I’d

until a project is completed. My

coded before, you will be doing new

enjoy it. I taught myself to code in my

colleagues and I spend evenings

things every day, which is the perfect way

spare time while at school, which

together when we do this; it’s nice to

to learn. A chatbot I made was shown to

demonstrated my enthusiasm when I

have that guaranteed social interaction.

thousands of people at IBM’s annual

applied for apprenticeships. Working at

Because the work we do is project-

conference THINK in San Francisco,

Waitrose helped too because it set me up

based, it provides countless opportunities

which is definitely the highlight for me. In

for the workplace: arriving on time,

to try new things: different teams,

the future I just want to continue

working in a team, meeting targets and

products, people and locations. I’m

building something new every day. I can’t

being accountable.

surrounded by interesting people who

see myself ever getting bored of it.
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Tom O’Dwyer
is a civil engineering
apprentice with

Mott MacDonald

2018

2019

2019

2019

Carried out a work experience
placement with Thames
Tideway

Completed GCSEs and the
‘design… engineer… construct!’
(DEC) course

Undertook work experience
with Mott MacDonald’s
structural engineering team

Joined Mott MacDonald as a
civil engineering apprentice

M
M

y love for Lego and my

gave as part of the process, I met

CAD and building information modeling

fascination for the way

someone from Mott MacDonald who

(BIM) software. I also carry out analysis,

new buildings sit

suggested I should apply for an

such as looking into people’s journey

alongside the old in

apprenticeship with them. I’d always

times and key points of congestion in a

London – where I grew up – helped to

expected to go down the A level and

region, which goes on to be used by

ignite my initial interest in civil

university route so it was a bit of a leap

other engineers at Mott MacDonald.

engineering, but what really gave me

into the unknown, but starting to

exposure to it was the ‘design…

influence change to the built environment

already worked on a few different

engineer… construct!’ (DEC) learning

at the age of 16 seemed like too good an

projects and I’ve found each one

programme I studied at school. The

opportunity to miss.

fascinating. If I was pushed to pick a

Since I started my apprenticeship, I’ve

favourite, however, I’d choose the

course taught me how the built
environment has evolved over time and

The importance of self-motivation

Cambridge regeneration project. Mott

gave me practical engineering skills

I really enjoy having control over my own

MacDonald is involved in implementing

through using computer-aided design

work, but it’s important to motivate

a new transport system in the region and

(CAD) software to create models.

myself and manage my own time – and

it’s an exciting prospect that the work I’m

I’d say this is something anyone

contributing to today will improve

Making the world a better place

considering an apprenticeship should

people’s travel for years to come. I also

As part of the DEC, we were tasked to

bear in mind. You’ll need the drive to do

like the fact that I’m being given more

create a design that would give

your own work, so it’s crucial that you

and more responsibility each week.

something back to a community. While

choose an industry you’re truly

many of my coursemates focused on

enthusiastic about.

gyms and swimming pools, I thought

The work experience placements I’d

‘How did they think of that?’
The knowledge I’ve gained through my

about where I could see room for change.

carried out beforehand meant that the

apprenticeship has changed the way I

I considered my grandma’s experience: as

transition to the world of work wasn’t a

view the world. I’ve always taken in my

there was a gap in the help offered to her

massive shock. They also gave me

environment, but now I might think

after she left hospital, I decided to design

something to talk about during interviews,

during my commute to work, ‘They

a rehabilitation centre.

which showed some level of learning and –

haven’t done that quite right’, or ‘That’s

I also entered a competition run by

most importantly – got my passion across.

clever: how did they think of that?’.

DEC and MOBIE (the Ministry of Building

In my case, mentioning the work I’d done

Innovation and Education) to design

with Thames Tideway for the ‘super sewer’,

built environment is changing, as seen

student modular homes for the University

the largest tunnel constructed in western

in the increased desire for fast

of Middlesburgh. Once again, the idea

Europe, certainly helped.

transportation, for example. I want to have

What people expect to get from the

a hand in shaping these developments

that my work could make a practical
improvement to people’s everyday lives

Having a hand in creating change

and to play a creative part in making the

motivated me. Not only did I win the

On a day-to-day basis, I mainly provide

constructed world work in the best way

competition but, after a presentation I

engineering support to my team using

possible for the people living in it.
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Arran Horne
is a biology student
at the University

of Leeds

2015–
present

2018

2018

2018–
present

Had a summer job as
a sailing instructor

Completed A levels in
biology, chemistry and
religious studies

Started studying
at Leeds

Member of the
orienteering and fell
running club

II

really enjoyed biology at school and

my second year. This mainly involves

enjoy what you are doing or you will find it

it was the only one of my A level

going over lectures to understand the

very hard to do the work.

subjects that I could imagine taking

content and doing extra reading around

further. I wasn’t sure what aspect of

the lecture material. When I do the extra

Planning for the future

biology I liked most, so I wanted a broad

work (and to some extent how much of it

I have no idea what I want to do after

course, with the possibility of specialising

I do) is up to me, so it is relatively flexible,

I graduate – I am quite glad I still have

later. Choosing biology keeps more

allowing time for a social life and to take

another year or so to make up my mind!

options open than choosing a more

part in several clubs and societies.

I would like a job that uses my degree, so
something in science, but precisely what

specialised course such as ecology or

Independent living

I am not sure. My aim is to do something

Leeds is a good distance away from home

I enjoy, but that is not always possible in

willingness to learn are absolutely

(a few hours by car or train), so I feel

a competitive job market.

necessary to stand out when applying.

independent enough but can easily visit

I didn’t have much work experience

home now and then. Living in the

providing opportunities to become more

directly related to biology, but I spent a

countryside, I wanted a change and to live

employable. The university puts on a lot

lot of time outside and read around areas

in a city for a few years. The social life is

of careers events and talks, and I am

that interested me (actually, mainly

great and I’m involved in several clubs,

looking for a placement for a couple of

watching nature documentaries!). This

such as orienteering, which you might not

months this summer. Being on the

helped me become very interested in

get the chance to do other than at uni.

committee of the orienteering club helps

zoology.
A passion for the subject and

biology, which is something universities

Being able to decide what to do and

Leeds is quite good in terms of

me demonstrate examples of the soft

when to do it is quite freeing after A levels

skills (such as communication and

and school in general. I have, however,

teamwork) that employers look for in

A varied course

sometimes had too much on at once,

prospective candidates.

My course is an integrated masters, so it is

such as deadlines and other

four years long, but there is a three-year

commitments, which has led to some

Advice for the undecided

option. It is made up of a combination of

intensive late-night work sessions! Initially

University is not for everyone, but it can

compulsory and optional modules, with

I found adapting to a completely new

be really enjoyable. You learn a lot more

the choice of some modules outside of

lifestyle quite hard, but you get used to it

there than just the content of your

biology (known as ‘discovery modules’).

quickly and everyone is in the same boat.

course. Unless you are really certain of

look for in potential students.

I’m enjoying the content, especially since

Independence and time management

wanting or not wanting to go to uni,

this year I have been able to pick some

are two really useful skills for uni, not just

keep your options open. I would

optional modules such as sustainable food

for the work but also for looking after

recommend going to a few open days

production and animal behaviour.

yourself (cooking, shopping and so on).

and talking to some of the students

Resilience is useful as there will be times

there. Remember that you can also go

each week, but I am expected to do work

where you need to keep going when

to uni later in life and don’t have to go

outside of lectures, especially now I’m in

something goes wrong. You also have to

straight after leaving school.

There are around 16 contact hours
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Ming Harper
is an architecture
student at

Newcastle
University

2016

2016–17

2017

2019

Finished A levels in
English, geography and
art

Took a gap year

Started studying at
Newcastle

Worked at an
architecture practice
during the summer

II

always knew I was passionate about

Art galleries and beaches

in-depth over the course of my degree.

design. I picked my A levels (English,

I chose my course because I thought a

They have ranged from designing a

geography and art) with this in

more arts-based course aligned with my

building based on a household object (I

mind, and architecture combines all

interests, whereas some architecture

picked a sesame oil bottle) to a shop on

three. It is a career where I can see the

courses can be more technical. Newcastle

campus, a housing scheme for the

purpose and the outcome – the impact I

as a city also appealed to me. The art

elderly and a riverside spa.

can have on an individual. For example,

school and the art galleries are great and

architects have the power to alter the

there’s plenty to do at the weekend. You

visit. It’s about looking at how to integrate

way people work in an office or how

can even hop on the metro and be at the

the building into the environment, rather

children learn in a school.

beach in half an hour.

than seeing it as an isolated monument.

I spent my first year in halls; it’s a great

A lot of design projects include a site

For my design project this year, we also

Taking a year out

place to meet hundreds of people. In my

went on a field trip to Turin and Milan,

Once I had decided on architecture, I

second year, I moved into a house in

visiting specific buildings and completing

reached out to friends’ parents who are

Jesmond, the student area of Newcastle,

case studies.

architects to ask questions and arranged

with a few friends. It’s an upgrade from

work experience at a local practice. I went

living in halls and my other friends only

Looking to the future

on site with an architect, gained

live around the corner.

I worked in the model making
department of an architecture practice

experience measuring rooms using
computer-aided design (CAD) and sat in

Nine-to-five as an architecture student

in London in the summer of my second

on meetings. I also enjoyed reading social,

I’m now in my third year of university.

year at uni. It was good to experience a

political and environmental discussions

From day one, my tutors recommended

different environment to my local

around architecture in the Royal Institute

treating the course like a nine-to-five job.

architecture practice and figure out

of British Architects journal and the press.

This means I can keep most evenings

what aspects of architecture interest me

and weekends for myself. I’m also a

most, particularly regeneration.

well as working at my local architecture

member of my university’s Scottish

Becoming an architect usually takes

practice, I worked as a nanny and at

dancing and architecture societies.

seven years. After my degree, I’ll need to

Wimbledon. Then I spent four months at

My degree is taught through lectures,

spend a year in practice, but some

university in Taiwan learning Mandarin

seminars and design tutorials and I

people stay for two years. I’ll start calling

and two months in Fiji volunteering on a

spend the rest of the day in the studio

up practices and sending out my CV and

shark conservation programme, tagging

working on my design projects. I study

portfolio in May. After that, I’ll come back

juvenile sharks, going on dives and

three or four modules at a time and

to university for two years to complete

participating in beach clean-ups. I always

they’re usually split into design,

my masters and then go back into

say Taiwan helped me become more

technology and history. I’ve studied

practice for a year. If I had to say where I

independent, then Fiji developed my

Greek and Roman philosophy all the way

see myself in ten years’ time, I’d like to

social and communication skills.

up to modern architecture. My design

practise abroad, for example in the USA,

projects have become longer and more

China and Taiwan.

I took a gap year before university. As
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School leaver
employers and
professional
bodies in detail

In this section
84 Close Brothers

108 Lloyd’s

60 Aon

86

110 MBDA

62

58

Aldi

Coventry Building Society

88 Deloitte

112 McDonald’s

64 Ashurst

90 Dstl

114 MI5 – The Security Service

66

AstraZeneca

92

68

Atkins

94 Fidelity International

116 MI6 – Secret Intelligence
Service

70

Aviva

96

118 Mott Macdonald

72

Bank of America

Financial Conduct
Authority

74

BDO

98

Grant Thornton

122 RSM

76

Bloomberg

100 IBM

124 Sky

78

British Airways

102 ICAS

126 Thames Water

80 CGI

104 KPMG

128 UHY Hacker Young

82

106 Laing O’Rourke

130 Womble Bond Dickinson

Arqiva

CITB

Dyson

120 RPC
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www.aldirecruitment.co.uk/apprentices

RANKING IN
THE TOP 200

124

Type of employer
Retail
Locations
UK wide (Logistics Programme in
England and Wales only)
Number of vacancies
Over 870 Apprenticeship
opportunities available nationwide.
Salary
£187 per week for Stores and
Logistics (rising to £279 per week in
year 3 for Stores only). Drivers will
receive £316 per week.
Entry requirements
• Maths and English GCSE grade 4–9
(or equivalent)
• 16 or over (18 or over for Drivers
Apprenticeship)
• Clean and full UK Driving Licence
for Drivers Apprenticeship

“You get to go on an incredible journey.”
More about us
We’re bursting with pride here at Aldi. We’re one of the UK’s fastest-growing
supermarket chains. It is no wonder we were voted Britain’s Favourite Supermarket
at the Good Housekeeping Institute Food Awards 2019, with over 870 stores and
33,000 colleagues. But, without the hard work and commitment of our people, it
would be a very different story. Which is why we’re committed to offering one of the
best working environments in the UK and one of the highest rates of pay in the
supermarket sector. And with our wonderful Apprenticeship Programmes, there’s
more than one way to start a successful career here. You just have to want it.
Our School Leaver opportunities
We have Apprenticeship opportunities for Stores, Logistics and Drivers.
How do we select?
We’re not like other retailers. So it’s no surprise that our Apprenticeship Programmes
are a bit different, too. With a mix of hands-on practical work and theory, they’ll help
you achieve a qualification and a permanent position at Aldi. But you do need bags
of drive, ambition and real commitment to succeed. While it can be hard work, it’s
also incredibly rewarding.
On our Stores Programme, you’ll work towards a top Retail qualification, and be put
on the right road to success. And if you combine hard work, ambition and the
determination to take on any challenge, you could make it all the way to Store
Management.
On the Logistics Programme, some of the industry’s most talented people will teach
you the techniques to take on the fascinating world of Aldi logistics. And, at the end
of the Programme you will be offered a permanent position within the team.
You’ve got to really show your determination on the Drivers Programme. After all, it
can be difficult. But in return, you’ll be taught how to succeed by some of the best
people in the industry. And if everything goes well, you’ll finish the year with a Cat C +
E licence, and a permanent position at Aldi. Not bad for 12 months.

Qualifications gained
• Stores: Level 2 Retailer Standard
• Stores: Level 3 Retail Team Leader
• Level 2 Warehouse Operative
Standard
• Drivers: Category C + E licence &
Level 2 LGV Standard.
Training provided
• Level 2 Retailer Standard
• Level 3 Retail Team Leader
Standard
• Level 2 Warehouse Operative
Standard
• Level 2 LGV Standard
Applications deadline
You can apply for the Stores and
Logistics Apprenticeship all year
round. Applications for our Drivers
Programme will open during the
year, so keep a look out on our
website for more details.
How to apply
Firstly, you’ll need to head over to our
site and fill out our online application
form. This has been designed to
assess your core strengths and
attitude. If your application
impresses us, you’ll move onto the
next stage. For Stores and Logistics
we’ll invite you to an individual
interview which will take place in
Store or the Regional Distribution
Centre (RDC) with the Hiring
Manager. For the Drivers
Apprenticeship, you’ll also have to
attend a Driving Assessment.
If everything goes well, and you have
the right skills, we’ll offer you a place
on the Apprenticeship Programme.
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You need to be driven.

You’ve got to
want to do this.
Stores, Logistics and Drivers
Apprenticeship Programmes
• Nationally recognised qualiﬁcations
• £187 per week, 12 months (Stores and Logistics
Career Starter Apprenticeship)
• £187 per week rising to £279 per week in year 3
(Store Management Apprenticeship)
• £316 per week (Drivers Apprenticeship)
• 28 days’ paid holiday (including bank holidays)
Aldi’s not like other supermarkets. And the Apprenticeship
Programmes are deﬁnitely different too. You’re trusted to make
real decisions that help deliver the best for our customers. With
opportunities in Stores, Logistics and Driving, there’s more than
one way to succeed here.
www.aldirecruitment.co.uk/apprentice
EVERYDAY AMAZING.
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www.aonearlycareers.co.uk

Contact
The Aon Centre, The Leadenhall
Building, 122 Leadenhall Street,
London, EC3V 4AN
apprentices@aon.co.uk
Type of employerAon are a leading
global professional services firm
providing a broad range of risk,
retirement and health solutions. Our
50,000 colleagues in 120 countries
empower results for clients by using
proprietary data and analytics to
deliver insights that reduce volatility
and improve performance.
Locations We have 500 offices
globally and operate in over 30 UK
locations in most major cities, please
see our website for detail on
opportunities and programmes in
each location.

“One of the best parts of working at Aon is that
there are so many colleagues who have walked
the same path in terms of studying for exams,
who offer great advice and also understand the
importance of building in time to study and to
relax outside of work.”
Alexandra, Investment Consultant

More about us
Few things are certain in life. Economic upheaval, political crises, natural disasters –
and plenty more besides – all mean the world can be full of surprises. Aon’s business
is to provide the answers.
Our philosophy is to employ people with the right skills and attitude to help our
clients – giving them the support they need to develop, and enabling them to find
opportunities that play to their strengths. As you build a successful career with us,
you’ll become a technical specialist in your individual area and advise our clients on
our market-leading products.
Our school leaver opportunities
With over 50,000 colleagues globally, Aon have a diverse range of opportunities
across our business. These include consulting and broking career paths for
apprentices in the flowing areas:
• Insurance & Reinsurance
• Actuarial
• Client Management
• Investment
• Employee Benefits
How do we select?
We want our application process to be a two-way street. We get to know more about.
You get to know more about us. That way, we can all arrive at the right decision. Below
is a summary of each stage of the process, so you know exactly what to expect:
• Online application
• Video Interview
• Assessment Centre
• Final Interview

Number of vacancies c.60
Salary Competitive
Entry requirements
Varies depending on programme,
please check website
Qualifications gained Level 3 or 4
Apprenticeship with industry
recognised qualifications, leading
onto Level 6 or 7 qualifications.
Sponsorship opportunities Aon fully
support our colleague to study a
wide range of professional
qualifications, enabling them to
deliver for our clients globally.
Training provided Aon’s Apprentices
participate in an 18-24 month
programme which provides them
with a range of in person and virtual
training to support learning the
knowledge, skills and behaviours
needed to have a successful careers
with finance and professional
services. Our Apprentices also have
an extensive support network
ranging from their line manager and
our talent development team, to
skills coaches and career mentors.
Applications deadline Please see our
website for the latest opportunities
and closing dates.
How to apply Please apply online via
our website.
Get in touch – social media
#Aonplc
#Aon_plc
#aon
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www.arqiva.com

Contact
Arqiva
Crawley Court
Winchester
SO21 2QA
Contact tel: 02076547255
Type of employer
Communications infrastructure
Locations
Nationwide
Number of vacancies
10–20
Salary
Competitive

“A good thing about working at Arqiva is the
fact that they have been providing
apprenticeships for 10 years, so they know what
they are doing when it comes to apprentices.
There is a great network of old and current
apprentices still working at Arqiva who are
great to talk to for advice and are willing to
share their stories in the company.”
(Beth Smalley – Apprentice Associate Project Manager)

Entry requirements
Higher Apprenticeships – 2 A levels
at Grade C or above (preferably
Maths / Science)
Degree Apprenticeships – 112 UCAS
with Maths A Level
Qualifications gained
Higher Apprenticeship, Degree
Apprenticeship.
Training provided
We provide excellent wrap around
support for your apprenticeship
qualification to ensure that you
achieve your goals. We also provide a
suite of technical and interpersonal
training to complement your role
and ensure that you can be the best
that you can be.

More about us
Arqiva is a leading UK communications infrastructure company enabling a vibrant
digital economy.

Applications deadline
March 2020

We’re the people behind the scenes who make connections happen. We help
millions of voices to reach billions of eyes and ears through TV, radio and mobile.

How to apply
Online application form

And we work with everyone from utility companies to independent radio groups and
major broadcasters, such as the BBC, ITV and BskyB.

Get in touch – social media
@Arqiva

Our school leaver opportunities
We typically hire for Higher Level Apprenticeships looking for students with STEM
qualifications to take on a range of engineering and technical related roles.
How do we select?
Application Form – Telephone Interview – Assessment Centre
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Arqiva
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We are a leading UK communications infrastructure
company enabling a vibrant digital economy.
We’re the people behind the scenes who make
connections happen, helping millions of voices
to reach billions of eyes and ears through
TV, radio and mobile. We have Higher and
Degree Apprenticeship opportunities in
a range of engineering and technical
related roles across the UK.
targetcareers.co.uk/
employer-hubs/arqiva
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www.ashurst.com/en/careers/students-and-graduates/uk/apprenticeship

RANKING IN
THE TOP 200

181

Contact details
The London Fruit & Wool Exchange
1 Duval Square, London E1 6PW
Tel 020 7638 1111
Type of employer
Law firm
Locations 27 offices globally, all
solicitor apprenticeships based in
London.
Number of vacancies 4 annually

“When I discovered legal apprenticeships it was clear
to me that this was the route I wanted to take as a
hands on learner, as I could gain experience whilst
studying at the same time. From my first interview at
Ashurst, I found myself really drawn to the firm due to
their emphasis on the importance of young people,
their diversity and the support system they offered. I
am so happy with my decision to take a legal
apprenticeship as I find myself being exposed daily to
new opportunities and meeting new people.”
Brooke Moon, Solicitor Apprentice

More about us
Ashurst offers the reach and insight of a global network, combined with the
knowledge and understanding of local markets. Our clients are at the heart of our
thinking and our ambition is to be the most progressive global law firm.
We build strong partnerships with our prestigious client base, working closely
together on large and complex transactions to deliver incisive commercial solutions.

Salary
£21,000 starting salary. Your salary will
increase on an annual basis as you
gain more experience. By the time
you are in the final two years of the
apprenticeship, your salary will be the
same as our trainee salary (currently
£50,000 for second year trainees). Our
current NQ salary is £84,000.
Entry requirements
ABB (or equivalent) in any A-Level
subject (predicted or obtained).
Qualifications gained
LLB Law degree and solicitors
qualifying exams.
Training provided
The level 7 solicitor apprenticeship
lasts 6 years.
Each apprentice is assigned a
supervisor in order to provide
guidance and mentoring.
The assessment for the
apprenticeship comprises
coursework, exams and a portfolio of
evidence to show you have met the
competency framework for a junior
lawyer.

We foster an inclusive working environment which genuinely values the breadth of
individual perspectives and contributions that we gain from having a diverse
workforce. It’s a strong, shared culture that will enable you to apply your intellect,
develop yourself and thrive as an international commercial lawyer.

The firm pays all of your study fees.

Our school leaver opportunities
Our solicitor apprenticeship offers an alternative (and exciting!) route to becoming a
qualified lawyer in England & Wales. It is designed to help school leavers kick-start
their career as a solicitor with a structured learning programme. Alongside studying
part-time with The University of Law one day a week, you will gain hands-on
experience of a wide range of legal work.

How to apply
Please submit an online application
form via the early careers section of
our website: www.ashurst.com/en/
careers/students-and-graduates/uk
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Applications deadline
1 March 2020

Get in touch – social media
@ashurst
Ashurst Graduates
Ashurst_official

Connect with us on

c b a K
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careers.astrazeneca.com/early-talent

RANKING IN
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Type of employer
Biopharmaceutical
Locations
Cambridge, Macclesfield, Speke
Number of vacancies
Multiple
Salary
Various
Entry requirements
Vary from programme to
programme
Qualifications gained
Level 3 to Level 7 Master’s degree
Applications deadline
19th March 2020

‘Unlock the potential of what science can do.’
More about us
AstraZeneca is one of the world’s most exciting global bio-pharmaceutical
companies. From Scientists to Supply Chain, IT to Engineering, we’re on a mission to
turn ideas into life-changing medicines that improve patients’ lives and benefit
society. Based in over 100 countries, with over 64,000 employees worldwide and
7,400 in the UK. We need great people who share our passion for science and have
the drive and determination to meet the unmet needs of patients around the world.
Start a career that will help improve life for millions. Take on real responsibility in a
supportive, dynamic environment that’s fuelled by innovation. Work with brilliant
minds to solve important problems.
There are many career paths and programmes available to you, whatever your level
of study, in locations across the UK. Business areas we recruit into include:
laboratory science; IT; manufacturing; engineering; supply chain and many more,
where we offer a number of apprenticeship opportunities each year from Level 3 to
Level 7 Master’s degree.
At AstraZeneca, we know that our continued success depends on our ability to
attract and retain motivated and passionate apprentices.
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How to apply
Online at:
careers.astrazeneca.com/early-talent
Get in touch – social media
#astrazenecacareers
#AstraZenecaJobs
#astrazeneca
#astrazeneca/careers
www.glassdoor.co.uk/Overview/
Working-at-AstraZenecaEI_IE9214.11,22.htm

AstraZeneca
Apprenticeships

AstraZeneca is one of the
world’s most exciting global
bio-pharmaceutical companies.
From Scientists to Supply
Chain, IT to Engineering, we’re
on a mission to turn ideas into
life-changing medicines that
improve patients’ lives and
JMVMߞ\[WKQM\a*I[MLQVW^MZ
100 countries, with over 64,000
employees worldwide and
7,400 in the UK. We need great
people who share our passion
for science and have the drive
and determination to meet the
unmet needs of patients around
the world.
Start a career that will help
improve life for millions.
Take on real responsibility
in a supportive, dynamic
environment that’s fuelled by
innovation. Work with brilliant
minds to solve important
problems.

There are many career paths
and programmes available to
you, whatever your level of
study, in locations across the
UK.
*][QVM[[IZMI[_MZMKZ]Q\QV\W
include: laboratory science; IT;
manufacturing; engineering;
supply chain and many more,
_PMZM_MWߝMZIV]UJMZWN
apprenticeship opportunities
each year from Level 3 to Level
7 Master’s degree level.
At AstraZeneca, we know
that our continued success
depends on our ability to attract
and retain motivated and
passionate apprentices.
For more information, please visit
careers.astrazeneca.com/students
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www.atkinsglobal.com

RANKING IN
THE TOP 200
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Contact
apprenticeships@atkinsglobal.com
Type of employer
Engineering, design, planning,
project management and consulting
services
Locations
Headquartered in London, with 300
offices across 29 countries globally
Number of vacancies
110
Salary
Competitive
Entry requirements
Varies depending on level of
apprenticeship
Qualifications gained
Level 3 – BTEC

“At Atkins, they care about me as an individual
and offer great support. I’m also inspired by the
many senior engineers who started their career by
doing an apprenticeship. It’s amazing to see how
far they’ve come and what they’ve achieved.”
Katrina Ho, Apprentice with Atkins

More about us
Atkins, a member of the SNC-Lavalin Group, is a leading global consultancy, with over
80 years' design and engineering expertise. Driven to discovering new ways to answer
the world's biggest challenges, we help clients to bring their projects to life and make
a real difference to people's lives around the world.
We’re searching for curious minds who ask questions and dare to do things
differently. Apprentices have the opportunity to be part of a wide variety of projects
that can leave a lasting legacy, from helping to provide drinkable water in third world
countries to solving the energy problems of the future. As a leading international
consultancy, we offer apprentices the chance to work with major global clients from
BAE Systems to High Speed 2.
Our school leaver opportunities
We recruit for a variety of levels which range from level 3 to level 7. Our level 3
apprenticeships are the BTEC level; level 4 & 6 are degree apprenticeships and level 7
is a Masters qualification. We take on apprentices across the country and the type of
apprenticeships we offer range from Civil, Project Management, Electrical,
Mechanical, Structures, Surveying, Digital, Environment to Rail.
How do we select?
We have a three-stage recruitment & selection process. You will need to pass each
stage to move onto the next: application form, telephone interview & assessment
centre.
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Level 4 to 6 – Degree
Level 7 – Masters
Sponsorship opportunities
No
Training provided
Structured; your time will be split
between college, university and
being office-based. You’ll receive onthe-job training when working in the
our offices.
Applications deadlines
Check our website
How to apply
Search ‘Atkins Apprenticeships’
Get in touch – social media
Inside Atkins
@InsideAtkins
atkins_global

In the company of

We’re one of the world’s most respected
design and engineering consultancies,
working across everything from
transportation to defence, energy
and infrastructure. We ask
questions and dare to see
things differently as we
search for new ways to answer
the world’s biggest challenges.
With the Atkins Apprenticeship Scheme,
you’re in great company.
Search ‘Atkins Apprenticeships’
to ﬁnd out more.
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careers.aviva.co.uk

RANKING IN
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Contact
St Helen’s, 1 Undershaft,
London, EC3P 3DQ
Type of employer
Insurance
Locations
London, Norwich, York, Bristol,
Sheffield, Perth and more
Number of vacancies
Recruitment ongoing as needed
Salary
Role dependent
Entry requirements
Role dependent

“It’s fantastic being an Apprentice at Aviva,
they’ve given me a brilliant opportunity and I’m
grabbing it with both hands – it has literally
changed my life.”
Callum Penny – Aviva Claims Apprentice

More about us
Who are we? We’re not just the UK’s largest insurer, or a FTSE 100 company. We’re
people with purpose – to create a better tomorrow, together, for our customers and
for each other.
Our school leaver opportunities
We have opportunities across the country in London, Norwich and York, to name a
few. If you’re leaving school and you’re looking to earn while you get a qualification,
browse our variety of accredited apprenticeship roles. If you’re looking to get straight
to work and learn on-the-job skills, we have exciting jobs lined up for you too.
How do we select?
Once you’ve applied, you’ll be given an interview if we like the look of your
application. If all goes well, we’ll then invite you along to an assessment day,
depending on the role, where you’ll sit a test or two and ask any questions you have.

Qualifications gained
Levels 3 – 7 qualifications available
for apprentices, depending on role
and scheme. For other roles,
professional qualifications are also
available.
Sponsorship opportunities
Our sponsorship covers all exam fees,
which means our apprentices can
spend their money elsewhere and
gain a free qualification – alongside
their wages.
Training provided
All employees receive Aviva
induction training. Apprentices will
follow government approved
apprentice schemes, recognised by
employers across the country.
Applications deadline
Ongoing
How to apply
Visit our website: careers.aviva.co.uk
Get in touch – social media
@AvivaUK
@Avivaplc
Aviva
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It’s your turn
to take a step up
Apprenticeships available across the UK
Finishing school at last and jumping at the chance to finally make your own
money? It’s your turn to start earning on an Aviva apprenticeship. And why
not get a free qualification while you’re at it? We’ll pay for your exams, so
you’ll be qualified just like your mates at uni (but without the student debt!).
Learn more and apply at:
careers.aviva.co.uk
Retirement | Investment | Insurance | Health
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campus.bankofamerica.com

RANKING IN
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Locations
London, Chester, Bromley
Number of vacancies
Varies between 25-30 in Finance,
Operations and Technology
Salary
Competitive
Entry requirements
Academic requirements vary, please
refer to specific program
descriptions under the ‘Apply Now’
button for more details.

Who we are
One of the world’s leading financial institutions, we have 66 million customers
ranging from individuals to businesses to governments and we are committed to
growing responsibly. We’ve been building meaningful connections in Europe, the
Middle East and Africa for 90 years, and you’ll find our 200,000-strong workforce in
more than 35 countries worldwide. But our success isn’t just about the figures, we
want to continue to share our success with our communities, and ensure we are a
great place to work for our teammates through driving operational excellence.
What we believe in
Every moment matters, for our clients and each other. We’re all individuals with our
own potential and our own differences. We continually ask the question ‘what would
you like the power to do?’ and together, we go the distance to deliver. Great teams
are built on trust, shared ownership and accountability. And we take responsibility.
Our actions affect people’s lives each day, so we make decisions based on shared
success, good citizenship and building communities.
Our diversity and inclusive culture make us strong. They’re integral to our sustainability
too. We have been recognized by Euromoney as the World’s Best Bank for D&I as well
as having signed The Women in Finance Charter in 2017. Since then, we’ve taken more
steps to make sure that there are more women at senior level by 2021.
We also believe in giving you the inspiration, tools and confidence to make the
transition from school to the career you really want. If we’re to make financial lives
better – and we had a record year doing that in 2018 – we need to make sure your life
is what you want as well.
Whether you join us in Operations, Finance or Technology, and you’re based in
London, Chester or Bromley, you’ll enjoy great training and benefits that are tailored
around you. They cover health, finance, leisure, lifestyle and work/life balance, so you
can choose what suits you best.
What we do
Our Global Banking & Markets division looks after mid- to large-sized companies,
corporations and institutions. It’s made up of Business Banking, Global Commercial
Banking, Global Corporate & Investment Banking and Global Markets. As well as
these client-facing groups, our teams also work in Global Capital Markets, Global
Research, Global Transaction Services and Wholesale Credit.
What you could do
All apprentices are employed as full time employees from the beginning and are
provided with all the support and guidance they need as they learn and grow. We
continually ask the question ‘what would you like the power to do?’ and together we
go the distance to deliver.
TARGETcareers Guide to your future 2020

Qualifications
• Digital and Technology Solutions
Professional Degree
Apprenticeship: BSc (Hons) Digital
and Technology Solutions Degree
• Accountancy/Taxation Professional
Level7 Apprenticeship, qualifying
with one of the following
organisations: ACCA, CIMA, ICAEW,
ACA/CTA or ATT/CTA.
• Investment Operations Technician
Level 3 Apprenticeship: Chartered
Institute of Securities and
Investment (CISI) Investment
Operations Certificate
Training provided
On the job training alongside the
professional qualification
Applications deadline
Various throughout the year
depending on business area and
apprenticeship offering
How to apply
Apply via our campus careers
website: campus.bankofamerica.com
Get in touch – social media
@bank-of-america
@BofA_Careers
@bankofamerica

We’ll support you
from day one.
At Bank of America we’re here to make ﬁnancial lives better. Our focus is on the
things that matter – and we appreciate that yours is too. That’s why all apprentices are
employed as full time employees from the beginning and are provided with the support
and guidance they need throughout with full training, exposure to exciting global projects
and the guidance of a mentor and team that care. We believe all of our Apprentices have
the power to succeed. What would you like the power to do?

campus.bankofamerica.com
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bdoearlyincareer.co.uk

RANKING IN
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Contact
Email – earlyincareer@bdo.co.uk
Telephone – 020 7893 2864
Type of employer
Accountancy, Finance and Business
Advisory.
Locations
Birmingham, Bristol, Cambridge,
Edinburgh, Gatwick, Glasgow,
Guildford, Ipswich, Leeds, Leicester,
Liverpool, London, Manchester,
Norwich, Nottingham, Reading,
Southampton.
Number of vacancies
We anticipate we will have 170
Apprenticeship vacancies in 2020.
Salary
We offer a highly competitive
remuneration package that is based
on location plus a range of lifestyle
benefits..

“Trainees are integral to our business and our
strategy for growth. We want people to join us
who not only want a job but also a career.”
Paul Eagland, Managing Partner.

More about us
BDO LLP is one of the UK’s largest accountancy and business advisory firms. We
provide integrated advice and solutions to help ambitious businesses navigate a fast
changing world. We operate across the UK, employing approx. 5,000 talented
people.
Apprenticeship Programme
Our four year programme allows you to choose the area that most interests you. An
apprenticeship with BDO combines full time work alongside training and study
towards a respected professional qualification. From day one, you’ll gain valuable
work experience early in your career and start earning a salary straight away.
We offer roles in Audit & Assurance, Tax, Advisory and Business Services &
Outsourcing.
Insight Days and Evenings
'Come along to an Insight Day or Evening at one of our 17 office locations across the
UK to meet our current apprentices and recruiters, find out about opportunities
available and get a feel for our lively working environment.
How do we select?
Our strengths-based recruitment process is designed to help us choose the
candidates who are the best fit for our business based on what they do well, the
tasks they are passionate about and what they enjoy. We consider these to be your
strengths as they show us your own unique areas of potential. This process ensures
that you’ll have the opportunity to secure a challenging and rewarding role which
aligns closest to your skillset and interests.
Our application process comprises: application form, online tests, video interview
and an assessment day.

Entry requirements
Candidates must have, or be on
course for the following grades (or
international equivalent):
• 3 A Levels at grades A*–C, excluding
General Studies and Extended
Projects
• A 9-4 in Maths and English at GCSE.
Qualifications gained
BDO offers school leavers a first class
route to obtaining a professional
qualification. Depending on which
team you join as part of your
apprenticeship, you may go on to
study the CFAB/ACA, AAT/ACCA,
ATT/CTA, CTA or ICAS as relevant.
Training provided
From day one you can count on an
extensive network of support from
mentors, partners and your
individual counselling manager. We
pay for every aspect of training
towards your professional
qualification and ensure you gain
valuable practical experience that
includes on-site client work. We'll
make sure you have all the study
time and support you need to be
successful. Our excellent results
speak for themselves – often up to
10% above the national average.
Applications deadline
We recruit all year round, however
early application is advised.
How to apply
Please apply by visiting
bdoearlyincareer.co.uk Hints and tips
available on our website
Get in touch – social media
BDOTraineesUK
BDO_Trainees_UK
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www.bloomberg.com/company/early-career

RANKING IN
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Contact
Please visit our website
www.bloomberg.com/careers for
answers to most questions
Type of employer
Finance, Technology, News & Media
Locations
All our apprentices are based in our
European HQ in the heart of the City
of London. Scan here to see our
award winning office. (QR Code
below)
Number of vacancies
We expect to recruit approx. 20 in
2020

“My first year at Bloomberg has been the best
experience of my life. I have learnt a lot and I've
been introduced to incredible people which
made it even better.”
Felipe Velasco, Bloomberg Global Customer Support

What is Bloomberg?
Bloomberg unleashes the power of information and technology to bring clarity to a
complex world. Global customers rely on us to deliver accurate, real-time business
and market-moving information that helps them make critical financial decisions. In
a career at Bloomberg, you’ll play a vital role in making it happen.
Bloomberg is a company that is constantly innovating and you’ll learn as much
about yourself as our business. We will support you every step of the way meaning
you’ll get a dedicated line manager, a buddy and a mentor. We offer apprenticeship
qualifications across a range of departments. Whichever department you work in,
you’ll gain exposure to different industries such as engineering, news and finance.

Salary
Salaries start at £20,100–£24,700
depending on the level of the
programme
Entry requirements
Details of entry requirements for
each role can be found on our
website.
Qualifications gained
We offer Level 3, Level 4 and Level 6
Degree Apprenticeships
Training provided
Apprentices will work with an
external training provider or
University towards their accredited
qualification plus get access to our
Bloomberg University.
Applications deadline
We recruit on a rolling basis and
early applications are recommended.

Not sure where you’ll fit in?

How to apply
Visit
Bloomberg.com/company/earlycareer/ to see our latest
opportunities and to apply online.

Apply to the qualification you’re most interested in and we’ll match you to the best
department after your first interview!

Get in touch – social media
#BloombergCareers

Bringing clarity to a complex world is our purpose. Ready to find yours?

#bloomberg-lp
#bloomberg
#BloombergCareer

vimeo.com/239500218
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What happens
if the world’s
population
grows 2.3%
and the
protein supply
shrinks 1.87%?

Problem solving has always
been our ﬁrst order of business.
Bringing clarity to a complex
world is our purpose. What’s yours?
bloomberg.com/careers

Connect the dots on purpose.
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https://careers.ba.com/apprentices
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Contact
https://careers.ba.com/apprentices
Type of employer
Airline/Aviation
Locations
Heathrow
Number of vacancies
181
Salary
Competitive
Entry requirements
5 GCSEs (A*–C) or 9–4 on the new
grading system.
Requirements differ between
apprenticeships.

“The opportunities I had to learn and develop
myself in all sorts of different ways felt personal.
It felt right for me. It enabled me to achieve
more, see more and do more than I ever
thought possible.”
Jaya, Project Management Apprentice

More about us
Experiences. Opportunities. Adventure. That’s what you’ll find at BA. Embracing our
network, building relationships, gaining knowledge and perspectives that can make
our world that much smaller. And yours so much bigger. So, if you’ve got a head full
of ideas and a heart full of passion, come and explore them with us.
Our school leaver opportunities
Our apprenticeships offer practical training in a real-world environment, where you
can earn, learn and gain valuable qualifications to help you get somewhere.
We offer a wide range of apprenticeships in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate & Support Functions
Data Science
Aircraft Workshop
Aircraft Maintenance
Customer Services
IAG Tech
IAG Cargo Operations

How do we select?
Your application will begin by applying online where you will be asked a couple of
standard application questions. If you’re successful, you’ll be invited to an
assessment centre which will include an interview, a group activity and a written test
– don’t worry, prior to the day you’ll receive full details of what to expect! If successful,
you’ll receive a phone call to congratulate you and give you all the information you
need before you start your new role.
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Qualifications gained
NVQ Levels 2–6
(dependent on apprenticeship)
Training provided
No matter which programme you
wish to join, you will receive
unparalleled training throughout the
duration of your apprenticeship. This
will include a mixture of classroombased training and on the job
training. You will work alongside
industry experts and genuinely get
to learn from the best in the
business.
Applications deadlines
23 March – 13 April
(programme dependent)
Please note: British Airways holds the
right to close programmes early if we
reach our application threshold.
Therefore we advise to apply early to
avoid disappointment.
How to apply
Apply online at
https://careers.ba.com/apprentices

GE T
S OM E WH E R E
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You’v
o e got talent. You’v
o e got
d term
de
mination.
i ti
You’r
o ’ e eager to
learn. We can set you on the path
to becoming
o
a skilled industry
y
professsional – in one of three
e
different sides of the aviation
n
sector. Why choose a British
Airways Apprenticeship? Bec
cause
it provides practical training in
a real-w
world environment.
Head to our careers website to
learn mor
m e about British Airw
ways

     
careers.ba.com/appr
pp entices
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Contact details
ukstudents@cgi.com
Type of employer
Large corporate, IT Services,
Information Technology, Business
Consulting
Locations Nationwide
Number of vacancies 50
Salary
Starting salary £19,000 – £20,700
(location dependent)
Entry requirements
Please see our website for full entry
criteria.

“For me, this isn’t a job: it’s a career.
And if there’s one thing my time on the
programme demonstrated, it’s that
there’s huge scope to develop both
personally and professionally at CGI.”
More about us
Founded over 40 years ago, we are one of the largest IT and business consulting
services firms in the world.
Leaving school means a new start for you and at CGI we’ve got some amazing
opportunities to set you on a really exciting career path. You might not have heard of
us yet but what we do changes your world… in fact everyone’s world. The IT services
that we deliver to our clients achieve amazing things. From using satnavs to voting
on TV programmes and even texting your friends! Imagine being part of a company
that can get you involved in these and many other things that make the everyday
easier for all.
Our school leaver opportunities
You’ve finished school and it’s time to find a new direction. How does working on a
real-life project at the same time as working towards a qualification sound? Plus,
you’ll get paid too!

Degree apprenticeship: 120 UCAS
points across 3 A Levels (or
equivalent) at grade C or above.
Graduate apprenticeship: 4 Highers
at Grade B or above including 1 in
Maths, Physics or Computing
(equivalent qualifications are
accepted).
Higher apprenticeship: 64 UCAS
points across two A-Levels (or
equivalent) at grade C or above.
Qualifications gained
We offer a range of BSc (Hons)
degree and higher apprenticeship
qualifications, training you in key
areas of our business!
Sponsorship opportunities
Tuition fees, course materials, further
training, professional qualifications,
project specific training.
Training provided
Study for a recognised qualification
with on the-job-training on real
projects at CGI and opportunities for
further learning and development!

We offer higher apprenticeships if you want a professional qualification in a
particular area but aren’t quite sure if doing a degree is right for you, or we offer
degree apprenticeships, enabling you to get a debt free degree from a great
university, all whilst gaining invaluable on the job experience working for us.

Applications deadline
Please check our website for available
vacancies.

How do we select?
1. Online Application Form.

How to apply
Online on CGI Careers Website:
cgi-group.co.uk/careers

2. Assessment Process.

3. Conditional Offer!

Get in touch – social media
@CGI_UK_Students
CGI UK Students
cgiukstudents
TARGETcareers Guide to your future 2020

JOIN THE
INNOVATION
GENERATION.
#GENERATIONCGI.
Leaving school means a new start for you and at CGI we’ve
got some amazing opportunities to set you on a really exciting
career path.
Apply online at cgi-group.co.uk/careers
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citb.co.uk

Contact
England: 0344 944 4010
myapprenticeship@citb.co.uk
Scotland: 0344 994 8800
scotland.apprenticeships@citb.co.uk
Wales: 0300 456 5700
wales.office@citb.co.uk
Salary
Competitive
Entry requirements
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

More about us
CITB is the largest provider of construction apprenticeships in Britain, supporting
around 15,000 people each year.
Why choose construction?
The construction industry is so much more than large men, digging and operating
heavy machinery – whether you enjoy working with your hands, planning and
organising, or doing something creative, there is a role for you and you’ll get paid
while you learn your trade.
We’ll support you
From the day you submit your application form, a dedicated apprenticeship officer
will be on hand to co-ordinate your training programme and support you
throughout your apprenticeship.
The apprenticeship officer is the link between you, the college (or training provider)
and your employer. It's their job to monitor your progress on site and in training
through reviews of your progress to make sure you achieve your final goal.

Qualifications gained
The CITB Apprenticeship Scheme
offers apprenticeships at three levels,
depending on where you live in
Great Britain:
Level 2 – which is equivalent to
GCSEs/Standard Grades
Level 3 – which is equivalent to A
Levels/Highers
Level 4 – which is equivalent to
Foundation Degree/Advanced
Highers
How to apply
Visit citb.co.uk/courses-andqualifications/citb-apprenticeships/
become-a-citb-apprentice/
apply-for-a-citb-apprenticeship
Get in touch – social media
facebook.com/citb.uk
twitter.com/citb_uk

We’re great at what we do

linkedin.com/company/citb

We’ve been rated as an ‘outstanding’ apprenticeships provider by Ofsted for the
second consecutive inspection – this means we’re awesome!

youtube.com/c/citbuk
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Industry-led, funded by the CITB Levy

A CAREER WHERE
YOU CAN SPECIALISE
IN THE AREAS YOU’RE
PASSIONATE ABOUT.
OVER 100 CAREERS
INCLUDING:
ARCHAEOLOGIST
PLANNER
CRANE OPERATOR
BRICKLAYER
ARCHITECT
SHOPFITTER
CIVIL ENGINEER
BUILDING SURVEYOR
PLASTERER
SITE MANAGER

With over 168,500 new jobs
being created in construction
over the next ﬁve years, you
could become one of 2.7 million
people in the industry. And for the
next generation of construction
workers there are over 100
apprenticeship roles which offer:
– Earn while you learn, straight
out of school
– Combine practical and
academic learning
– £0 course fees, unlike university

VISIT REAL SITES,
TALK TO REAL PEOPLE,
SEE REAL CAREERS.
OPEN DOORS WEEK
Annual event, every March
Find out more online at:
OPENDOORS.CONSTRUCTION

– 17% of apprenticeships get a
pay rise and around half get a
promotion after they qualify*
(*DFE: apprenticeship evaluation 2017)

To learn more about the range of
roles and opportunities available in
the construction industry, visit:
GOCONSTRUCT.ORG
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www.closebrothers.com/careers

Contact
Lauren Davies
020 7654 7217
closebrothers@gtisolutions.co.uk
Type of employer
Merchant Banking
Locations
You must be mobile and willing to
move to where the best placement
opportunities are; some examples of
popular locations are Wimbledon,
Doncaster, Hove and Manchester
Number of vacancies
5

More about us
Close Brothers is a leading UK merchant banking group providing lending, deposit
taking, wealth management services and securities trading. A FTSE250 company, we
employ over 3,000 people, principally in the UK, and are listed on the London Stock
Exchange.
Our school leaver opportunities
Our ASPIRE programme gives school leavers the opportunity to start their careers in
professional, challenging and fast paced businesses.
The programme is a structured yet tailored-made, two-year rotational scheme with
placements in two business areas within our Banking division. ASPIRE trainees join
various teams and departments; progressing quickly to work on the front-line
handling customer queries and gaining experience with successful sales teams.
Learning is very much on the job with supportive teams and mentors. We also
provide full sponsorship for the chartered associateship in banking with the London
Institute of Banking & Finance.
Who are we looking for?
Academically applicants must have obtained GCSE grade B in Maths and English
Language, and at least B,B,C at A-level/AS Levels 280(pre September 2017)/112 (post
September 2017) UCAS points at A-level/AS Level (not inclusive of General Studies)
To apply please go to www.closebrothers.com/careers

Salary
£19,000 in the first year, rising to
£21,000 in the second year plus a
competitive benefits package
including eligibility for a
discretionary annual bonus, a
mobility allowance (to support a
move out of current location/home
to take up a placement in another
part of the UK) of up to £5k per
annum, a cycle to work scheme,
season ticket loan, pension and life
assurance.
Entry requirements
Academically applicants must have
obtained GCSE grade B in Maths and
English Language, and at least B,B,C
at A-level/AS Level (not inclusive of
general studies). 112 UCAS points.
All applicants must have the right to
work in the UK.
Applications deadline
Application deadline: 21st February
Assessment centre date: 18th March
Start date: 21st September.
All applicants must have the right to
work in the UK.
How to apply
To apply please go to
www.closebrothers.com/careers
Get in touch – social media
CloseBrothersGraduates
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The ASPIRE Programme
Our ASPIRE programme gives school leavers the opportunity
to start their careers in professional, challenging and fast paced businesses.
The programme is a structured yet tailored-made, two-year rotational scheme with placements in two
business areas within our Banking division. ASPIRE trainees join various teams and departments; progressing
quickly to work on the front-line handling customer queries and gaining experience with successful sales
teams. Learning is very much on the job with supportive teams and mentors. We also provide full
sponsorship for the chartered associateship in banking with the London Institute of Banking & Finance.

Who are we looking for?
Academically applicants must have obtained GCSE
grade B in Maths and English Language, and at least B,B,C
at A-level/AS Levels 280(pre September 2017)/112
(post September 2017)UCAS points at A-level/AS Level
(not inclusive of General Studies)

Start date:
21st September 2020
All applicants must have the
right to work in the UK.
Deadline for applications:

Location: You must be mobile and willing to move to where
the best placement opportunities are; some examples of
popular locations are Wimbledon, Doncaster, Hove,
Manchester
Salary and Benefits: £19,000 in the first year, rising to
£21,000 in the second year plus a competitive benefits
package including eligibility for a discretionary annual bonus,
a mobility allowance (to support a move out of current
location/home to take up a placement in another part of the
UK) of up to £5k per annum, a cycle to work scheme,
season ticket loan, pension and life assurance.

Friday 21st February 2020
Assessment Centre date:
Wednesday 18th March 2020

To apply please go to
www.closebrothers.com/careers
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www.coventrycareers.co.uk

Contact
Coventry Building Society
Binley Business Park,
Harry Weston Rd,
Coventry
CV3 2TQ
0800 121 8899
Type of employer
Financial Services
Locations
West Midlands
Number of vacancies
Currently unknown
Salary
Varied

More about us
Whatever your career aspirations, at Coventry Building Society we have a large,
diverse and exciting workforce – and the right opportunity for you.

Entry requirements
Dependant on role, minimum C
grade or level 6 in English and
Mathamatics

Founded in 1884, we’re still growing, thriving and protecting the interests of our
members. We’re one of the biggest lenders in the UK, with over 2,500 employees.

Qualifications gained
Dependant on apprenticeship
undertaken

We really care about recruiting the right people and engaging, rewarding and
developing them throughout their journey with us. We pride ourselves on having a
diverse workforce that shares a common purpose.

Sponsorship opportunities
Not currently

We’re always looking for talented people to join us. But it’s important that our people
aren’t just brilliant at what they do – we need them to share our values and
understand that working here is all about putting members first. We keep business
simple and specialise in two areas: savings and mortgages.
Whether you want a customer facing role in one of our branches or contact centres,
are passionate about driving technology change and innovation in IT or have the
desire to shape the products we offer to our members – you’ll fit in somewhere in our
Society.
You bring the potential - we help you realise it.
It’s the way work should be

Training provided
Dependant on apprenticeship
undertaken
Applications deadline
TBC
How to apply
www.coventrycareers.co.uk
Get in touch – social media
@thecoventryjobs
@coventrybsoc
Coventry Building Society
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Degree Degree
ExplorerExplorer
Match your interests to
UK university courses.
Take part online at
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deloitte.co.uk/careers
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Type of employer
Professional services
Locations
London, Cambridge, Gatwick, Milton
Keynes, Reading, Southampton, St
Albans, Bristol, Cardiff, Birmingham,
Nottingham, Manchester, Liverpool,
Leeds, Newcastle, Aberdeen,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Belfast, Jersey,
Guernsey, Isle of Man
Number of vacancies
300+
Salary
£Competitive
Entry requirements
Minimum requirements

“I couldn’t believe what a great opportunity this
was. My whole family was so proud of me and I
couldn’t wait to leave school and get stuck in.”
Nikita Breslin

More about us
Deloitte is a business that doesn’t just recognise your need to remain curious, but
fully embraces it. Here, you’ll follow a career path that enables you to be true to
yourself. To dream bigger, think creatively and deliver real impact. Deloitte is
reshaping both the business and technology landscape. From Audit & Assurance,
Cyber and Legal, to Tax Consulting and Technology, we’re delivering end-to-end
improvement programmes, turning disruption into opportunity and redesigning the
art of Audit through automation – you could be part of it.
Our school leaver opportunities
A Deloitte Apprenticeship is a chance to earn a real salary, while you learn. With real
work and projects from the start. On a structured career path that means you can
shape your own future.
At Deloitte, an Apprenticeship is not just a training scheme, it’s a permanent job.
That comes with a generous salary, annual pay reviews and potential bonuses, as
well as an absolute commitment to your lifelong professional development. You’ll
also have access to a wealth of flexible benefits, including gym membership, pension
and healthcare.
How do we select?
For full details of our application process, check out our website. A few tips: do your
research, read the job descriptions carefully and apply your knowledge to the role
and, most importantly, be yourself and show us who you really are.
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UCAS points 104 if 2017 or after / 260
if before
GCSE English language level 4 if 2017
or after / C if before
GCSE Maths level 6 if 2017 or after / B
if before
Requirements vary for a few
specialist roles, so please review the
specific academic requirements on
the vacancy job descriptions.
Qualifications gained
The professional qualification you
study towards depends on the
business area you join. You do this
alongside working on your everyday
projects, but don’t worry you’ll get
dedicated study time.
Applications deadline
Please visit the website for up-todate closing dates
How to apply
Please visit our website to find out
more about our available
opportunities and to apply.
Get in touch – social media
#deloittecareers
#DeloitteUK
#DeloitteCareersUK
DeloitteCareersUK

Discover your
potential
Welcome to the home of the curious.
A place for those who know that imagination,
FXULRVLW\DQGVROXWLRQȴQGLQJDUHZKDWKXPDQV
are made of. Thinking college or university might
not be for you? But eager to keep learning and
JDLQFDUHHUERRVWLQJTXDOLȴFDWLRQV"7KLVLVDFKDQFH
WRHDUQDUHDOVDODU\ZKLOH\RXOHDUQ:HRHU
lifechanging careers where you’ll be working
with our clients on projects from the start.
deloitte.co.uk/careers
What impact will you make?
© 2020 Deloitte LLP. Deloitte LLP is an equal opportunities employer.
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Contact
dstlrecruitment@dstl.gov.uk
01980 950000 Option 4
Type of employer
Science and Technology, Public
Sector
Locations
Porton Down, Salisbury, Wiltshire
Portsdown West, Fareham,
Hampshire
Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks, Kent
Number of vacancies
30
Salary
£13,750–£20,972 depending on
apprenticeship level

“Day-to-day, I provided bespoke engineering
solutions, including for both trials and technical
work. I was fortunate enough to be given the
opportunity to go to two conferences in America,
including the International Police Dog Conference
in Las Vegas... Successfully renewing my interest in
learning.”
Will was a 2016 engineering apprentice. He has now completed his first apprenticeship
with Dstl and started a higher level apprenticeship in Ordnance, Munitions, and Explosives
Engineering degree level which he is studying alongside his permanent job at Dstl.

More about us
The Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) is at the heart of the UK’s
Defence and Security capabilities, ensuring that our vital and unique innovative
science and technology contribute to current and future challenges. We provide the
UK Government with specialist science and technology research, advice and analysis
– much of which is operationally critical with the potential to save many lives. Like
creating digital honeypots that replicate petrol pump systems to discover hackers’
methods, our ideas and solutions can come from anywhere.
Our school leaver opportunities
We are on the lookout for the future stars who want to make a difference to the
Security and Defence of the UK. Could this be you?
Our apprenticeship are for age 18+ and we have opportunities in the following areas:
Embedded Electronic Systems Design and Development, Technical Electronics,
Associate Project Management, Digital Technical Solutions, Data Science, Ordnance,
Munitions and Explosives and Business Administration.
How do we select?
You will need to apply online via the civil Service Jobs website and search Dstl. Please
complete the online application form: if you are selected for interview the following
process will apply; Numerical and verbal ability test; face to face interview.

Entry requirements
Minimum age 18 when the
apprenticeship commences.
GCSEs at grade C and above
including Maths, English and
Science.
Some apprenticeships require A
levels or equivalent in a similar
subject.
Qualifications gained
Apprentices will receive certificates
in their subject area and
accreditation to the relevant
professional body.
Degree apprentices will receive a
BSc upon completion.
Training provided
Training will be a mixture of work
based learning, face to face
mentoring and classroom or block
release.
Application deadline
Various applications running
throughout the year; please see
website for details.
How to apply
www.civilservicejobs.service.gov.uk –
search for Defence Science and
Technology Laboratory
Get in touch – Social media
Dstlmod
dstlmod
dstl
dstlMOD
dstlmod
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“

Starting your
career at Dstl
A career that’s unexpected
in more ways than one.
Apprenticeships, Student Placements
Graduate Opportunities.

dstlmod

dstlmod

dstlmod

dstl

Dstlmod
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Contact
admissions@dysoninstitute.com
Type of employer
Technology company
Locations
Malmesbury, Wiltshire
Number of vacancies
Approximately 40–45
Salary
£18,000 starting salary, increasing
year on year

“My attitude has always been to take on high-potential
young people, give them immediate responsibility, and
mentor them through. It’s not an easy option to choose,
but that’s why we are developing some truly exceptional
engineers.” Sir James Dyson
More about us
Dyson is growing. Fast. With new product categories to explore and new technology
to develop, we need more people than ever before. Especially engineers.
But with a nationwide shortage of science, technology, engineering and maths
students, we struggle to find the brightest minds. We know the right people are out
there, but they’re not getting the right training.
“We are taking matters into our own hands,” says Sir James Dyson. “There are many
out there who are as obsessive about engineering as I am – questioning every aspect
of a product, how it works, and how it can be better. Therefore, why not get stuck
into an engineering job straight from school?”
Now in it’s third year, The Dyson Institute of Engineering and Technology has 113
exceptional Undergraduate Engineers. Much more than a degree apprenticeship
and a career, it’s for those with a passion for solving problems – fearless people who’d
rather get hands-on with real engineering challenges. The way James Dyson did.
Our Undergraduates are a part of Dyson: earning a salary, working side-by-side with
our finest engineers on future technology. And when they graduate, they could be
debt-free and have a fast-tracked career with one of the UK’s leading technology
companies.
The programme itself is pioneering – a four-year Bachelor of Engineering degree,
developed by Dyson engineers alongside academics at Warwick Manufacturing
Group (WMG), the University of Warwick. Its foundations are built on Dyson’s
research partnerships with 40 universities worldwide. During their first year, the
Undergraduates live on campus in stacked timber pods, and throughout the course,
and throughout the programme they have an extensive support network across
Dyson and The Dyson Institute.
Our independent spirit is what fuels our ambition for growth and invention, and it
underpins everything taught at The Dyson Institute of Engineering and Technology.
To find out more about other career opportunities at Dyson, visit careers.dyson.com.
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Entry requirements
For September 2020 entry, you need
at least AAB at A Level (or
equivalent), including an A grade in
both Mathematics and another
science, technology or engineeringrelated subject.
If you study Physics, you will need to
achieve a minimum of a grade B.
Qualifications gained
BEng Engineering.
Level 6 Product Design and
Development Engineer
apprenticeship standard.
Sponsorship opportunities
You don't pay tuition fees.
Training provided
Study general engineering in years 1
& 2, specialise in either mechanical
engineering, electronics, software or
electromechanical engineering in
years 3 & 4.
The Dyson Institute of Engineering
and Technology is applying to the
Office for Students for New Degree
Awarding Powers, with the intention
of delivering and awarding the
Dyson degree itself from September
2021. Should New Degree Awarding
Powers not be obtained, your degree
will be delivered and awarded by
WMG, University of Warwick.
Applications deadline
Check the website for application
details.
How to apply
Visit www.dysoninstitute.com

This degree is different.
Study engineering.
Work on real projects.
Get paid a salary.
The degree
You’ll study a four-year, immersive BEng (Hons)
Engineering programme, on our degree
apprenticeship. And you won’t pay any tuition fees.
The job
You’re a Dyson engineer from the start.
You’ll play a crucial role in the Dyson world
and earn a competitive salary.
The culture
Life at The Dyson Institute is far from ordinary.
It’s for those with a passion for solving problems
and a fascination for how things work.
If you’d rather get hands on with real
engineering challenges, register an interest
now: www.dysoninstitute.com
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Contact
earlycareersatfidelity@fil.com
Type of employer
Asset Management / Financial
Services
Locations
Kingswood, Surrey
Number of vacancies
15
Salary
Starting salaries of £17,500
plus welcome bonus
plus performance bonus
Entry requirements
Three Cs at A level (or equivalent)
and at least five GCSEs between A*–C

“With offices all around the world, we’re
creating value for everyone, everywhere.”
Chris – Technology Apprentice

More about us
Fidelity International is a privately held, global asset management business with the
aim to help our clients fulfil their financial goals.
We are dedicated to delivering the Fidelity experience to a wide range of clients
from individuals, directly and through financial advisers, to large companies,
institutions and governments. Helping clients to save for retirement and other long
term investing objectives has been at the core of our business for nearly 50 years.
With nearly 8,000 employees worldwide and working with clients in over 40
countries, we take pride in our understanding of global needs.
We have been passionate about employing Apprentices since 2007. Ninety-six per
cent of our Apprentices hired to date have gone on to secure permanent roles with
us, including some who are now working internationally in Hong Kong and
managing global teams.
Our school leaver opportunities
We have a variety of Level 3 and Level 4 Apprenticeships covering technology,
operational management and client services.
How do we select?
Online application form, online assessment, video interview, coaching call,
assessment centre – and offer.
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Qualifications gained
Level 3/Level 4 Apprenticeship
Training provided
20% of week apprenticeship focused.
A combination of hard skills and soft
skills throughout the two year
programme
Applications deadline
Check website
How to apply
earlycareersatfidelity.com/apprentices

earlycareersatﬁdelity.com/apprentices

Create
value
You don’t need a background in ﬁnance to apply
for one of our schemes. Whichever area you
choose, you’ll have lots of responsibility and you’ll
be adding value to your team from day one.
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Contact
Hannah Leitch
12 Endeavour Square
London
E20 1JN
Type of employer
Financial Services
Location
Stratford, London
Number of vacancies
c.25
Salary
£19,000–£22,000 per annum
Entry requirements
5 GCSE’s (A-C) and 2 A-Levels (or
equivalent)

Careers that matter
Think broader horizons
More about us
The Financial Conduct Authority is the regulator for UK financial services. We aim to
make financial markets work well for consumers, business and the whole economy.
We work to:
• protect consumers
• protect financial markets
• promote competition
We regulate thousands of firms to improve how they behave and treat their
customers. Our work protects millions of people and has a positive impact on the
wider economy.
As the regulator of the biggest financial market in Europe and the second largest in
the world, we have an unparalleled outlook on the financial sector. A career with us
gives you the chance to make a real difference.
Our school leaver opportunities
Our apprenticeships offer you a 18-36 month opportunity to take part in key aspects
of our day-to-day work, develop new skills and gain an industry leading qualification
while you earn. We look for passion and integrity as well as ambition and aptitude.
We don't require you to have previous work experience, but you will need to have
attained 5 GCSEs (A-C) and 2 A Levels (or equivalent).
Your development is very important to us. We offer mentoring and coaching to help
fulfil your potential. Once you join us, we’ll build up your understanding of the
industry and help you balance work and study time. As part of a friendly team, you
can enjoy a varied workload, lots of responsibility and opportunities to learn new
skills every day.
What are we looking for?
We use our FCA-wide values and core skills to assess all candidates. Please bear
them in mind, especially during your telephone interview and at the assessment
centre. When you are asked for examples, try to give ones which relate to you and
how you demonstrate them.
For more information on our values please see our website: www.fca.org.uk/careers
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Qualifications gained
All our programmes offer
apprentices the chance to study a
professional qualification
How to apply
We start accepting applications in
March/April 2020. To find out more
about the Apprenticeship
opportunities we have available
check out our website closer to the
time www.fca.org.uk/careers
Application deadline
May 2020
Get in touch
Visit our LinkedIn page:
financial-conduct-authority

Choose
a career
thatthat
matters
Choose
a career
matters
Our
toto
take
part
in in
a variety
Our apprenticeships
apprenticeshipsgive
giveyou
youthe
thechance
chance
take
part
a variety of work, learn
of
work,
learn
from
the
experts
and
achieve
an
industry
leading
éõòð÷ëèèûóèõ÷öäñçäæëìèùèäñìñçøö÷õü¡ïèäçìñêôøäïìĤæä÷ìòñúëìïèüòøèäõñ
qualification while you earn.

We want passion and integrity,
as well as ambition and
We want passion
aptitude
so visit
and
integrity–as
well
as ambition
www.fca.org.uk/careers/
and
aptitude
–
early-careers
to find out more
and register your interest.
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Contact
30 Finsbury Square,
London, EC2A 1AG
Type of employer
Accountancy
Locations
Multiple locations across the UK.
Number of vacancies
Approximately 450 roles per year
across all programmes.
Salary
Competitive

More about us
Looking for a fulfilling career? One that can have a wider impact on society? At Grant
Thornton, that's precisely what we offer. A career where you can have your ideas
implemented. Your opinions heard. Your contributions valued. Not just by your
colleagues, but by coveted clients. So bring your passion, ambitions and inspiration,
and together let’s make it happen.
Our school leaver opportunities
Enjoy five years of studying, learning and gaining real-work experience, working with
organisations of all shapes and sizes across a variety of sectors. Anyone without a
degree can join this programme. If you join us straight after your A-levels, you could
qualify a year earlier than your peers who go to uni.
How do we select?
We look at each candidate in a balanced sense, each individual application is
considered in its entirety. Academic performance is one part of what we look at, but
not the only part of you we consider. We're looking for well-rounded candidates who
connect with our brand, values and culture and want to make a difference right from
the start.

Entry requirements
Our entry requirements are balanced
across the following areas: -your
personal achievements -your
academic achievements -your
connection with the Grant Thornton
brand and values.
Qualifications gained
Most trainees complete AAT, ACA or
ATT/CTA – depending on their level
and the team they join.
Sponsorship opportunities
Yes
Training provided
Yes
Applications deadline
We close roles on a rolling basis,
there is no set deadline for
applications.
How to apply
trainees.grantthornton.co.uk
Get in touch – social media
Grant Thornton UK LLP
gt_trainees
@gt_stb
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Shape more
than just your
career

‘YOUR JOURNEY IS LIKE A BLANK
PIECE OF PAPER, IT GOES HOWEVER
YOU WANT IT TO GO.’
Aamna, school leaver, tax associate

Trainee business
adviser opportunities
available for
graduates, school
leavers, interns and
placements.
trainees.grantthornton.
co.uk

© 2019 Grant Thornton UK. All rights reserved. Grant Thornton UK is a member ﬁrm of Grant Thornton International Limited (GTIL). GTIL and the member ﬁrms are not a
worldwide partnership. Services are delivered by the member ﬁrms. GTIL and its member ﬁrms are not agents of, and do not obligate, one another and are not liable for
one another’s acts or omissions.
Please see grantthornton.co.uk for further details
DS1324
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ibm.co/schoolleaver
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Type of employer
Information Technology &
Consultancy
Locations
Nationwide
Number of vacancies
100+
Salary
Salaries start at £20,000/annum and
our benefits package is highly
flexible so it can be tailored to fit your
lifestyle and personal circumstances.
Entry requirements
5 GCSEs grade 4–9 including Maths
and English Language. You will also
need to have completed further
education or equivalent.

“I truly believe this is the best apprenticeship
scheme in the UK. It offers unparalleled training
and opportunities.”

More about us
At IBM, work is more than a job - it's a calling: To build. To design. To code. To consult.
To think along with clients and sell. To make markets. To invent. To collaborate. Not
just to do something better, but to attempt things you've never thought possible. To
lead in this new era of technology and solve some of the world's most challenging
problems.
Our school leaver opportunities
We offer Apprenticeships in various Business and Technical roles, as well as Degree
Apprenticeships! Apprenticeships at IBM are all about picking up skills for the
workplace and embarking on a long and successful career.
Or, you might be uncertain about what to do after A-Levels, if that’s you, the IBM
Futures scheme is for you. This gap year scheme offers you the opportunity to work
with a world-leading company for 12-months, broadening your horizons and giving
you a head start in your career.
How do we select?
To be successful, you must complete each stage of our application process. This
includes a competency based application form, an online test, a video interview, an
assessment centre and your final interview.

Qualifications gained
You could achieve a CIMA
qualification or a degree
qualification!
Training provided
To help you on your journey of
discovery, our cognitive cloud based
learning platform learns about you
and creates a personalised learning
plan. To further enhance your
Professional Development, there are
opportunities for coaching and
mentoring and you even get a
dedicated manager.
Applications deadline
Roles open periodically throughout
the year. Register your interest at
ibm.co/apprentices to be the first to
know when we open for applications.
How to apply
Apply on our website by completing
an initial online application. You’ll
then be taken through to testing,
application form and assessment
centre if successful, before a final
interview!
Get in touch – social media
@IBMCareersUKI
@IBMCareersUKI
IBM
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Let’s put
smart
to work.
TM

School Leaver Opportunities
Nl  
“I truly believe this is the best apprenticeship scheme in the UK.
It offers unparalleled training and opportunities.”
There is no other company like IBM and there is no business professional like the
)"- N7        Q ³ ³ N7  
citizens of, and apply our expertise in, more than 170 countries. Yet we are united by a
single purpose: to be essential. We do that by creating the most advanced technology
to change how our clients work and run their businesses. And through them, IBMers
change how the world works.

Our school leaver opportunities
We offer Apprenticeships in various Business and Technical
roles, as well as Degree Apprenticeships! Apprenticeships
at IBM are all about picking up skills for the workplace and
embarking on a long and successful career.
Or, you might be uncertain about what to do after A-Levels,
if that’s you, the IBM Futures scheme is for you. This gap
year scheme offers you the opportunity to work with a
world- leading company for 12-months, broadening
your horizons and giving you a head start in your
career.
2     ³  
roles open!

Scan me to register
your interest!

For more insights on social life at IBM, join us on:
@IBMCareersUKI

@LifeAtIBM
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icas.com/becomeaca

Contact
Email connect@icas.com
Visit icas.com/becomeaca
Locations
Training – UK wide
Career prospects – Global
Number of vacancies
Various
Entry requirements
Entry requirements are set by
individual employers.
Qualifications gained
Chartered Accountant (CA)
How to apply
Apply online at icas.com/becomeaca

About ICAS
We were the world’s first professional body of Chartered Accountants, but our focus
is firmly on the future. Over 160 years of experience have gone into refining our
internationally prestigious Chartered Accountant (CA) qualification, creating a broadscope course that’s fit for the modern business world. And through our efforts as
exclusive educator, regulator and thought leader we constantly work to advance the
careers of our members, always acting with the public interest in mind.
Our members don’t just work as accountants – the CA qualification opens doors in a
variety of industries, sectors and organisations. You could go on to work at the
highest levels of accountancy, finance and business, at a charity, government body
or cutting-edge tech firm.
Our school leaver opportunities
The school-leaver route to becoming a CA enables those with good Higher/A Level
results to skip university and begin paid training.
Lots of school leavers seeking an interesting and rewarding future in business and
beyond choose to bypass university and come directly to ICAS to train as CAs.
You don’t need any accountancy or business knowledge to follow this route, and
you’ll earn a competitive salary with your training employer whilst you learn.
Start your extraordinary CA career today. To find the route or training vacancy that’s
right for you, visit icas.com/becomeaca

“The CA qualification is universally recognised
around the world. I love that it’s a great
platform for many careers, not necessarily just
in finance.”
Nikola Doig CA, Senior Manager, Public Audit, Deloitte
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Get in touch – social media
ICASbecomeaCA
Become an ICAS Chartered
Accountant

EXTRAORDINARY STARTS HERE.
The school-leaver route to becoming a Chartered
Accountant (CA) enables you to earn a competitive
salary whilst you learn. You don’t need any accountancy
or business knowledge to follow this route and you can
study in locations across the UK.

To find out more about becoming a CA,
visit icas.com/becomeaca

Ed Fan CA
Training Firm: EY
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www.kpmgcareers.co.uk/apprentice
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Contact
apprenticeships@kpmg.co.uk
Contact tel: 0800 328 5764
Locations
Nationwide
Number of vacancies
c.200
Salary
Competitive
Entry requirements
Programme specific – please see our
careers site for more information

“KPMG stood out from the crowd for me, being
one of the Big Four and because I could get
work experience straight away. That’s
invaluable, it really sets you apart.”
Hafsah, KPMG Audit Apprentice

More about us
KPMG in the UK is part of a global network of member firms. Our largest practice is
Audit, which provides independent challenge and delivers quality audits to
organisations of all shapes and sizes. In Tax & Pensions, Consulting, Deal Advisory,
Technology & Engineering and KPMG Business Services, we work shoulder-toshoulder with clients to help them solve some of their most complex business
challenges.
Our opportunities
Our Apprenticeship programmes offer the chance to gain practical work experience
and build core skills within our global network of firms. You’ll be supported to
achieve professional qualifications and accreditations, such as diplomas and
degrees, and earn a salary - all at the same time. We have a range of programmes to
choose from, including our Audit Apprenticeship, KPMG360° Digital Software
Engineering Degree Apprenticeship, KPMG360° Apprenticeship and KPMG360°
Business Services Apprenticeship.
How do we select?
We understand that you might not have a lot of experience, but what will make you
stand out beyond your academic qualifications is who you are as a person. We’re just
as interested in other aspects of your experience and the way you behave in different
situations. Overall, we’re looking for people with a strong awareness of business, the
curiosity to find out more and the ability to think of new ways to solve problems. We
will assess you against the strengths that are key to success at KPMG, but we’re also
interested in those who take pride in their work, have integrity, strive to improve
themselves and can build strong relationships that bring out the best in others. See
www.kpmgcareers.co.uk/apprentice/applying-to-kpmg for more information on our
selection process.
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Qualifications gained
Qualifications gained are dependent
on the role. You could gain either a
BSc (Hons) degree, ACA/CA/CTA/
CIMA accounting qualification, or an
NVQ.
Training provided
When you join us, you’ll undertake
an induction programme and have
regular training sessions to develop
your professional skills e.g.
presentation skills, resilience, project
management and team working.
KPMG is dedicated to helping ensure
you have the best chance of passing
your exams, and therefore have a
dedicated Professional Qualification
Training and Accreditation team
who support each KPMG apprentice
to fulfil their potential.
Applications deadlines
We recruit on a ‘rolling’ basis. This
means that we don’t have a deadline
for applications, but advise you to
apply early.
How to apply
Visit our careers website:
www.kpmgcareers.co.uk/apprentice
Get in touch – social media
@KPMGRecruitment
@KPMGRecruitment
@KPMG UK
@kpmgtraineesuk

Live, Earn and Learn
At KPMG, we offer a range of Apprenticeships nationwide.
Our programmes offer the chance to gain practical work
experience and build core skills. You’ll be supported to achieve
professional qualiﬁcations and accreditations, such as diplomas
and degrees, and earn a salary - all at the same time.
Join us and build an exceptional future, where you’ll be inspired
to live, earn and learn.

Audit Apprenticeship
KPMG360O Apprenticeship
KPMG360O Digital Software Engineering Degree Apprenticeship
KPMG360O Business Services Apprenticeship

Learn more and apply:
www.kpmgcareers.co.uk/apprentice

apprenticeships@kpmg.co.uk
@KPMGRecruitment
KPMGRecruitment
kpmgtraineesuk

© 2019 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership and a member
ﬁrm of the KPMG network of independent member ﬁrms afﬁliated
with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a
Swiss entity. All rights reserved. The KPMG name and logo are
registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG International.
CREATE | CRT122380
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www.laingorourke.com/careers
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Contact
Early Talent Team,
Bridge Place, Anchor Boulevard,
Crossways, DA2 6SN.
Contact tel: 01322 296 555
Email: earlytalent@laingorourke.com
Type of organisation
Construction firm
Locations
UK, depending on projects
Number of vacancies
Up to 10
Salary
Competitive

“My parents work in finance, so I didn’t have a connection to the
construction industry before joining Laing O’Rourke. I just love seeing
the building going up, and knowing that I helped to make it happen.
My friends are a little jealous. They went to university and I didn’t. They
can see how much I’m learning, developing and enjoying my job. I think
some of them think they should have done this.”
Ellie, School & College Leaver, Quantity Surveyor

We are Laing O’Rourke. We design, manufacture, engineer and build iconic
buildings and complex infrastructure projects used by millions of people every day.
It’s our mission to be the recognised leader for innovation and excellence in the
construction industry. To achieve that, we’re changing the way we work, using the
very latest digital tools and platforms. And we’re always looking to create structures
that will help build a better future for everyone.
More about us
We are proud to work on some of the most prestigious projects in the UK, from
Europe’s largest infrastructure programme, Tideway, to Manchester Airport Terminal
2 expansion, Hinkley Point C and Edinburgh St James shopping complex.
Our success depends on our engineering excellence, together with the adoption of
new technologies and a sustained investment in talent, especially our early careers
programmes for students, graduates and apprentices.
Our school leaver opportunities
Join us as a School & College Leaver and you’ll have the opportunity to work on some
amazing projects with some exceptional people. Our five-year School & College
Leaver programme combines studying for an accredited higher & degree
apprenticeship with on-the-job experience. You’ll work alongside experienced
professionals on live projects, and attend college/university at the same time.
Throughout you’ll learn innovative engineering and construction techniques, and
get to know colleagues who’ll continue to support you throughout your career at
LOR.
We also run a two-to-four year Apprenticeship+ programme for people leaving
school with at least three GCSEs (preferably A-C/4-9 in Maths, English and Science).
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Entry requirements
Applicants must have 3 A levels or
BTEC.
Sponsorship opportunities
School and College Leaver
Programme Sponsorship
throughout higher & degree
apprenticeship.
Applications deadline
Please look at website for application
and deadline details.
How to apply
Submit an application on our
website.
Get in touch – social media
laingorourkeltd
Laing_ORourke
laingorourke
laingorourke

BUILT FOR YOU
EARLY TALENT PROGRAMMES
Every day, we design, manufacture, engineer and build iconic buildings and complex
infrastructure projects that go on to be used by millions of people. From deep under the
ground to thousands of feet in the air, from rail to retail developments, we’re changing the
industry with innovative design and delivery techniques. And we’re always looking to create
structures that will help build a better future for us all.
Find out more about our Apprentice and School Leaver programmes at laingorourke.com/
careers
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lloydsemergingtalent.com
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Contact
Lloyd’s Building,
London EC3M 7HA
Contact tel: 020 7327 1000
Type of employer
Insurance, Financial Services
Locations
London, Chatham
Number of vacancies
10
Salary
£19,275
Entry requirements
Three A-levels (or equivalent) at
grade C or above in any subject, and
GCSE Maths and English (or
equivalent) at grade C or above.

“I had several other options, including
university offers, but I’m very glad I chose
Lloyd’s. They have put me through my CII
insurance qualifications and that’s going to
open up so many opportunities as I progress
through the Corporation.”
More about us
Lloyd’s is the world’s leading insurance and reinsurance marketplace. Through the
collective intelligence and risk-sharing expertise of the market’s underwriters and
brokers, Lloyd’s helps to create a braver world. We’re looking for people with new
perspectives and the confidence to share them.
Our school leaver opportunities
This year, we are running three apprenticeship programmes – Insurance, Business
and Financial Services Operations – aimed at school leavers who are keen to pursue
a career within the corporate world and eager to start work without a university
education. Our programmes are designed to give you a full range of experiences to
discover your strengths and interests. Equipped with those insights, you’ll be able to
choose your professional path and achieve your aspirations.
How do we select?
You should have three A-levels (or equivalent) at grade C or above in any subject, and
GCSE Maths and English (or equivalent) at grade C or above. We’ll want to see that
your skills align with our values-led competencies: relating and networking; creating
and innovating; delivering results and meeting customer expectations; adapting and
responding to change; achieving goals and objectives and commercial thinking.
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Qualifications gained
Business Apprenticeship
Programme: degree level
Insurance Apprenticeship
Programme: Level 4 Insurance
Professional apprenticeship
Financial services operations
apprenticeship: Level 3
Compliance/Risk Officer
apprenticeship
Sponsorship opportunities
None
How to apply
Apply online at
https://lloydsemergingtalent.com/
emerging-talent
Get in touch – social media
lloyds
lloyd’s-of-london

Emerging Talent
at Lloyd’s
Apprenticeship applications
open 6th January
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www.mbdacareers.co.uk

Contact
Six Hills Way, Stevenage, SG1 2DA
resourcing@mbda-systems.com
Type of employer
Arms manufacturers company
Locations
Stevenage, Bristol and Bolton
Number of vacancies
Varies
Salary
£14,500 (starting)
Entry requirements
Depends on role

More about us
We work with purpose, knowing that every advancement provides better, smarter
and more effective defence capabilities to the UK and their allies.
Whether it’s designing a future concept for the British Army, managing the
procurement of a missile component or harnessing their expertise in software in
order to integrate one of our products on to the newest fighter jet, all of our
employees are a part of delivering a more secure tomorrow.
Our school leaver opportunities
Our Apprenticeship Programmes offer the chance to work at the cutting-edge of
engineering and provide the opportunity to help solve the defence challenges of the
future. Consisting of four-year programmes built around three areas of development
– professional, personal and technical – we can provide the platform to build your
entire skillset.
Whether you choose a Degree Apprenticeship where we fully fund a university
degree or a traditional Apprenticeship, where we fully fund a nationally recognised
qualification, you will have the support you need to achieve your full potential.
The structured rotational work placements allow you to experience different areas of
the business that are of interest whilst you combine study via day release at college
or university. In addition to this, we further enhance our apprenticeships with
bespoke internal and external courses focused on your development.
Challenging and stretching your skills as well as nurturing your talent are aspects we
believe strongly in and there are many avenues to develop yourself further within
the business.
Working at MBDA means you will receive a comprehensive benefits package that
allows you to pick and choose as and when you need. Whether it’s flexible working,
up to 15 days flexi-leave a year in addition to 25 days annual leave, our yearly bonus
scheme or discounts at a number of retailers, we offer you the opportunity to do
more of what you enjoy.
When it comes to sharing common interests and socialising, we have a vibrant
apprentice community and there are lots of activities and clubs to get involved. We
actively encourage volunteering activities and inspiring the next generation in STEM
so there are also plenty of opportunities for you to share your enthusiasm for
engineering with others.
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Training provided
We run intermediate
apprenticeships, advanced
apprenticeship, higher
apprenticeships for school leavers
Applications deadlines
Check website
How to apply
Depends on role – check website
Get in touch – social media
@MBDAcareers

FOR THE FUTURE:
SHAPERS

EXPLORERS

I N N O VAT O R S

IMPLEMENTORS

TEAM WORKERS

INFLUENCERS

APPRENTICE PROGRAMMES

w w w. m b d a c a re e r s . c o . u k
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www.people.mcdonalds.co.uk
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Contact details
UKRecruitmentTeam@uk.mcd.com
0345 606 321
Type of employer
Global Restaurant Chain
Locations Nationwide
Number of vacancies 30
Salary
Starting salary £16,000.
You will also get a wide range of
benefits, including free food whilst
you work and employee discount
schemes.

Whatever you’re looking for from a career, you can find it with us. Working for
McDonald’s is more than just a job. We aim to have a positive impact in
everything we do. We offer good value, quality food and a fantastic experience for
our customers. But it’s not just about the millions of meals we serve each year. It’s
also about the hundreds of communities across the UK where you’ll find our
restaurants, and the thousands of people who work for us. It’s about you. If you've
set your sights high, you’ll want an employer who can turn your potential into
reality. Training and developing people is at the heart of our business and each
year we invest over £40 million upskilling our people and providing opportunities
for progression.
Our school leaver opportunities
Our Management Degree Apprenticeship is a great opportunity to gain real-life
management experience following our structured and industry recognised training
programmes, while at the same time studying towards a degree qualification with
Manchester Metropolitan University.
From day one you’ll be rolling up your sleeves as part of a restaurant team, learning
how every aspect of our restaurants work from preparing food in the kitchen to
serving customers on front counter!
Once you’ve learned the basics, you’ll quickly start developing your management
skills following our management development programme. Throughout the fiveyear programme you will gain loads of practical experience and progress through
different management roles. You’ll help make real business decisions and could even
go on to manage your own restaurant.
How do we select?
Successful candidates will need to pass all stages in our rigorous application process,
which includes a combination of online tests, interviews, an assessment centre and
an on-the-job evaluation.

Entry requirements
104 UCAS points (A level grades BCC
– BBC) or equivalent alternative
qualifications.
GCSE grade C or 4 in English and
maths.
Qualifications gained
Level 3 apprenticeship in Hospitality
Supervisor.
BA Hons Degree in Business
Management.
Training provided
Training and developing people has
been at the heart of the business
throughout its 45 years in the UK.
Each year, the company invests over
£40 million in training and personal
development.
The Management Degree
Apprenticeship combines
McDonald’s management
curriculum with study at Manchester
Metropolitan University. Students will
attend McDonald’s leadership
courses at their head office in
London and then from year 2, spend
3–4 day residential blocks at the
university campus in Manchester.
Applications deadline
For September 2020 start:
15 October 2019 – 31 January 2020
How to apply
www.people.mcdonalds.co.uk
Get in touch – social media
@McDonaldsUK
mcdonaldsuk
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DEGREE
APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMME
• Higher Level Apprenticeship at Level 3
• Higher Level Apprenticeship Honours Degree
If you are 18 and over,

BUILD A
MANAGEMENT
CAREER
whilst gaining a degree.

5

YEAR
PROGRAMME

A 1-year Level 3 apprenticeship with
th a
4-year BA Hons Degree in Business
ss
Management.

FEES

McDONALD’S
UNIVERSITY

£
The course fees are fully paid for by
McDonald’s,* all whilst you work and
earn a salary with us.

Opportunity to accelerate your
career by becoming a Business
Manager, managing your very own
n
restaurant.

Developed in partnership with Manchester Metropolitan
University, the McDonald’s degree apprenticeship is a great
opportunity to gain valuable practical skills while still enjoying
the student experience – all without any of the debt!

www.people.mcdonalds.co.uk

* Utilising Apprenticeship Levy contributions or through the Government co-investment scheme.

WANT TO

E
A
R
N
WHILE YOU

LEARN?
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www.mi5.gov.uk/careers
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Type of employer
Public Sector
Locations
United Kingdom
Number of vacancies
80+
Salary
Dependent on role
Entry requirements
Dependent on role
Qualifications gained
Dependent on role

More about us
MI5 helps protect the UK against threats to national security from terrorism and
espionage, to complex cyber threats. A career at MI5 is like no other.
Our school leaver opportunities
We recognise university isn’t for everyone and MI5 offers various opportunities for
school leavers who want to embark on an exciting and varied career. Most of our
school leavers join us in an administrative role where you can be supporting one of
our investigative teams, working in human resources or finance, or supporting one of
our digital analysts. For those interested in technology MI5 offer an exciting
apprenticeship scheme which enables you to be hands-on in helping to build and
maintain some of the world’s most advanced software technology – all while
working towards a BSc Honours Degree. Working for MI5, you’ll be able to grow your
skills and perform to the best of your abilities in an organisation that truly makes a
difference. However you join MI5, you will be part of a supportive team, with many
opportunities to develop and learn about the exciting work we do keeping the
country safe.
How do we select?
This varies from role to role but can include a telephone interview, a face-to-face
interview and a security interview with a vetting officer.
For more information about what we do, and how you can support us in a variety of
roles, please visit www.mi5.gov.uk/careers/icanatmi5
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Training provided
We offer a wide range of training
from corporate and personal
development to specialist and
technical training.
Applications deadline
Throughout the year
How to apply
Online via our website

Photograpghs supplied by Getty Images

I knew I could
So I do
I am and
I can

FROM
5 GCSES
TO WORKING
AT MI5

Straight after school, you can play a
vital role at MI5 as an Admin Ofﬁcer
or Technical Apprentice.
www.mi5.gov.uk/careers/icanatmi5
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www.mi6.gov.uk
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Type of employer
Security
Locations
London and Overseas
Number of vacancies
100+
Salary
Various, depending on role
Entry requirements
Various, depending on role
Qualifications gained
Various, depending on role
Training provided
Various, depending on role
Applications deadline
On going
More about us
We are MI6 (also known as the Secret Intelligence Service). We use innovative
technology and diverse talent to protect the security and economic wellbeing of the
UK from overseas threats. Regional instability and terrorism are just some of the
major challenges facing the world in the 21st century, and you could play a vital role
in helping us counter them. Qualities such as creativity, integrity, courage and
respect help us meet these ever-evolving challenges, while world-class learning and
personal development support our people to thrive.
How do we select?
There are a variety of requirements according to your chosen area. However, typically
you’ll need to complete an application form and be invited to an interview. If you’re
successful, there will normally be an assessment centre followed by a stringent
vetting procedure.
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How to apply
Visit www.mi6.gov.uk to find out
more about the opportunities we
have to offer

I’ve never been near
a top university.
And I’m the perfect
ﬁt for MI6.
Find out more at www.sis.gov.uk

Secretly,
we’re just
you.
Many
backgrounds,
one like
mission
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www.mottmac.com/careers/uk-apprenticeships
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Contact details
earlycareers.recruitment@mottmac.com
Type of employer
We are an employee owned
company
Locations Nationwide
Number of vacancies 75
Salary
Advanced level starts at £15,500
Degree level starts at £17,500
Entry requirements
See website for full details

“I attend college once a week, where I do a civil
engineering course. The other four days are
spent at work. There are dedicated lunch and
learn sessions to help expand my knowledge on
certain topics as well as constant support from
my line manager and the team.”
Ruth Watson, apprentice civil engineer

More about us
We’re a management, engineering and development consultancy which works on
projects across the world. By challenging norms, we like to solve humanity’s most
difficult problems. We’re committed to making a positive contribution to the
wellbeing of our staff as well as the environment, communities, and market places in
which we operate. Could you see yourself being a part of our team?
Our school leaver opportunities
We have advanced level apprenticeships in civil engineering, building services
engineering, transport planning and business administration. We have degree level
apprenticeships in civil engineering, building services engineering, quantity
surveying, project management, environmental science, and GIS.
Our selection process
We’re looking for someone that is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional, proactive and receptive to constructive advice and guidance
Willing to learn new skills while being able to adapt them
Aware of their limitations and when to seek help if needed
Able to work independently when necessary
Able to take responsibility and pride in their work
Good at demonstrating a positive approach to problem solving
Able to contribute to discussions as part of a team
Able to take a responsible approach to health and safety
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Qualifications gained
Advanced level
• A Level 3 diploma in Civil
Engineering for Technicians, a BTEC
Level 3 Diploma in Construction
and the Built Environment and an
opportunity to become a qualified
engineering technician (EngTech)
• A Level 3 diploma in Building
Services Engineering for
Technicians, a BTEC Level 3 diploma
in Construction and the Built
Environment and an opportunity to
become a qualified engineering
technician (EngTech)
• A Level 3 diploma in Transport
Planning along with the
opportunity to become a qualified
engineering technician (EngTech)
• A Level 3 diploma in Business
Administration)
Degree level
• BSc (Hons) in Quantity Surveying
• BEng (Hons) in Civil Engineering
• BEng (Hons) in Building Services
Engineering
• BSc (Hons) in Project Management
• BSc (Hons) in Environmental science
• BSc (Hons) in Surveying and
Mapping)
Sponsorship opportunities
Only eligible for UK residents
Applications deadline
Check website
How to apply
Please apply via our UK apprentice
page on our website. You will be
required to complete an online test
and our application form.
Get in touch – social media
@mottmacgroup
@MottMacLife
@mottmacdonaldgroup
Mott MacDonald
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Whether it’s protecting
wildlife, providing clean water,
designing roads, buildings,
bridges or tunnels – our people
improve the world we live in
and you could be part of it.
Become the difference
and leave your mark.
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Twitter: @MottMacLife
Facebook: @mottmacdonaldgroup
LinkedIn: Mott MacDonald
Instagram: @mottmacgroup
YouTube: Mott MacDonald

Search
Mott MacDonald
apprentices
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www.rpc.co.uk/strikinglyreal

RANKING IN
THE TOP 200

187

Contact
Tel 020 3060 6000
Type of employer
Law firm
Locations
Bristol & London
Number of vacancies
Based on business requirements.
Salary
Along with an annual salary of
£18,000 (London) or £15,000 (Bristol)
increasing by £500 in your second
year at RPC, you’ll be offered a
competitive and creative full
package of benefits.

“Apprenticeships for
people with personality.”

Entry requirements
• Being in year 13 or beyond
• GCSE Maths & English: grades A–C
• It’s not essential to have studied
law before but an appetite to learn
and progress is important
Qualifications gained
GCSE Maths & English: grades A–C

More about us
At RPC, you can be you. In an environment that’s real. Strikingly real.
Do you want a career in a firm that values personality as much as professionalism?
For us, business success comes from building personal relationships and thinking
creatively to achieve the best solutions.
Our school leaver opportunities
No matter what stage you are in your life, our UK apprenticeship opportunities will
help build the foundations of a successful career, with the training and support you’ll
need to excel.

Sponsorship opportunities
We partner with WhiteHat, Damar
and the University of Law pay for all
the training associated with our
apprentices.
Training provided
We partner with WhiteHat, Damar
and the University of Law to provide
the training for our apprentices.

We offer a range of business and legal apprenticeships each with a different
timeframe. Business Administration (Level 3) is our most popular apprenticeship
and takes 15-18 months to complete.

Applications deadline
Please visit
www.rpc.co.uk/strikinglyreal

Recruitment for our Bristol Paralegal apprenticeship (November 2021 start date) will
begin in September 2020. The paralegal apprenticeship takes two years to complete
with the opportunity on successful completion to be considered for the solicitor
apprenticeship (level 7 apprenticeship). The solicitor apprenticeship requires
approximately five and a half to six more years of study (taking into account
exemptions from paralegal apprenticeship), also incorporating a law degree.

How to apply
Please visit
www.rpc.co.uk/strikinglyreal
Get in touch – social media
@lifeinalawfirm
@lifeinalawfirm

How do we select?
If your initial application is successful, you'll be invited to attend an assessment day.
You'll be expected to demonstrate your motivations, skills and attributes notably
through an interview and business focused exercises. You'll also be given the grand
tour and be introduced to some of our people to see how you might fit in to our RPC
culture.
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LOYAL
FLEXIBLE
RESOURCEFUL
HISTORY GEEK*

AT RPC, YOU CAN BE YOU. IN AN ENVIRONMENT
THAT’S REAL. STRIKINGLY REAL.
SO IF YOU VALUE CHARACTER OVER CONFORMITY,
THE UNIQUE OVER THE UNIFORM,
AND AMBITION OVER APATHY, LET’S TALK.
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www.rsmuk.com/students

RANKING IN
THE TOP 200

117

Type of employer
Professional Services
Locations
Nationwide
Number of vacancies
70–100
Salary
Competitive
Entry requirements
112 UCAS points or equivelant
Qualifications gained
AAT/ATT
Sponsorship opportunities
Yes
Training provided
Yes

More about us
Welcome to RSM. As one of the world’s largest networks of audit, tax and consulting
firms, we deliver the big ideas and services that help middle market organisations
thrive. Our global network spans more than 120 countries, but our passion is always
the same: to help our clients move forward with confidence.
• Seventh largest network of audit, tax and consulting firms
• 41,000 people
• 750 offices
• 116 countries
At RSM, you’ll gain access to an impressive client list and discover some of the
world’s most dynamic companies. Our work cuts across more than 40 service areas
and a broad range of sectors – anything from premier league footballers and leading
charities to FTSE 300 companies and major multinationals.
Our school leaver opportunities
When you’re starting out in your career it can be hard to know which route to take
and which path will allow you to reach your goals. Our school leaver apprenticeship
programme will help you take this first step with confidence.
With RSM you’ll enjoy a fast-tracked business career that recognises your potential
and rewards your ambition. Our two-year school leaver apprenticeship programme
will give you all the skills and support you need to unlock a future that’s packed with
opportunities and new experiences.
We offer a range of programmes across our network so you can pick the one that’s
right for you. Whichever option you choose, you’ll earn while you learn, gaining
hands-on business experience as you work towards your professional qualifications.
How do we select?
• Online application form
• Online strengths assessment
• Video assessment
• Assessment centre
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Applications deadline
Ongoing
How to apply
Via our website
Get in touch – social media
rsm.uk
@RSMUK_Careers

PERSONALITIES W
WA
ANTED
GET THE CAREER YOU W
WA
ANT A
AT
T RSM

Your voice will always be heard at RSM. Join our global
al netw
network and
discover a culture that nurtures individuality and celebr
ebrates fresh
thinking.
It’s your future. Own it at RSM.
Apply at rsmuk.com/careers/students

The UK group of companies and LLPs trading as RSM is a member of the RSM network. RSM is the trading name used by the members of the RSM network. Each member of the RSM network is
an independent accounting and consulting ﬁrm each of which practises in its own right. The RSM network is not itself a separate legal entity of any description in any jurisdiction. The RSM network
Wa
ales (company number 4040598) whose registered oﬃce is at 11 Old Jewry, London EC2R 8DU. The brand and
is administered by RSM International Limited, a company registered in England and W
trademark RSM and other intellectual property rights used by members of the network are owned by RSM International Association, an association governed by article 60 et seq of the Civil Code
.of Switzerland whose seat is in Zug
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www.skyearlycareers.com

RANKING IN
THE TOP 200
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Contact
Grant Way, Isleworth, TW7 5QD
Type of employer
Media and Technology
Locations
Locations for apprenticeship:
London/Leeds/Scotland (additional
locations across the UK)
Number of vacancies
Apprenticeships: circa 300
Salary
Competitive

More about us
Top-quality shows. Innovative tech. Must-have packages. With 23 million customers
across seven countries, it’s no surprise that Sky is Europe’s biggest entertainment
brand. That’s why we need coders, challengers, shakers and collaborators to lead us
into the future. So, whether you’re looking for a new role or want to kick start your
career as a Sky apprentice, you can make a real impact here. From day one you’ll be
given the freedom and support to do your best work. That’s not all, you’ll also earn a
minimum of £20,600 in London and £17,000 outside of London, have the support of
a mentor and gain a nationally recognised qualification at the end of your
apprenticeship.
Our school leaver opportunities
Apprenticeships – Earn while you learn in our 18 months to 4-year programmes in:
• Technology: Cyber security, Software development, Technology, Data Analytics
• Customer Service: Contact centre, Home Service Engineering
• Business: Finance, Marketing, Sky Media, Business Administration
• Media: Sky News, Sky News Reporter
How do we select?
Insight days: Online application only
Apprenticeships: Varies for each programme: Initial application, online tests for
specific programmes (Finance and Software Engineering), digital assessments or
telephone interviews and an assessment centre.

Entry requirements
Entry requirements vary, but
apprenticeship positions are open to
GCSE or equivalent qualified
candidates.
Qualifications gained
Nationally Recognised Qualifications.
Sponsorship opportunities
We are unable to sponsor visas for
our apprentices, but visas are not
required for insight days.
Training provided
There is support from the training
provider to ensure students are
supported through their
Apprenticeship.
Applications deadline
Apprenticeships: check our website.
Insight days: throughout the year.
How to apply
Complete an online application form:
careers.sky.com/earlycareers/
apprenticeships/
Get in touch – social media
EarlyCareersSky
@EarlyCareersSky
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thameswater.co.uk/apprentices

RANKING IN
THE TOP 200

178

Type of employer
Utilities (Water and Wastewater)
Locations
We have over 500 sites across
London and the Thames Valley. Our
apprentice opportunities are all
across our patch.
Salary
£15,000–£17,500
Entry requirements
Vary based on apprenticeship but all
require a minimum of 5 GCSE’s
graded 4–9 (A–C)
Qualifications gained
BTEC to Degree Level dependant on
type of apprenticeship

“The Thames Water apprenticeship journey has
shown me there is no objective or aim that you
can’t achieve. If you are willing to try hard
enough, our business will back you all the way.”
Kayne (Apprentice)

Training provided
Fully funded college and on site
training with experienced mentors
and assessors.
How to apply
Apply online at
thameswater.co.uk/apprentices
Get in touch – social media
Thames Water Careers
@Thameswater

More about us
We’re the UK’s largest water and wastewater company, serving 15 million customers
each day across London and the Thames Valley. While our main work is to supply
clean drinking water and take away wastewater, there’s so much more going on
behind the scenes. Do you know how your water eventually became a humble cup
of tea or what happens to the wastewater when you flush the loo? Each day, through
innovative new ideas we are improving our technology and taking on exciting new
challenges to improve our customer service and make us the best in our industry.
Thames Water embraces diversity and promotes equality of opportunities,
continuously developing our Women’s network, being a Disability Confident leader
and a founding member of the Thames Valley REACH network to support our BAME
initiatives. Our LGBT+ and Allies network also helps to create a safe and inclusive
place to work.
Our school leaver opportunities
We value new ideas and skills which is why we focus on bringing fresh talent into the
business. Our school leaver apprenticeship programmes are a great opportunity for
those looking to start their career in an innovative, rewarding service which is
essential to millions of people across London and the Thames Valley.
We offer Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation apprenticeships where you’ll
learn how to fit, fix and upgrade our equipment to ensure the smooth running of our
sites. We also offer Health & Safety Apprenticeships and a Higher Apprenticeship for
those seeking to get to degree level which is based in our labs.
How do we select?
We look for our apprentices to be ambitious and innovative with a clear passion for
their field of work. They should be great team workers, have good communication
skills and have the appetite to be successful and reach their full potential.
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Thames Water

Exciting early career
opportunities, including:
• Mechanical and electrical
apprenticeships
• Electrical and instrumentation
apprenticeships
• Laboratory Technician
apprenticeships
• Health and Safety apprenticeships
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www.uhy-earlycareers.com

Contact details
Jamie Carpenter
j.carpenter@uhy-uk.com
020 7216 4600
Type of employer
Accountancy
Locations
Nationwide
Number of vacancies 6
Salary
Competitive
Entry requirements
BBB at A level, with a B minimum in
GCSE Maths
Qualifications gained
AAT/CFAB and ACA

“I can study whilst also gaining hands-on
experience working in a professional
accountancy environment.”
Lauren, Trainee

Sponsorship opportunities
We hold a sponsorship licence
Training provided
Yes, full study support package
offered
Applications deadline
30/04/2020

More about us
UHY Hacker Young is an ambitious Top 20* Group of UK chartered accountants. Our
mid-tier size means that every year we select just a small number of talented
trainees to help our business to grow. As a trainee you will be given responsibility
from day one and the chance to stretch your talents and experience a wide diversity
of work.
Our school leaver opportunities
Our non-graduate training programmes are designed to offer ambitious A level (or
equivalent) students the opportunity to qualify and build a career in accountancy.
You will benefit from both on-the-job training and classroom based study, as well as
learning from the established accountants all around you.
We offer two qualifications; the ICAEW Certificate in Finance, Accounting and
Business (CFAB) and the AAT Accounting qualification, which allow you to complete
your ACA or ACCA professional qualification without the need for a university degree.
How do we select?
Our selection processes differ between offices but they all start with the same
application form, found on our early careers site. From here they are distributed
amongst our offices (dependent on your selection) where they will be reviewed and
shortlisted for the next stage.
*Latest ‘Accountancy Age’ and ‘Accountancy Magazine’ league tables
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How to apply
Application form on our early careers
website
Get in touch – social media
UHYHackerYoung
facebook.com/UHYUK
youtube.com/uhyhackeryoung
linkedin.com/company/
uhy-hacker-young

Would you like to work for a Top  accountancy ﬁrm?
School leaver and graduate apprenticeships with UHY Hacker Young
Are you considering a career as a business leader in accountancy and audit, but are not looking
for a university education? We can offer you the opportunity to become a certiﬁed chartered
accountant straight from school!

I chose UHY and have never looked back, I’ve
already learnt so much, I’m loving it.
Tooba Siddiqui, CFAB student

Apply at www.uhy-earlycareers.com.
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www.womblebonddickinson.com/uk/careers/apprenticeships

RANKING IN
THE TOP 200

166

Contact
careers@wbd-uk.com
Type of employer
Law Firm
Locations (UK only)
Bristol, Plymouth, Southampton,
London, Newcastle, Leeds,
Edinburgh
Salary
Regions: £16,930,
London: £19,565
Entry requirements
Dependent on the apprenticeship –
full details on our website
Qualifications gained
Dependent on the programme

'I would highly recommend considering an apprenticeship with
WBD – you can build experience and connections in a
transatlantic law firm, whilst being supported to study and gain
the qualifications you need to progress your career. Even as an
apprentice, the work you are involved with is high-quality, legal
work (the only tea you'll be making is for yourself!) and you are
given a lot of autonomy over your work.'
Chloe McGuinness – Apprentice Paralegal

Womble Bond Dickinson is a progressive, forward thinking firm, with transatlantic
capacity and understanding of our local markets. Womble Bond Dickinson has more
than 420 partners and 1,000 lawyers across 8 offices in the UK and 19 offices in the
US. The combination puts Womble Bond Dickinson in the UK’s top 20 and in the top
80 in the US listings.
It matters to us that we have the right people working alongside us but, actually,
there isn’t a typical Womble Bond Dickinson person. Our people come from diverse
backgrounds and bring a range of experience – and that’s important to us.
Our school leaver opportunities
In September 2014 we launched the first of our apprenticeship programmes. We
recognised the importance of creating alternative routes into the profession for
those who wanted to get their first foot on the career ladder sooner rather than later.
We also wanted to develop our own home grown talent to ensure a continued
pipeline of paralegals, future lawyers and support functions.
Our legal apprenticeships offer school leavers and those who choose not to go to
University the opportunity to gain formal legal qualifications and a role in the
profession through paid, on-the-job training. During your apprenticeship you’ll
develop an amazing set of skills and a wealth of valuable experience whilst earning a
good salary, and could even qualify as a Solicitor without the need to attend
university!
It’s no secret that we’re an ambitious firm. All of our people contribute to our success,
not just our lawyers. They rely hugely on the support they receive from our equally
talented business professionals. We are recruiting and training apprentices in a
variety of our support teams with our dedicated secretaries, IT experts, HR
Professionals, skilled recruiters and facilities managers.
As a growing firm, we have plans to create more of these roles across all of our UK
based offices!
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Sponsorship opportunities
Full cost of apprenticeship
Training provided
Relevant to the apprenticeship
scheme
Applications deadlines
Variable, dependent on the
programme
How to apply
Via our website
www.womblebonddickinson.com/uk
Get in touch – social media
@womblebonddickinsoncareers
@WBD_CareersUK
@wbd_careersuk

Think you need to go to
university to start your
career in law?...
Think again.
We recognise that university isn’t for everyone
and we believe that Apprenticeships
are a great way to get your career off
to an early start.
That’s why we’ve developed
a number of school leaver
programmes to get you
that all important ﬁrst
step on the career ladder,
sooner rather than later.
So, whether you’re
contemplating a career
in Law, HR, Marketing,
IT or Facilities Services
we might just have the
perfect apprenticeship
programme for you.

To ﬁnd out how we can support you,
please contact:
Kita Watkins
Early Talent Recruitment Advisor
T: +44 (0)117 989 6611
E: kita.watkins@wbd-uk.com
www.womblebonddickinson.com/careers
@WBD_CareersUK

@womblebonddickinsoncareers

@WBD_Careers

© Copyright 2020 Womble Bond Dickinson (UK) LLP. All rights reserved. Womble Bond Dickinson (UK) LLP is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.
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The 200
in brief

In this section
Browse our short descriptions of the 200 most popular
employers for school leavers: what they do and what they
offer. Where applicable, they include a page reference for
the employer advert, where you can find out more.

We have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the
information contained in these listings is correct at the
time of going to press, but please check employers’
individual websites for the most up-to-date picture.
Where A levels and GCSEs are mentioned, equivalent
qualifications are usually accepted too.
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182

3M UK

3M is a science-based technology company, which creates products for industries
such as automative, electronics, health care, energy and safety. It employs 93,000
people in 87 countries. It offers a range of apprenticeships for school leavers with
GCSEs (or equivalent).

107

Abercrombie
& Fitch

Abercrombie & Fitch sells clothing, accessories and body care products. It
combines three separate brands – Abercrombie & Fitch, Abercrombie Kids and
Hollister – and has 850 stores across Europe, Asia and North America. It offers
leadership development programmes for graduates at its world headquarters in
Columbus, Ohio – but it does not currently offer school leaver opportunities.

Accenture

Accenture is a management consulting, outsourcing and technology services
company that employs over 492,000 people. It serves clients in 120 countries.
Accenture has technology apprenticeship schemes based in London, Warwick,
Manchester, Newcastle and Edinburgh; some require A levels or equivalent, while
others do not have specific requirements.

adidas Group

adidas Group combines the sportswear brands adidas and Reebok and employs
around 57,000 people. At its headquarters in Herzogenaurach, Germany, adidas
Group runs work experience and apprenticeships (including a degree
apprenticeship). Its apprenticeships include shoe finisher, sales associate,
computer science expert, textile and fashion tailor, management assistant and
warehouse logistics specialist.

AECOM

AECOM is an infrastructure and support services firm that specialises in
transportation, building surveying and energy. It employs around 86,000 people
worldwide. AECOM does not currently offer apprenticeships, but it does offer
graduate programmes and work placements.

Airbus

Airbus is an aircraft designer and manufacturer that has its headquarters in
Toulouse, France. It employs around 134,000 people globally, including 13,500 in the
UK. Airbus offers apprenticeships working on its commercial aircraft, its defence
projects and its helicopters. These include engineering, digital and technology
solutions, business, supply chain and craft manufacturing apprenticeships. Typically,
entry requirements are GCSEs or A levels (or equivalents).

111
52
150
33
124

Aldi
See page 58 and IBC
for more information.

Aldi is an international supermarket chain. It employs 32,000 people and operates
on a worldwide scale. The UK’s has ten Aldi ‘regions’, each with its own head office,
a regional distribution centre and a number of stores. It offers stores, logistics and
driver apprenticeships for students who have completed GCSEs.

Alfa

Alfa is the maker of Alfa Systems, an asset finance software platform. It employs
around 300 people worldwide and its headquarters are in London. It does not
currently offer school leaver opportunities, but does run a technology graduate
programme.

90

Allen & Overy

Allen & Overy LLP is a law firm employing 5,500 people in more than 40 offices
worldwide. It does not offer school leaver opportunities, but does organise training
contracts, vacation schemes and work experience opportunities for university
students and graduates.

141

Allianz

Allianz is a multinational financial services company with two primary business
lines: insurance and asset management. It is part of Allianz SE Group, which
employs 142,000 employees in more than 70 countries. Allianz has previously
offered school leaver opportunities in insurance claims and IT.

174
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Amazon

Amazon is a global ecommerce company that operates an online retailer and web
services. It employs over 27,500 people in the UK. Amazon offers apprenticeships
for school leavers in areas such as operations, software engineering, robotics,
human resources and IT. Entry requirements and the level of qualifications gained
vary depending on the opportunity.

89

American
Express

American Express provides payment, travel and expense management solutions
for individuals and businesses. American Express has previously offered
apprenticeships and recruits graduates.

Amnesty
International

Amnesty International is a non-government organisation that campaigns for the
protection of human rights in more than 150 countries. In the UK it employs over
200 people at its London, Edinburgh and Belfast offices. It does not offer
apprenticeships, but school leavers can apply for entry-level job roles advertised on
an as-needed basis. It also runs internships for university students.

Apple

Apple is a technology company whose products include the iPhone, Mac
computers, AirPods and the Apple Watch. It employs around 22,000 people across
Europe. Apple does not offer apprenticeships but has previously run a graduate
programme in its retail stores. It also advertises work experience and entry-level
job opportunities.

Arcadia
(Topshop,
Topman, etc)

The Arcadia Group is the fashion retail company behind major high street brands
including Topshop, Dorothy Perkins and Evans. It employs around 19,000 people
worldwide and has over 1,170 stores in 36 countries. Arcadia Group offers a
merchandising apprenticeship for school leavers with A levels (or equivalent).

Arm

Arm is a semiconductor intellectual property supplier and software design
company. It was founded in the UK and now has more than 6,000 employees. Arm
offers a business operations apprenticeship to school leavers with A levels. It has
previously offered degree-level apprenticeships in engineering- and technologyrelated disciplines for school leavers with A levels (or equivalent).

The Army

The British Army defends the interests of the UK, engages in peacekeeping
operations and provides humanitarian aid. School leavers are able to join as a soldier
or as a professionally qualified soldier, depending on their qualifications. The Army
also offers bursaries and scholarships for school and university students that offer
financial support for going to university and lead to employment with the Army. A
gap year work experience opportunity (called commission) is also offered for
university-bound school leavers.

Arup

Arup is an independent firm of designers, planners, engineers, architects,
consultants and technical specialists that provides a range of professional
services to do with the built environment. It employs around 15,870 people. The
organisation runs apprenticeships in a variety of areas, including business,
engineering, design and consultancy.

Asda

Asda is a supermarket chain serving over 19 million customers each week. It
employs more than 140,000 people across the UK and offers apprenticeships in
stores, technology and logistics. These are at various levels and have different
academic requirements.

Ashfords

Ashfords is a UK-based law firm offering advice and services in various areas such
as banking and finance, construction and infrastructure, corporate, employment
and dispute resolution. It has six offices in the UK and employs around 546 people.
Ashfords offers business support and legal administrator apprenticeships for
school leavers with A levels (or equivalent).

41
8
61
158
13
114
119
138
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181

Ashurst
See page 64 for
more information.

55

Aston Martin
Lagonda

28

AstraZeneca
See page 66 for
more information.

179

Atkins
See page 68 for
more information.

116

Aviva
See page 70 for
more information.

180
24
162
118
190

Ashurst is a law firm with expertise in areas such as banking and finance, dispute
resolution, financial regulation, intellectual property and real estate. It has more
than 1,600 lawyers and partners and offices in 16 countries. Ashurst offers a solicitor
apprenticeship to school leavers with A levels (or equivalent).

Aston Martin Lagonda is an automotive company that produces luxury vehicles. It
offers manufacturing, commercial, engineering, colour and trim, paint, clay
modelling, IT and design apprenticeships at different levels. Entry requirements
vary depending on the opportunity.

AstraZeneca is a global pharmaceutical company that develops, manufactures
and commercialises prescription medicine. It employs around 6,500 people across
five sites in the UK. AstraZeneca offers a range of human resources, IT, operations
and science apprenticeships. These opportunities typically ask for applicants to
have A levels (or equivalent).

SNC-Lavalin’s Atkins business is a design, engineering and project management
consultancy. It employs more than 18,300 people around the world, including
8,500 in the UK. It offers a number of apprenticeships for school leavers interested
in engineering. Entry requirements vary depending on the apprenticeship. It also
offers work experience opportunities for those aged between 14 and 19.

Aviva is a provider of insurance, savings and investment products that operates in
16 countries across the world but has its headquarters in the UK. Aviva runs threeyear apprenticeships in various roles, including insurance practitioner, insurance
professional and data analyst. These schemes involve working towards
professional qualifications.

AXA

AXA is an insurance company with operations in 61 countries and 22 offices in the
UK. AXA offers a range of apprenticeships in underwriting, finance, HR, customer
service, finance, IT, digital, claims, and leadership and management. The
qualifications gained through these apprenticeships range from level 2
qualifications to masters degrees.

BAE Systems

BAE Systems is a global defence, aerospace and security company that employs
around 85,800 people in over 40 countries. It offers more than 25 apprenticeship
programmes with varying entry requirements and qualification levels (including
degree apprenticeships). Apprenticeship areas include electrical engineering,
finance, business, aircraft maintenance and software engineering.

Baker
McKenzie

Baker McKenzie is a law firm with 13,200 employees in 78 offices across 54
countries. Its areas of expertise include mergers and acquisitions, tax, dispute
resolution, environment and climate change, and intellectual property. Baker
McKenzie runs an apprenticeship in legal administration for school leavers with A
levels.

Balfour Beatty

Balfour Beatty finances and constructs infrastructure across the world and has
26,000 employees worldwide. It offers a range of apprenticeships at different
levels, including ones in engineering, IT and business. Academic requirements
vary across the programmes.

BAM

BAM Construction UK (which appeared in the survey as BAM) is the UK division of
Royal BAM Group, which has its headquarters in the Netherlands. It designs,
constructs and refurbishes buildings, as well as providing engineering services and
facilities management. It offers apprenticeships in areas such as construction, IT,
business administration and customer service.
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108

Bank of
America Merrill
Lynch
See page 72 for
more information.

63
18
164
2
170

Bank of America Merrill Lynch is the global banking and markets division of Bank
of America, offering products and services in corporate and investment banking
and global markets. It has offices in 19 countries across Europe, the Middle East
and Africa, and runs a number of apprenticeship programmes with varying entry
requirements.

The Bank
of England

The Bank of England is the UK’s central bank. It seeks to maintain monetary and
financial stability in order to promote public good. It employs around 4,000 people.
The Bank of England offers apprenticeships in accounting/taxation, software
development and project management. It also runs degree apprenticeships in
digital and technology solutions, data science and economics. All of its
apprenticeships are open to school leavers with A levels (or equivalent).

Barclays

Barclays offers services and products in personal, corporate and investment
banking. It operates in 50 countries and employs around 85,000 people globally.
Barclays runs foundation and higher apprenticeships in operations and
technology. Entry requirements vary but typically are GCSEs, A levels (or
equivalent) or relevant work experience.

Barratt
Developments

Barratt Developments is a residential property company that builds new homes
throughout the UK and employs 6,504 people. It offers commercial, technical and
trade apprenticeships for school leavers with GCSEs (or equivalent) and runs a
sponsored degree programme that leads to a quantity surveying or construction
degree.

BBC

The BBC is a public service broadcaster with a remit to inform, educate and
entertain its audiences. Its services include TV channels, radio stations, online
services and news. The BBC offers apprenticeships and trainee schemes at various
levels in production, technology, business and journalism.

BDO
See page 74 for
more information.

BDO is an accountancy and business advisory firm that covers a range of services,
including audit and assurance, and tax services. In 2019 it merged with Moore
Stephens. BDO employs 80,000 people worldwide, including 5,000 people based in
its 17 UK offices. BDO runs apprenticeships in areas including audit and tax for school
leavers with A levels (or equivalent), and participants gain professional qualifications.
It also offers a week-long work experience placement for school students.

Bentley

Bentley is an automotive company that manufactures luxury cars. It was founded
in the UK and is now owned by Volkswagen Group. It employs around 4,000
people worldwide. Bentley offers apprenticeships in specialisms such as sales and
marketing, HR, purchasing and finance. It also runs a work experience programme
for school students in its engineering, manufacturing and commercial
departments.

169

Bird & Bird

Bird & Bird is a law firm with over 1,300 lawyers in 30 offices across the world. It has
270 lawyers based in its London office. Bird & Bird does not currently offer school
leaver opportunities, but does run vacation schemes and training contracts for
graduates.

165

BlackRock

BlackRock is an investment management firm with nearly 15,000 employees in 30
countries. It doesn’t currently offer school leaver opportunities, but does offer work
experience and job opportunities for university students and graduates.

38

121

Bloomberg
See page 76 for
more information.
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Bloomberg is an information and technology company that distributes data and
provides news stories. In the UK, it offers apprenticeships at different levels in
business administration, infrastructure and software engineering.

137

BMW Group

BMW Group is a German car manufacturer with 31 production plants in 15
countries. It employs around 134,563 people globally. Its brands include BMW, Mini
and Rolls-Royce Motor Cars. BMW Group offers a number of apprenticeships at
different levels, in business areas including engineering, maintenance, business, IT
and finance.

Boots

Boots is a health and beauty company that runs around 2,500 pharmacies and
stores across the UK. It offers an array of apprenticeships based in its support
office, opticians, beauty and pharmacy divisions. Entry requirements, the
qualifications gained and the length of these schemes vary.

122

Bosch

Bosch supplies technology and services such as vehicle parts, home appliances
and power tools. It is made up of 460 subsidiaries and regional companies in
approximately 60 countries. In the UK, Bosch employs around 5,100 people across
41 sites. It offers apprenticeships in different areas for school leavers.

143

BP

BP is a global oil and gas company that provides fuel, energy, engine lubricants
and petrochemical products. It employs 73,000 people across 78 countries and its
headquarters are in London. BP offers a number of apprenticeships for which A
levels are required, including degree apprenticeships in HR and data science.

35
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23

British Airways
See page 78 for
more information.

British Airways is a UK-based airline that employs around 45,000 people, which
includes 16,500 cabin crew and 3,900 pilots. It offers apprenticeships in areas
including customer service, project management and operations, as well as a
12-month cabin crew apprenticeship. Entry requirements typically are GCSEs or
A levels (or equivalent).

British Council

The British Council is a charity that aims to create good relations between the UK
and other countries by teaching English, improving education systems and
developing the arts and creative industries. It employs around 12,000 people and
operates in more than 100 countries. The British Council has previously offered
graduate schemes and internship opportunities.

192

Bryan Cave
Leighton
Paisner

Berwin Leighton Paisner merged with Bryan Cave LLP in April 2018 to form Bryan
Cave Leighton Paisner. The firm employs over 1,400 lawyers in 31 offices across
North America, Europe, the Middle East and Asia. Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner
runs a legal apprenticeship for students with A levels (or equivalent) at its
Manchester office.

106

BT

BT provides IT, telecommunications and internet network services to individual
customers and businesses in around 180 countries. It offers a range of
apprenticeships in areas including cyber security, engineering, HR, customer
service and business management. Most opportunities require A levels.

Burger King

Burger King is an international fast food chain. Outside of the UK, the brand is
owned by the holding company Restaurant Brands International, but the majority
franchisee in the UK is Bridgepoint. It does not run any specific school leaver
opportunities or apprenticeships, but does offer entry-level opportunities at its
restaurants.

Burges Salmon

Burges Salmon is a UK law firm, with expertise in areas such as banking, dispute
resolution, employment and real estate services. It has more than 800 employees.
Burges Salmon offers legal and business professional apprenticeships to
applicants with A levels.

70
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Cancer
Research UK

Cancer Research UK is a charity that raises money, develops policy and funds
scientists to find treatments for cancer. It funds research in 39 countries across six
continents. Cancer Research UK runs apprenticeships in areas including retail,
customer service and technology.

144

Capgemini

Capgemini provides consulting, technology and outsourcing services in over 40
countries and employs around 200,000 people worldwide. It runs apprenticeships
for school leavers with A levels (or equivalent), including a finance apprenticeship,
a cyber security higher apprenticeship and a digital and technology degree
apprenticeship.

149

Capital One

Capital One is a diversified bank offering a wide range of financial services
including credit cards. In the UK it has offices in London and Nottingham. Capital
One offers graduate opportunities but does not currently offer apprenticeships.

22

102

CGI
See page 80 and OBC
for more information.

CGI is an information technology firm offering services in business consulting and
IT. It employs around 77,500 people across 400 locations worldwide. CGI runs
apprenticeships in a range of areas, including degree apprenticeships in
technology and business management. Requirements for its apprenticeship
programmes vary.

20

Channel 4

Channel 4 is a publicly owned and commercially funded public service broadcaster
that works across television, digital media and film. It offers apprenticeships in
areas such as audience research and insight, press and publicity, commissioning
and information systems delivery. Entry requirements and qualification level for
these schemes vary depending on the apprenticeship.

171

Charles Russell
Speechlys

Charles Russell Speechlys is a law firm with expertise in areas such as banking and
finance, corporate tax, real estate and family law. Its headquarters are in London
and it employs more than 500 lawyers across Europe, the Middle East and Hong
Kong. It offers a six-year solicitor apprenticeship programme for school leavers
with A levels (or equivalent).

113

Cisco

Cisco is a global technology company providing products and services in areas
such as software, networking and security. It runs both technical and nontechnical three-year apprenticeship programmes.

123

Citi

Citi is an international bank and wealth management firm. It does business in 98
countries and serves over 100 million customers. Citi does not currently have
school leaver opportunities but does have openings for graduates.

Civil Service

The Civil Service supports the government in developing and implementing policy.
It employs around 415,000 people in areas such as finance, diplomacy, health,
science and technology. The Civil Service runs a fast-track apprenticeship scheme
for school leavers, with options to specialise in policy, business, commercial,
finance, project delivery and digital, data and technology. Entry requirements for
each specialism vary, but typically include GCSEs or A levels (or equivalent).

Clifford Chance

Clifford Chance is an international law firm practising in areas including banking
and finance, litigation and dispute resolution, environment and tax. It has 33 offices
over five continents. Clifford Chance offers work experience opportunities for
school leavers and recruits graduates into training contract positions.

12
80
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Clyde & Co

Clyde & Co is a law firm that focuses on insurance, energy, trade and commodities,
infrastructure and transport. It employs 3,800 people across more than 50 offices
worldwide. It offers paralegal and solicitor apprenticeships in Manchester, London
and Guildford, which lead to apprentices becoming fully qualified lawyers, to
candidates with A levels.

136

The Co-op

The Co-op is a UK-based business cooperative that operates several businesses
including a supermarket and convenience store chain with 2,500 sites, a funeral
services provider and an insurance provider. It employs nearly 70,000 people. The
Co-op offers a range of level 2 and 3 apprenticeships in areas such as retail, funeral
care and business administration.

128

Co-operative
Bank

The Co-operative Bank provides retail and commercial banking services such as
current accounts, mortgages and credit cards in the UK. The bank offers
apprenticeships in its contact centre for school leavers with GCSEs. It is looking to
expand its apprenticeships into other areas such as IT and risk, as well as degree
apprenticeships.

Coca Cola
European
Partners

Coca-Cola European Partners makes, sells and delivers Coca-Cola products and
other soft drinks in 13 European countries. It employs around 23,500 people, with
around 4,000 people in England, Scotland and Wales. Coca-Cola European
Partners runs apprenticeship schemes in business administration, sales,
merchandising and engineering.

Credit Suisse

Credit Suisse is an international financial services firm that employs more than
45,000 people in about 50 countries around the world. It offers products and
services in private banking, investment banking and asset management. In the
UK, Credit Suisse offers internships and job roles solely for university students and
graduates. However, it does run apprenticeships in Switzerland.

Debenhams

Debenhams is a retailer that sells its own and international brands of fashion,
homeware and health and beauty products. It is based in the UK and operates
over 240 stores across 22 countries, as well as running an online business.
Debenhams has entry-level roles and has previously offered graduate positions,
but it does not presently run specific school leaver opportunities.

Deloitte

Deloitte is the brand under which a number of independent firms provide services
worldwide in audit, tax, risk, consulting and financial advice. It employs around
20,000 people in the UK. Deloitte offers apprenticeships at multiple levels and in
areas such as audit and assurance, strategy and operations, technology, cyber, tax
consulting and legal. Entry requirements vary.
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151

Dentons

Dentons is a law firm whose areas of practice include banking and finance,
corporate, immigration and mining law. It employs over 10,000 lawyers in more
than 175 locations across more than 70 countries. It runs a six-year degree
apprenticeship allowing school leavers with A levels (or equivalent) to qualify as
solicitors.

85

Deutsche Bank

Deutsche Bank is a global investment bank with 2,407 branches around the world.
It employs 8,000 people in the UK. Deutsche Bank does not currently offer school
leaver programmes, but does offer entry-level positions and graduate roles.

DLA Piper

DLA Piper is a global law firm with more than 90 offices in over 40 countries. Its
areas of practice include financial services, technology, hospitality and leisure,
insurance and real estate. DLA Piper does not offer school leaver opportunities but
does have a graduate scheme and an insight programme for university students.

134
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Dstl
See page 90 for
more information.
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Dyson
See page 92 for
more information.
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The Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) is a division of the Ministry
of Defence (MOD) that is run along commercial lines and supplies science and
technology solutions to ensure the UK’s defence and security. Each year, Dstl
recruits between 10 and 15 school leavers into its engineering, laboratory
technician or business administration apprenticeship schemes.

Dyson is a technology company whose products include vacuum cleaners, fans
and hairdryers. It employs 7,000 people worldwide, including 3,000 engineers.
Dyson runs an engineering degree apprenticeship through The Dyson Institute of
Engineering and Technology.

EDF Energy

EDF Energy supplies electricity and gas. It has engineering maintenance and
nuclear business apprenticeships for applicants with GCSEs. EDF Energy also
offers a degree apprenticeship in nuclear engineering to those with A levels.

EE

EE is a digital communications company that provides mobile phone network
and home broadband services. It employs around 15,000 people. EE offers retail
apprenticeships, through which school leavers work towards a level 2 customer
service practitioner qualification.

Environment
Agency

The Environment Agency was set up by the government to improve and protect
the environment in England. It employs around 10,600 people. The Environment
Agency offers finance, facilities management and assistant scientist
apprenticeships, as well as a flood and coastal engineering sponsored foundation
degree.

Eversheds
Sutherland

Eversheds Sutherland is an international law firm practising in markets such as
energy and infrastructure, insurance, intellectual property and tax. It employs
around 6,000 people worldwide. Eversheds Sutherland runs a six-year solicitor
apprenticeship for school leavers with A levels (or equivalent).

EY

EY is a professional services organisation that provides advisory, assurance,
corporate finance and tax services. It employs around 260,000 people worldwide.
EY offers apprenticeships in assurance, IT risk assurance, tax, transactions and
business consulting remediation. It also runs degree apprenticeships in digital and
technology, and business leadership and management. These opportunities are
open to school leavers with A levels (or equivalent).

104

Facebook

Facebook is a global social networking website with over 43,000 employees across
70 offices worldwide. Facebook has graduate job opportunities and internships for
students and graduates, but it doesn’t currently run apprenticeships.

120

Fidelity
International
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See page 94 for
more information.

75

Financial
Conduct
Authority
See page 96 for
more information.
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Fidelity International provides investment management services and retirement
expertise to private and institutional investors. It has over 8,000 employees across
25 locations worldwide. It offers commercial, technology and compliance
apprenticeships for school leavers with A levels.

The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) is the regulatory body for more than 56,000
financial services firms in the UK. It offers apprenticeship schemes for school
leavers with GCSEs and A levels (or equivalent).

141

Ford is an international vehicle manufacturer and distributor that employs around
202,000 people worldwide and has 65 plants around the world. In the UK it
employs around 13,000 people. Ford runs two apprenticeships in engineering – one
for those with GCSEs and one for those with A levels. It also runs apprenticeships in
IT and finance for candidates with A levels, and a range of technician, sales,
management and advisor apprenticeships through its dealer network.

88

Ford

157

Freshfields
Bruckhaus
Deringer

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer is a law firm that has over 2,800 lawyers working in
over 150 countries. Its legal services include construction and engineering,
disputes, litigation and arbitration, real estate and tax law. Freshfields Bruckhaus
Deringer does not have school leaver opportunities but does run a graduate
scheme and work experience opportunities.

177

Frontline

Frontline is a charity that recruits people for careers in social work and provides
training for existing social workers. It has trained over 1,000 social workers to date.
It does not offer opportunities for school leavers.

168

Fujitsu

Fujitsu is an international IT products and services company with over 150,000
employees in 100 countries. It offers advanced, higher and degree apprenticeships.
Apprentice job roles include software developer and data analyst.

GCHQ

GCHQ is responsible for signals intelligence and protecting the government’s
communications and information systems. It offers cyber security and software
engineering degree apprenticeships for school leavers with A levels (or equivalent),
as well as a number of entry-level roles open to school leavers. There is also an
infrastructure engineering apprenticeship run jointly by MI6, MI5 and GCHQ.

65
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GSK
(GlaxoSmithKline)

Goldman Sachs

Goldman Sachs is an investment banking, investment management and securities
firm, which provides a range of financial services. It has offices in more than 30
countries. Goldman Sachs offers a computer science degree apprenticeship in
partnership with Queen Mary, University of London for school leavers with A levels
(or equivalent). It also runs an insight programme for female students studying for
A levels (or equivalent).

Google

Google is a technology company that provides a variety of products and services
for people and businesses. These include Chrome, Gmail, Search and Google Maps.
Google offers apprenticeships in various areas, which have previously included
digital marketing, software development and technology. Entry requirements for
these apprenticeships vary.

Grant Thornton
See page 98 for
more information.
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GSK (GlaxoSmithKline) is a research-based pharmaceutical and healthcare company
that develops and supplies medicines and consumer healthcare products. It
employs over 16,000 people across its 18 UK sites. GSK offers work experience
opportunities and apprenticeships at multiple levels for school students and school
leavers. These include apprenticeships in manufacturing, pharmaceutical science,
chemical engineering, laboratory science, business and supply chain, data science
and finance.

Great Western
Railway

Grant Thornton is a group of accounting and consulting firms. Grant Thornton UK
LLP, which employs more than 4,500 people, is one of its member firms. It offers
school leaver programmes, which lead to professional qualifications, for candidates
qualified to A level.

Great Western Railway (GWR) is a railway company that operates rail services
between Devon, Cornwall, Bristol, South Wales, London and locations across
southern England. GWR is part of FirstGroup plc, which employs around 110,000
people. It offers operations, engineering and management apprenticeships. The
length and entry requirements for each scheme vary.
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Greene King

Greene King is a UK company that owns over 3,000 pubs, restaurants and hotels. It
employs 39,000 people. Greene King offers a number of apprenticeships, including
ones in management and food and beverage services.

197

Hargreaves
Lansdown

Hargreaves Lansdown is a financial services company that specialises in
investment. It is based in Bristol and employs over 1,300 people. It offers a graduate
training scheme and has previously offered apprenticeships its IT, digital, internal
communications and project management teams for school leavers.

Harrods

Harrods is a retailer that operates a world-famous department store in London, as
well as stores at Heathrow and Gatwick Airport terminals. It runs an 18-month
retail team leader apprenticeship that involves placements in Harrods’ fashion,
food and home departments. The programme is open to school leavers with A
levels (or equivalent).

31

Heathrow

Heathrow Airport is the UK’s busiest airport, serving around 80 million passengers
a year. It and its business partners offer apprenticeship opportunities at multiple
levels through the Heathrow Employment and Skills Academy. These include
apprenticeships in hospitality, retail, business administration, technology,
operations and quantity surveying. Entry requirements vary depending on the
apprenticeship.

147

Hewlett
Packard
Enterprise

Hewlett Packard Enterprise specialises in providing IT products, consulting and
support services to businesses. It employs 60,000 people. The company does not
currently offer apprenticeships, but it does have a range of graduate programmes
and internships available.

42

Hilton

Hilton Worldwide is a hospitality company that operates 17 brands and nearly
6,000 properties in 117 countries. It does not currently offer school leaver
opportunities, but does offer graduate programmes.

17

HM Revenue
and Customs

HM Revenue & Customs is a government department that ensures the government
receives enough revenue (such as tax). It employs around 66,000 people. School
leavers can join HM Revenue & Customs through its digital apprenticeship scheme.
Entry requirements for these opportunities vary.

196

Hogan Lovells

Hogan Lovells is an international law firm with more than 2,800 lawyers across 24
different countries. Its headquarters are in London. Hogan Lovells offers graduate
opportunities and has previously run a two-year paralegal apprenticeship.

HS2

HS2 is an infrastructure project and rail company responsible for developing and
promoting the High Speed Two rail project – a 345-mile-long rail route connecting
London, Birmingham, Manchester, the East Midlands and Leeds. It employs over
1,600 people and has its headquarters in Birmingham. HS2 offers three
apprenticeship programmes.

HSBC

HSBC is a global banking and financial services organisation with around 238,000
employees across 65 countries and territories worldwide. HSBC offers
apprenticeships in retail banking and wealth management, and commercial
banking for school leavers with GCSEs (or equivalent). It also runs a degree
apprenticeship in commercial banking for school leavers with A levels (or
equivalent).
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IBM
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IBM is an IT and consulting firm that operates in more than 175 countries. It offers
apprenticeships and school leaver programmes for students with A levels (or
equivalent) in a range of technical, business, consultant and management
specialisms, including business and technical degree apprenticeships.

Intel

Intel is a technology company specialising in designing and making silicon chips
for computing devices. It has previously offered technology and business
apprenticeships at its UK offices in Swindon and Winnersh. Intel also runs work
experience and graduate opportunities.

InterContinental
Hotels Group

InterContinental Hotels Group owns hotel brands such as InterContinental,
Holiday Inn and Crowne Plaza. It employs over 400,000 people and has 5,795
hotels around the world. InterContinental Hotels Group offers apprenticeships for
those interested in working in hospitality, which are based in Switzerland.

Irwin Mitchell

Irwin Mitchell is a law firm that provides legal services for individuals and organisations.
It has 14 offices around the UK and employs around 2,500 people. School leavers with
GCSEs (or equivalent) can apply for Irwin Mitchell’s business administration and
accounting apprenticeships, and school leavers with A levels (or equivalent) can apply
for its paralegal apprenticeship. It also offers a chartered legal executive apprenticeship
for people who have a degree or have done a paralegal apprenticeship.

ITV

ITV is a commercial producer and broadcaster of television programmes for its
own channels and others, in the UK and abroad. It offers apprenticeship
programmes with the opportunity to be placed in business areas such as legal,
studio production, news, commissioning and finance. ITV has also previously run a
nine-month news traineeship for school leavers.

J.P. Morgan

J.P. Morgan is an international financial services company that offers services in
investment and asset management to corporations. It runs apprenticeships and
degree apprenticeships in areas such as financial services and technology. The
level of the apprenticeship and entry requirements vary depending on the
scheme.

Jacobs

Jacobs provides a diverse range of technical, professional and construction
services to industrial, commercial and governmental clients. It has 52,000
employees worldwide and has previously offered apprenticeships.

21

Jaguar Land
Rover

Jaguar Land Rover is an automotive manufacturing business based around the car
brands Jaguar and Land Rover. It offers apprenticeships at different levels
(including degree level) in disciplines including engineering, technology and
manufacturing. These opportunities have varying entry requirements, but typically
ask for GCSEs or A levels (or equivalent).

71

John Lewis
Partnership

The John Lewis Partnership owns UK retail businesses Waitrose & Partners and John
Lewis & Partners. It employs around 81,500 people across the UK. The John Lewis
Partnership offers apprenticeships and entry-level opportunities, including LGV
driving and vehicle maintenance apprenticeships, and has previously offered a
professional finance apprenticeship. Entry requirements for these opportunities vary.

Kennedys

Kennedys is an international law firm specialising in litigation and dispute
resolution, particularly for the insurance and liability industries, and employs about
2,000 people across 22 countries worldwide. It runs five business services
apprenticeships in different areas. It also offers a two-year paralegal
apprenticeship scheme for candidates with A levels.
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Kier Group

34

KPMG
See page 104 for
more information.

54
191

L’Oreal

Laing O’Rourke
See page 106 for
more information.

Kier Group is a property, construction and services group, which employs around
19,000 people in the UK and Middle East. It has over 60 offices in the UK. Kier Group
offers a range of apprentice opportunities, some of which don’t require formal
qualifications. It has previously offered opportunities in areas such as technology and
SHEA (safety, health and environmental awareness). Kier also organises a sponsored
degree programme for school leavers with A levels (or equivalent), which can lead to
degrees in quantity surveying, construction or civil engineering.
KPMG provides accountancy and professional services, including consultancy,
audit, tax and advisory services. In the UK, it has 23 offices and employs around
16,000 people. KPMG offers four apprenticeship schemes at different levels: a
digital and software engineering degree apprenticeship, a generalist
apprenticeship, a business services apprenticeship and an audit apprenticeship.

L’Oréal is a beauty and cosmetics company that operates 36 brands in 150
countries. It employs around 86,000 people worldwide. L’Oréal has previously run
degree apprenticeships in areas including management, supply chain, marketing
and IT.

Laing O’Rourke specialises in engineering, construction and asset management for
public and private organisations. It has offices in the UK, Canada, Australia, Saudi Arabia,
New Zealand, the United Arab Emirates and Hong Kong. Laing O’Rourke offers
apprenticeships in trades such as scaffolding for applicants with GCSEs or a minimum
of six months’ work experience in the construction industry. It also offers a civil
engineering site management degree apprenticeship, for which A levels are required.

195

Leonardo

Leonardo is an aerospace, defence and security company. It is headquartered in
Italy and has 46,000 employees worldwide, including 7,000 people across its six
UK sites. Leonardo offers apprenticeships in manufacturing, technical, software,
design engineering, business and cyber roles. Entry requirements vary.

142

Lidl

Lidl is a supermarket chain with over 760 stores across the UK. It does not
currently offer apprenticeships but it does offer graduate programmes, as well as
a placement programme for undergraduates.

Linklaters

Linklaters is one of the ‘magic circle’ law firms that work with large companies,
financial institutions and governments. It has 30 offices and employs 5,370 people
in 20 countries. Linklaters hires graduates as trainee solicitors and has previously
hosted competitions and work experience opportunities for school leavers
studying towards A levels (or equivalent).
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Lloyd’s
See page 108 for
more information.
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Lloyd’s is an insurance and reinsurance market, which enables insurance
companies to join together to trade and offset the financial risks they are
exposed to. Founded in London, it now has offices around the world. Lloyd’s runs
a rotational insurance apprenticeship, which leads to professional qualifications,
and a business degree apprenticeship, for school leavers with A levels (or
equivalent).

Lloyds Banking
Group

Lloyds Banking Group is a financial services group that encompasses brands such
as Lloyds Bank, Halifax and the Bank of Scotland. It employs around 65,000 people
and has 2,000 branches around the UK. Lloyds Banking Group offers
apprenticeships in three business areas: financial services, digital and technology
and professional services. Entry requirements vary depending on the
apprenticeship.

Local
government/
local councils

Local governments are responsible for the day-to-day running of services such as
schools, housing and planning, and waste collection. Over one million people work
for local governments in England. Individual local governments and councils have
previously offered apprenticeships and the Local Government Association runs the
NGDP: a national scheme for university graduates looking to work in local
government.
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M&G
Investments

M&G Investments is an international investment management firm whose clients
include organisations and individuals. It has offices in 20 countries and a
headquarters in London. M&G Investments runs 13–18-month apprenticeship
schemes for school leavers.

83

Marks &
Spencer

Marks & Spencer is a retailer of clothing, home products and food. It is based in the
UK and has 1,463 stores across 57 countries, with around 81,000 employees. Marks
& Spencer runs a retail management apprenticeship for school leavers with A
levels (or equivalent).

98

Marriott
International

Marriott International is a hotel and hospitality company with over 7,000
properties in 131 countries and territories. It offers a range of apprenticeships,
including one in food and one in engineering.

Mars

Mars was originally a confectionery company and has, over the years, expanded its
product range to include food, drink and pet care products. Its brands include
Galaxy, Snickers and Whiskas. Mars offers engineering and manufacturing
apprenticeships for applicants who meet the GCSE requirements.

Mazars

Mazars is an international organisation that specialises in audit, advisory,
accounting and tax services. It operates in over 80 countries and has 20,000
employees. Mazars offers school leaver programmes in audit, tax and assurance, all
of which lead to professional qualifications.

186
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McDonald’s

McDonald’s is a global fast food chain. In the UK it employs around 120,000 people.
McDonald’s offers a 12-month level 2 hospitality apprenticeship scheme and a fiveyear management degree apprenticeship.

See page 112 for
more information.
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Mencap

Mencap is a charity that supports some of the estimated 1.5 million people with
learning disabilities in the UK, as well as their families and carers. It does not
currently have any opportunities specifically for school leavers.

Mercedes
AMG High
Performance
Powertrains

Mercedes AMG High Performance Powertrains designs and manufactures power
units for the Mercedes AMG Petronas Formula 1 team, as well as for Racing Point
and Williams. It employs over 500 people and offers a range of apprenticeships in
mechanical, business and technical specialisms.

Mercedes-Benz

Mercedes-Benz is a vehicle manufacturer that is part of Daimler AG. It offers
apprenticeship schemes for school leavers with GCSEs (or equivalent), which allow
school leavers to train as retail parts advisers, customer service experts, light
vehicle technicians or heavy vehicle technicians.

Merlin
Entertainments

Merlin Entertainments is a European entertainment company that runs visitor
attractions such as theme parks, wildlife parks and holiday resorts. It operates 130
attractions in 25 countries around the world. Merlin Entertainments offers chef,
management and engineering apprenticeships at different levels and with varying
entry requirements.
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Security
Service
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for more information.
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MI6 – Secret
Intelligence
Service
See page 116 for
more information.

MI5 – The Security Service protects the UK against threats to national security such
as espionage, terrorism and cyber attacks, and employs around 4,000 people. It
offers a software development degree apprenticeship, as well as English language
analyst, administrative officer and IT service desk analyst entry-level roles for which
entry requirements vary. There is also an infrastructure engineering
apprenticeship run jointly by MI6, MI5 and GCHQ.

MI6 – Secret Intelligence Service works overseas to collect foreign intelligence and
promote and defend UK national security and economic well-being. School leavers
can apply for entry-level roles such as business support officer. There is also an
infrastructure engineering apprenticeship run jointly by MI6, MI5 and GCHQ.

Microsoft

Microsoft is a global software and technology company. It employs around 148,465
people worldwide and its products include Xbox, Surface, Windows and Microsoft
Office. It has five offices in the UK and runs a technology apprenticeship
programme.

Moore

Moore (which appeared in the survey as Moore Stephens) is a worldwide
accountancy and consulting network of more than 260 independent firms. It
operates in more than 110 countries and has over 30,000 employees. It has
previously offered apprenticeships.

Morgan Stanley

Morgan Stanley is an international financial adviser to governments, institutions
and wealthy individuals. It employs around 57,000 people in 41 countries. Morgan
Stanley offers apprenticeships in technology, operations and finance.

161

Morrisons

Morrisons is a UK supermarket chain headquartered in Bradford with over 110,000
employees and nearly 500 stores. It runs a finance and an engineering
apprenticeship for students with GCSEs (or equivalent), and a butchery
apprenticeship for students aged 16 or over. School leavers with A levels can also
carry out a management degree apprenticeship in retail, manufacturing,
corporate or logistics.
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Mott
MacDonald
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Mott MacDonald is an engineering, management and development consulting
firm. It employs over 16,000 people and operates in 150 countries around the world.
Mott MacDonald offers advanced and degree apprenticeships in areas including
civil engineering, building services engineering, transport planning, quantity
surveying and project management. Applicants are asked to have GCSEs and/or
A levels (or equivalent).

National Audit
Office

The National Audit Office is an independent parliamentary body set up to inspect
the financial statements of central government departments, agencies and other
public bodies. It employs around 800 people, who are independent of the
government and not civil servants. The National Audit Office organises a school
leaver programme for individuals with A levels (or equivalent).

National Grid

National Grid operates the UK’s gas and electricity network and is also responsible
for some energy infrastructure in the north-east USA. It offers advanced
apprenticeships for school leavers with GCSEs (or equivalent) and higher
apprenticeships and training programmes for school leavers with A levels (or
equivalent).

Nationwide

Nationwide is a British building society whose bank account holders are
‘members’ who have a say in how it is run. It employs around 18,000 people in the
UK. Nationwide runs apprenticeships in business areas such as retail, HR, digital,
finance and marketing. These apprenticeships are at a range of levels and entry
requirements vary.
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Nestlé

Nestlé produces over 2,000 consumer brands, which are sold in 190 countries. It
employs around 308,000 people worldwide. Nestlé offers apprenticeships in areas
including engineering, food manufacturing and finance. Academic requirements
vary across the schemes.

Network Rail

Network Rail operates, maintains and develops the UK’s railways, tunnels, bridges,
signalling, level crossings and many major railway stations. It employs more than
40,900 people and runs an engineering apprenticeship for school leavers with
GCSEs (or equivalent), as well as an IT and business services degree apprenticeship
for applicants with A levels (or equivalent).

Next

Next is a UK-based retailer that sells clothing, accessories and homeware. It
employs around 50,000 people worldwide and has around 537 stores in the UK
and Ireland. Next does not have apprenticeships or opportunities specifically for
school leavers, but does offer graduate schemes in buying, merchandising, IT and
design.

NHS

The National Health Service (NHS) is the UK’s publicly funded healthcare provider,
which directly employs over 1.2 million people. The NHS offers apprenticeships
including ambulance practitioner, healthcare science assistant and dental nursing
as well as degree apprenticeships including nursing, midwifery and physiotherapy.
The length of the apprenticeship and entry requirements vary from scheme to
scheme.

Nissan

Nissan is a Japanese car manufacturer, which employs around 160,000 people
across the 190 countries in which it offers products and services. It offers a number
of apprenticeships in roles such as maintenance technician, administrative
assistant and engineering. Length of apprenticeship and entry requirements vary.

O2 (Telefonica
Group)

O2 is a mobile and telecommunications company and is the operating name of
Telefónica UK Limited, which has its headquarters in Spain. O2 employs around
6,700 people and has 450 retail stores in the UK. It runs apprenticeship schemes
for school leavers in areas including data and analytics, business administration
and technology. It also offers a degree apprenticeship programme in technology.

152

Osborne Clarke

Osborne Clarke is an international legal practice headquartered in London. Its core
sectors include energy and utilities, financial services and transport and
automotive. Osborne Clarke employs more than 900 lawyers across 26 locations
worldwide. It offers solicitor apprenticeships, along with apprenticeships in
business administration and IT. The length and entry requirements for each
scheme vary.

48

Oxfam

Oxfam is a global aid and development charity that aims to change the lives of
those living in poverty, working in over 90 countries worldwide. Oxfam UK is a
division of Oxfam International. It does not currently run school leaver
opportunities but has trainee schemes and internships open to graduates.

PA Consulting
Group

PA Consulting Group is a consultancy with expertise in a range of areas, including
defence and security, energy and utilities, financial services, government and
healthcare. It has operations in 27 offices in 23 cities worldwide. It does not
currently offer apprenticeships, but it does have graduate opportunities,
internships and industrial placements.

Penguin
Random House

Penguin Random House is an international trade book publisher with almost 275
imprints, including DK, Penguin Classics and Puffin Books. It does not run
apprenticeships, but school leavers from Black, Asian or minority ethnic (BAME) or
socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds can apply for its early careers
scheme. It also offers two-week work experience placements for anyone aged 18 or
over with the right to work in the UK, irrespective of their qualifications.
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Pfizer

Pfizer is a biopharmaceutical company that develops medicines, vaccines and
healthcare products. Its UK business employs around 2,500 people across 288
sites. Pfizer runs apprenticeships across many areas, such as laboratory scientist,
marketing, project management, business administration, finance and legal.

Pinsent Masons

Pinsent Masons is a law firm that practises in markets such as energy, financial
services, infrastructure and real estate. It has 25 offices and over 430 partners.
Pinsent Masons offers business operations and paralegal apprenticeships for
school leavers with A levels (or equivalent) and runs week-long work experience
placements for school leavers.

Police

The Police is made up of 43 separate police forces in England and Wales
(employing around 200,000 people), as well as Police Scotland and the Police
Service of Northern Ireland. School leavers aged 18 and over can train as police
officers. The College of Policing, a professional body for police officers, offers a
police constable degree apprenticeship for school leavers who have level 3
qualifications (such as A levels).

43

PwC

PwC is a professional services firm that advises organisations, private businesses
and entrepreneurs through its assurance, actuarial, tax and consulting services. It
employs over 276,000 people globally. PwC offers apprenticeships in areas such as
audit, consulting, deals and tax, as well as sponsored degrees in accounting,
business and technology. It also runs insight weeks for school students in Year 12
(or equivalent).

110

RB (Reckitt
Benckiser)

Reckitt Benckiser (RB) produces consumer goods for the home and for healthcare.
Brands include Dettol, Nurofen and Vanish, and it has operations in more than 60
countries and employs over 40,000 people. RB doesn’t currently have school leaver
opportunities.

103

RBS (The Royal
Bank of
Scotland
Group)

The Royal Bank of Scotland Group is an international banking group with
headquarters in Edinburgh. Its banking brands include NatWest, Ulster Bank
and the Royal Bank of Scotland. The group offers a range of apprenticeships in
customer service, business administration, relationship management and
technology. Entry requirements vary.

Reed Smith

Reed Smith LLP is a global law firm that provides legal services in industries such
as energy and natural resources, entertainment and media, transportation and
healthcare. It employs over 300 lawyers and over 250 staff members in the UK. The
firm offers training contracts to graduates, but does not currently run any
programmes specifically for school leavers.

Roche

Roche is an international pharmaceutical company that develops medicines and
diagnostic tests. Headquartered in Switzerland, Roche employs around 93,734
people across 100 countries. Roche has previously advertised apprenticeships for
school leavers and entry-level roles for graduates.

Rolls-Royce

Rolls-Royce provides power and propulsion solutions for customers in the energy,
aerospace and marine markets. It employs around 50,000 people and operates
across 50 countries. It offers practical and technical apprenticeships for school
leavers with GCSEs (or equivalent), and a range of business, engineering and
technology apprenticeships and degree apprenticeships for applicants with A
levels (or equivalent).

The Royal Air
Force

The Royal Air Force (RAF), which is a branch of the British Armed Forces, works to
defend the country and strengthen international peace and stability. School
leavers can join the RAF in a number of entry-level roles or through 23
apprenticeship roles at a variety of levels. These include intelligence analyst, driver,
medic and aircraft technician apprenticeships, and entry requirements and
lengths of the schemes vary.
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Royal Mail
Group

Royal Mail Group plc is an international business with a network for the delivery of
letters, parcels and new products. It offers apprenticeships in engineering, vehicle
maintenance, project management and finance, for which academic
requirements vary.

The Royal Navy

The Royal Navy works in home and international waters to protect Britain’s
interests, provide humanitarian support and help the UK’s allies in areas of conflict.
The Royal Navy offers engineering apprenticeships for school leavers with GCSEs
or A levels (or equivalents) and also offers a number of entry-level roles. There are
also sponsored degree and scholarship and bursary opportunities.

RPC

RPC is a corporate and insurance law firm headquartered in London. Its areas
of expertise include disputes, litigation and investigations, insurance,
regulatory, commercial, real estate and tax. RPC offers a number of business
and legal apprenticeships, including a level 3 business administration
apprenticeship and a level 7 solicitor apprenticeship. Entry requirements vary.

See page 120 for
more information.

RSM
See page 122 for
more information.
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Sainsbury’s

Samsung

Santander

126

Shell

183

Shoosmiths

95

Siemens

RSM provides audit, tax and consulting services across a variety of sectors
including charities, financial services, government and public sector, and media
and technology. It employs 3,800 people in the UK. RSM runs two-year
apprenticeship programmes in a variety of technology and financial disciplines, for
school leavers with A levels.

Sainsbury’s operates over 1,400 supermarkets and convenience stores across the
UK, as well as providing banking and energy services. It employs more than
195,000 people. Sainsbury’s has previously offered apprenticeships such as
software development and farming.

Samsung is a digital technology company whose business areas include consumer
electronics, IT and mobile communications, and device solutions. Its headquarters
are in South Korea and it employs around 309,630 people in 74 countries.
Samsung does not currently offer apprenticeship opportunities in the UK, but does
have graduate opportunities.

Santander Group is a Spanish commercial and retail bank with over 188,000
employees worldwide. It operates more than 600 branches in the UK. Santander
offers corporate and commercial banking, corporate investment banking and
financial crime apprenticeships for school leavers with A levels, as well as
traineeships and work experience opportunities for school students.

Shell is a group of energy and petrochemical companies that employs around
86,000 people across more than 70 countries. It employs around 10,000 people in
the UK and provides around 10% of the UK’s total oil and gas production. Shell
doesn’t currently have opportunities specifically for school leavers but does run a
graduate scheme.

Shoosmiths is a law firm with expertise in areas including financial services,
infrastructure and energy, private wealth, real estate, retail and consumer and
technology. It employs more than 1,650 people in 13 locations in the UK. It does not
currently have apprenticeships, but it offers graduate opportunities.

Siemens is an engineering and technology services company that employs around
379,000 people worldwide and around 15,000 people in the UK. It offers a range of
advanced, higher and degree apprenticeships, including schemes in
manufacturing, business administration, IT, data analysis and project
management. Entry requirements vary.
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Skanska is a construction and project development company, which has 38,000
employees and operates in 11 countries. It has various apprenticeship
opportunities, including civil engineering, mechanical and electrical engineering,
plumbing and IT.

Sky is a telecommunications company based in the UK with operations in nine
countries. It employs over 31,000 people and serves around 24 million customers.
Sky offers a number of technology, customer service, business and media
apprenticeship programmes. Entry requirements vary, but typically ask for GCSEs
or A levels (or equivalent).

Slaughter and May is an international law firm whose clients include financial
institutions, large corporations and governments. It has offices in London, Brussels,
Hong Kong and Beijing and employs around 115 partners and 1,164 employees
worldwide. Slaughter and May does not run a school leaver programme but does
recruit graduates.

Sony is a global electronics, entertainment and financial services company. It is
headquartered in Japan and has approximately 114,400 employees worldwide.
Sony offers a four-year technology and engineering apprenticeship for school
leavers with GCSEs (or equivalent).

SSE (Scottish and Southern Energy) generates and provides energy to households
and businesses. It employs 20,000 people across more than 150 locations in the UK.
SSE offers a number of apprenticeships for candidates with GCSEs (or equivalent),
including engineering craft and cyber and networks. It also has a trainee engineer
programme for those with A levels (or equivalent).

Starbucks is an international coffee and café company, which operates over 17,000
locations in more than 50 countries. It organises hospitality apprenticeships for
school leavers and also offers a range of advanced, higher and degree
apprenticeships for current employees.

Taylor Wessing is an international law firm, which employs 1,500 people and
has 31 offices worldwide. It offers work experience opportunities to 16–19 year
olds who meet the criteria laid out by the firm for being from a less socially
mobile background. It has previously offered apprenticeships.

Teach First is a two-year programme for graduates, which allows them to
complete their teacher training qualification while working in a school that is
attended by children from disadvantaged backgrounds. Applicants must have a
university degree.

Tesco is a grocery and general merchandise retailer. It employs 450,000 people
across 1,748 stores worldwide and offers a clothing apprenticeship for applicants
with GCSEs (or equivalent). It has previously offered commercial, food science and
technology, and finance apprenticeships.

Thales is a communications and technology company, serving the defence,
security, space, aerospace and ground transportation markets. It operates across
68 countries and employs 6,500 people across its nine UK sites. Thales offers a
range of apprenticeships in different areas, including electronics engineering and
manufacturing, for which academic requirements vary.
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178

Thames Water
See page 126 for
more information.

Thames Water is the water and wastewater provider in London and the Thames
Valley. It employs over 6,000 people and runs two apprenticeships for students
with GCSEs (or equivalent): one in mechanical and electrical, the other in electrical
and instrumentation. It also runs a lab technician apprenticeship for school leavers
with A levels (or equivalent).

148

TJX Europe
(TK Maxx and
Homesense)

TJX Europe is a global retailer whose brands include fashion retailer TK Maxx and
homeware retailer Homesense. It has over 4,300 stores in nine countries. TJX
Europe offers apprenticeships in retail, buying administration, finance, HR and
customer service, for those with GCSEs and/or A levels.

101

Transport for
London

Transport for London manages the day-to-day operation of London’s public
transport and main roads. It offers apprenticeships at different levels in business,
engineering and technology.

Travelodge

Travelodge is a hotel brand with over 570 hotels across the UK, Ireland and Spain.
It employs over 11,000 people in its hotels and offices. Travelodge has previously
offered a hotel management apprenticeship programme for school leavers with
A levels.

Travis Perkins

Travis Perkins is a builders’ merchant company with over 600 branches in the UK.
It is part of the Travis Perkins Group, which owns companies such as Wickes and
Benchmarx. The group runs a number of apprenticeships in areas such as
management and warehousing. Entry requirements vary from role to role. Travis
Perkins is planning to introduce new programmes in areas such as supply chain
and IT.

37

TUI Group

TUI Group is a tourism company that operates 1,600 travel agencies, six airlines,
over 380 hotels and 18 cruise ships. It operates in 180 countries. TUI Group runs
apprenticeships in areas including digital marketing, finance, engineering, IT and
retail, as well as degree apprenticeships in business informatics and tourism. Entry
requirements vary depending on the scheme.

22

Ubisoft

Ubisoft is a global video game publisher and developer. It has 40 development
studios across five continents. Ubisoft does not offer school leaver programmes,
but does run graduate opportunities in programming, UX design and project
management.

145

UBS

UBS is an investment bank and financial services company based in Switzerland. It
employs 68,000 people and has offices in over 50 countries. UBS offers a range of
apprenticeships for applicants with A levels, in areas such as human resources.

167

UK Power
Networks

UK Power Networks is a distribution network operator for electricity, which owns
and maintains electricity cables and lines across London, the south-east and the
east of England. It offers a number of apprenticeships for school leavers with
GCSEs (or equivalent).

Unilever

Unilever is an international manufacturer of foods and household products, whose
brands include Vaseline, Dove, Cornetto, Marmite and PG Tips. It offers a range of
business and technology, supply chain and engineering, and research and
development apprenticeships at different levels. Entry requirements vary.
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Virgin Media

Virgin Media supplies broadband, TV, mobile and home phone services across the
UK and the Republic of Ireland. Virgin Media organises apprenticeships at different
levels and in different areas, including network engineer, data scientist, business
planner, software developer, customer retention adviser and technical support
analyst. Entry requirements vary.

Visa

Visa provides financial products and services such as credit and debit cards,
serving customers in more than 200 countries worldwide. It runs two
apprenticeship schemes for school leavers with GCSEs (or equivalent): a chartered
management apprenticeship and a cyber security scheme.

Vodafone

Vodafone is a telecommunications company offering mobile telephone and
broadband services. It operates in 26 countries worldwide, with partner networks
in over 55 countries, and employs over 13,000 people in the UK. It offers a range of
apprenticeships at different levels in technology, business and digital roles,
including a digital degree apprenticeship. Entry requirements vary.

Volkswagen
Group
(incl. Bentley, Audi,
SEAT, Skoda,
Volkswagen)

Warner Bros

Whitbread
Group
(incl. Costa and
Premier Inn)

Withers

Womble Bond
Dickinson
See page 130 for
more information.

Volkswagen Group is a vehicle manufacturer whose brands include Volkswagen,
Audi, SEAT and Skoda. It employs around 627,000 people and runs 123 production
plants worldwide. In the UK, it offers service technician, parts adviser and service
adviser apprenticeships to school leavers with GCSEs (or equivalent).

Warner Bros is a global entertainment company, which has produced films and
television programmes including Joker, The Big Bang Theory, Scooby-Doo and the
Harry Potter series. It recruits twice a year for apprenticeships in areas such as
finance, sales, IT support, technical operations and creative services, for school
leavers with A levels (or equivalent).

Whitbread Group is a UK-based hospitality group that operates hotels, restaurants
and coffee shops. Its brands include Premier Inn and Beefeaters. It employs
around 50,000 people. Whitbread offers a number of hospitality, business
administration and digital apprenticeships, with varying entry requirements.

Withersworldwide (which appeared in the survey as Withers) is a law firm
specialising in advising wealthy people and successful businesses. It employs over
450 lawyers worldwide and offers a six-year solicitor apprenticeship for candidates
with A levels (or equivalent).

Womble Bond Dickinson is a transatlantic law firm with 27 offices in the UK and
the USA. It offers paralegal and business administration apprenticeships, as well
as a six-year solicitor apprenticeship, to students with A levels (or equivalent).

129

WSP

WSP is an engineering professional services firm with headquarters in Montréal
and over 500 offices worldwide. It specialises in maritime, rail, bridge, tunnel and
energy services. WSP runs engineering and business administration advanced
apprentice schemes for school leavers with GCSEs, as well as engineering and
environmental degree apprenticeships for school leavers with A levels.

199

Yorkshire
Building
Society (YBS
Group)

Yorkshire Building Society is a UK building society, which has its headquarters in
Bradford. The Yorkshire Building Society Group also owns the Norwich and
Peterborough Building Society and the Chelsea Building Society, along with its
Share Plans and Accord Mortgages brands. It offers apprenticeships in its customer
service, IT and digital and supporting departments, for which GCSEs (or equivalent)
are required. It also offers a degree apprenticeship for candidates with A levels (or
equivalent).
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You need to be driven.

You’ve got to
want to do this.
Stores, Logistics and Drivers
Apprenticeship Programmes
• Nationally recognised qualiﬁcations
• £187 per week, 12 months (Stores and Logistics
Career Starter Apprenticeship)
• £187 per week rising to £279 per week in year 3
(Store Management Apprenticeship)
• £316 per week (Drivers Apprenticeship)
• 28 days’ paid holiday (including bank holidays)
Aldi’s not like other supermarkets. And the Apprenticeship
Programmes are deﬁnitely different too. You’re trusted to make
real decisions that help deliver the best for our customers. With
opportunities in Stores, Logistics and Driving, there’s more than
one way to succeed here.
www.aldirecruitment.co.uk/apprentice
EVERYDAY AMAZING.

YOUR AMBITION
STARTS HERE. MAKE
#GENERATIONCGI
YOUR GENERATION.
Leaving school means a new start for you and at CGI we’ve
got some amazing opportunities to set you on a really exciting
career path.
WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
Apply online at cgi-group.co.uk/careers

